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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1991

HOURS OF RZFRIIEDINTATIVER,
SUBCOMMITTRB ON POSTEIRCONDARY EDUCATION,

Combirma om EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:46 a.m., Room 2175,Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chairman]presiding.
Members present: Representatives Ford, Williams, Hayes, Lowey,Sawyer, Andrews, Reed, Kildee, Murphy, Coleman, King, Goodling,and Gunderson.
Staff present Thomas Wolanin, staff director, Jack Jennings,education counsel; Maureen Long, legislative associate; GloriaGray-Watson, administrative assistant; Rose DiNapoli, minoritystaff director,and Jo-Marie St. Martin, minority education counsW.Chairman Foam The next panel will be Michael Basham, DeputyAssistant Swetwy for Federal Finance, U.S. De eat ei theTreasury; Mr. Richard Fogel, Assistant Comptro General forGovernment Programs; Mr. James L. Blum, Assistant Director forBudget Analysis, Congressional Budget Office; and Mr. Lawrence

Hough, President and CEO of the Student Loan Marketing Associa-tion.
Your statements will be included in the record in full immediate-ly following your testimony.
We will start with Mr. Basham. You can summarize, supple-ment, or describe your testimony in any way you think will bemost helpful to this record.

STATEMENIS OF MICHAEL BASHAM, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRE-TARY FOR FEDERAL FINANCE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THETREASURY; RICHARD L FOGEL. ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER
GENERAL FOR GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS, GENERAL ACCOUNT-ING OFFICE; JAMES L. BLUM, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FORBUDGET ANALYSIS, CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OPTICE; ANDLAWRENCE A. HOUGH, PRESIDENT AND CEO, STUDENT LOANMARKETING ASSOCIATION
Mr. BARHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have just a brief sum-

mery cd' my testimony that I will read.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, it is a pleasure

to be here today to discuss the results of the Treasury's studcy of
government-sponsored enterprises and the administration's legisla-

(1)
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tion that will provide for more effective financial oversight of these
important institutions.

The failure of many federally-insured thrift institutions in the
1980. and the massive Federal funding required for their resolution
have focused the attention of the administration and Congress on
other areas of taxpayer exposure to fmancial risk. With this con-
cern in mind, Congress enacted legislation requiring the Secretary
of the Treasury to study and make recommendations regarding the
financial safety and soundness of GSEs.

The immense size and concentration of GSE activities served to
underscore the need for effective oversight of GSE& The outstand-
ing obligations of GSEs, including direct debt and mortgage-backed
securities, totaled almost $1 trillion at the end of calendar yftr
1990. This is greater than the total deposits of the more than 2,000
insured savings and loans, and about one-third the size of the de-
posits of the more than 12,000 insured commercial banks.

Thus, financial insolvency of even one of the major GSEs would
strain the U.S. and international financial systems and could result
in a taxpayer-funded rescue operation.

GSEs are insulated from the private market discipline applicable
to other privately-owned firms. The public policy missions of the
GSEs, their ties to the Federal Government, the importance of
their activities to the US. economy, their growing size, and the
rescue of the Farm Credit System in the 1980s, have led credit
market participants to view these GSEs more as governmental
GSEs than as private entities.

Because of this perception, investors ignore the usual credit fun-
damentals of GSEs and look to the Federal Government as the ulti-
mate guarantor of GSE obligations. Based on Standard & Poor's
analysis of the financial safety and soundness of the GSEs, we have
concluded, as we did last year, that no GSE poses an imminent fi-
nancial threat.

Because there is no immediate problem, there may be the temp-
tation to adhere to the old adage, "If it's not broke, don't fix it."
However, this course of action would be inappropriate. The experi-
ence with the troubled thrift industry and the Farm Credit System
in the 1980s vividly demonstrates that taking action once a fman-
cial disaster has already taken place is costly and difficult.

Given the need for effective financial oversight of G8E8, Treas-
ury has developed four principles of effective safety and soundness
regulation. These are: fint, financial safety and soundness regula-
tion of GSEs must be given primacy over other public policy goals.
Second, the regulator must have sufficient stature to avoid capture
blr the GSE or special interests. Three, private market risk mecha-
nisms can be used to help the regulator assess the financial safety
and soundness of GSM And, four, the basic statutory authorities
for safety and soundness regulation must be consistent across all
GU&

Oversight can be tailored through regulations that recognize the
unique nature of each GSE. Treasury has analyzed the adequacy of
the existing regulatory structure of the GSEs against the backdrop
of the four principles. One of the deficiencies we found in the exist,
ing regulatory structure is that no Federal agency has the responsi-



bility to oversee the financial safety and soundness of the Student
Loan Marketing Association, or Sallie Mae.

While Treasury has some nominal authority over Sallie Mae, the
authority is not parallel with that already in place or being pro-
posed for other GSEs. The administration's proposed legislation
would expand Treasury's current oversight responsibilities over
Sallie Mae to make them consistent with the safety and soundness
authorities of other regulators.

Under existing law, Sallie Mae is required to submit a report of
its annual audit by a certified independent auditing firm to the
Secretary of the Treasury and is required to provide the Secretary
with access to all of Sallie Mae's books and records. The Secretary,
in turn, is required to report to the President and Congress on the
rmancial condition of Sallie Mae, including a report on any impair-
ment of capital or lack of sufficient capital notW in the audit.

The administration proposes that Treasury's regulatory author-
ity over Sallie Mae be expanded to include the authority to deter-
mine capital standards, to require information disclosure, to pre-
scribe standards for books and records, and to take prompt correc-
tive action and administrative enforcement actions, as needed.

The administration proposal also establishes a safe harbor for
Sallie Mae if it receives the highest investment credit rating from
two nationally recognized credit rating organizations. If the Secre-
tary determines that Sallie Mae merits the highest investment
grade rating, Sallie Mae would be deemed to meet the proposed
minimum risk-based capital requirement for 1 year following the
date of the Secretary's determination. This would result in a sig-
nificantly reduced regulatory burden for Sallie Mae, which is ap-
propriate for a rmancially strong GSE.

Sallie Mae received a triple-A rating from Standard & Poor's
Corporation, a credit rating agency, when it was rated for the pur-
pose of the April 1991 Treasury report on GSEs. Sallie Mae would,
in all likelihood, be eligible for this safe harbor, assuming its rman-
cial condition had not deteriorated significantly from the time S&P
conducted its analysis.

In conclusion, given the immense size of GSEs and the tremen-
dous concentration of potential risk in so few institutions, the tax-
payer is entitled to expect Congress and the administration to focus
on more effective oversight of these institutions. We believe that
passage of this legislation will result in more effective oversight of
these important entities, sharply reducing the threat the taxpayer
would be called upon for another costly and painftil financial
rescue.

Moreover, effective safety and soundness oversight, by assuring
the lang-terrn financial viability of GSEs, will enhance the effec-
tiveness of these entities in achieving their public purposes. Action
on .this legislation will send a strong W'al that we have learned
some important lessons from the recent and painful difficulties we
have experienced in the financial services industry.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Michael Basham follows:1
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STATEMENT OF MICHAEL E. BASHAM
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OP THE TREASURY

FOR FEDERAL FINANCE
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY =CATION OF THE

NOUSE CONNITTER ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

Kr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

It is a pleasure to be here today to discuss the results of

the Treasury's second study of Government .-sponsored enterprises

and the Adsinistration's legislation that will provide for sore

effective financial oversight of these isportant institutions.

The failure of many federally insured thrift institutions in

the 191305, and the massive Federal funding required for their

resolution, have focusei the attention of the Administration and

Congress on other areas of taxpayer exposure to financial risk.

with this concern in mind, Congress enacted legislation requiring

the Secretary of the Treasury to study and make recommendations

regarding the financial safety and soundness of OSEs.

The Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement

Act of 1989 (FIRMA) requires the Treasury to conduct two annual

studies to assess the financial safety and poundals's of the

activities of all Governsent-sponaored enterprises. The first of

these studies was submitted to Congress in May 1990.
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Thli Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 2990 (OBRA)

requires the Treasury to provide an objective +assessment of the

financial soundness of GM, the adequacy of the existing

regulatory structure for OSEs, and the financial exposure of the

Tederal Government posed by GSBe. In addition, OBRA requires the

Treasury to subsit to Congress recommendad legislation to ensure

the financial soundness of OSEs. Legislation reflecting the

approach identified in the April 30th report has been subsitted.

The 1991 study is intended to meet the study requirements of

FIRREA and OBRA. It includes an objective assesssent of the

financial soundness of the OSEs, which vas performed by the

Standard & Poor's Corporation (S&P) st the Treasury's request.

The study also includes the results of the Treasury's analysis of

the existing regulatory structure for OSEs and recommendations

for changes to this structure.

The immense size and concentration of GSZ activities serve

to underscore the need tor effective financial safety and

soundnees regulation of OSEs. The outstanding obliqations of the

OSEs, including direct debt and mortgage-backed securities,

totaled almost 81 trillion at the end of colander year 1990.

Thus, financial insolvency of even one of the major One would

strain the U.S. and international financial systems end could

result in a taxpayer-funded rescue operation.
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Thl concentration of potential taxpayer exposure with GSEs

Is obvious when compered to the thrift and banking industries.

The total f credit market debt plus mortgage pools of the five

GSEs included in this report is greeter than ths total deposits

of the more than 2,000 insured SiLe and about one-third the size

of the deposits of the more than 12,000 insured commercial banks.

Consequently, the Federal Government's potential risk mposure

from GSEs, rather than being dispersed across many thousands of

institutions, is dependent on the sanagerial abilities of the

officers of a relatively small group of entities.

Despite the size and importance of their activities. GSEs

are insulated from the private market discipline applicable to

other privately owned firms. The public policy missions of the

GSEs, their ties to the Federal Government, the importance of

their activities to the D.S. economy, their growing size, and the

rescue of the Farm Credit System in the 1980s have led credit

earket participants to view these GSEs more as governmental than

as private entities. Because of this perception, investors

ignore the usual credit fundamentals of the GUIs and look to the

Federal Government as the ultimate guarantor of OBE obligations.

Therefore, some OBEs are in a position to increase financial

leverage virtually unconstrained by the market or by effective

oversight. Greater leverage results not only in higher returns

for GSE shareholders, but also in potentially greater taxpayer

exposure if a GS! experiences financial difficulty.

I. 0
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Begged on tho SIM analysis of the financial safety and

soundness of the OBEs, we have concluded, as we did last year,

that no 031 poses an imminent financial threat. Because there is

no immediate problem, there may be the telptetion to follow the

old adage *if it's not broke, don't fix ic". We, however,

believe that this course of action wouli be inappropriate. The

experience with th troubled thrift industry and the Farm Credit

Systes in the 19800 vividly demonstrates that taking action onee

a financial disaster has already taken place is costly and

difficult.

Given the need for effective financial oversight of the

0814s, the Treasury has developed four principles of effective

safety and soundness regulation. These principles are:

I. Fisanrial safety and soundness regulation of Gift mumt be

gives primacy over oilier public policy goals.

Regulation of GIIRe involves sultiPie public policy goals.

Without a clear statutory preference, $ t current 031 regulator

need not give primary consideration to safety and soundness

oversight. Therefore, unless a regulator has an explicit primary

statutory mission to ensure safety and soundness, the Government

say be exposed to excessive risk.

1 1
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II. The regulator must have sufficient stature to avoid capture

by the dale or special interests.

The problem of avoiding capture appears to be particularly

acute in the case of regulation of Gins. The principal OSEs are

few in number; they have highly qualified staffs: they have

strong support for their progress from special interest groups;

and they have significant resources with which to influence

political outcomes. A week financial regulator would find OSE

political power overwhelaing and even the most powerful and

respected Government agencies would find regulating such entities

a challenge. Clearly, it is vital that any OSE financial

regulator be given the necessary support, both political and

material, to function effectively.

The Treasury Department is under no illusions concerning the

capture problem. No regulatory structure can ensure that it will

not happen. Continued recognition of the inportance of ensuring

prudent management of the Osis and vigilance in this regard by

both the executive and legislative branches will be necessary.

1 2
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Vrivate mexhat risk sodomises sea b used to help the

rUislater armee the fisamsial safety amd seeadeses of Ggle.

The traditional structure and elements of financial

oversight are an important starting point for GSX regulation.

However, Governmental financial regulation over the last decade

has failed to avert financial difficulties in the banking and

thrift industries. Additionally, the financial service* industry

has become increasingly sophisticated in the creation of new

financial products, and the pace of both change end product

innovation has accelerated in the last several years. As a

result, to avoid the prospect that GSEs sight operate beyond the

abilities of a financial regulator and to protect against the

inherent shortcomings in applying a traditional financial

services regulatory model to entities as unique as Was, it would

be appropriate for the regulator to enlist ths aid of the private

sector in assessing the creditworthiness of these firms.

XV. The Susie statutory authorities for safety aid sessesees

regelatios must be somaisteat eerees all OSSe. Gwermilbt

was be tailored through regulatiems that resegmise the

smiles mature of eaeh

The basic, but essential, authorities that a GBE regulator

should includes

1 3
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(1) authority to determine capital standards;

(2) authority to require periodic disclosure of

relevant financial information;

(3) authority to prescribe, if necessary, adequate

standards for books and records and other internal controls;

(4) authority to conduct examinations; and

(5) authority to take prompt corrective action and

administrative enforcement, including cease and desist

powers, for a financially troubled GSZ.

Consistency of financial oversight over GSts does not imply

that the regulatory burden in the same irrespective of the GSEW

relative risk to the taxpayer. Weaker GSEs should be subjected

to much closer scrutiny, while financially sound GSEs should be

ubjected to less intensive oversight. However, the basic powers

of the regulator to assure financial safety and soundness should

be essentially the same for all GSEs.

Regulatory discretion is necessary within these broad powers

because the GSZs are unique entities and, as such, need

regulatory oversight that reflects the nature of the risks

inherent in the way each conducts its business. Additionally,

14
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because.financial products and markets change rapidly, regulatory

discretion would allow for flexibility to deal with the changing

financial environment.

The Treasury has analyzed the adequacy of the xisting

regulatory structure of the GSEs against the backdrop of the four

principles of ffective financial safety and soundness

regulation. One of the deficiencies in the existing regulatory

structure for Ms is that no Federal agency has the

responsibility to oversee the financial safety and soundness of

the Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie Mae). While

Treasury has some nominal authority over Sallie Mae, the

authority is not parallel with that already in place or being

proposed for other GSEs.

Treasury Regulatory Authority Should be 'speeded

The Administration's proposed legislation would xpand

Treasury's currant oversight responsibilities over Sallie Mae in

to maks them consistent with the safety end soundness authorities

of the other regulators.

Under existing law, Sallie Mae is required to submit a

report of its annual audit by a certified independent auditing

firm to the Secretary of the Treasury and is required to provide

the Secretary with access to all of Sallie Mae's books and

1 5
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records.. The Secretary, in turn, is required to report to the

President and Congress on the financial condition of Sallie Mae,

including a report on any ispeirment of capital or lack of

eufficient capital noted in the audit. The Administration

proposes that Troaeury's regulatory authority over Sallie Mae be

expanded to include the authority to determine capital standards,

to require information disclosure, to prescribe standards for

books and records, and to take prompt corrective and

administrative enforcement actions.

Tbe Administration proposal also establishes a safe harbor

for any OSE that receives the highest investment grads credit

rating from two nationally recognized statistical rating

organizations (NRSR0s). If the Secretary determines, after

receiving ratings from two NRSR0s, that Billie Mae merits the

higheit investment grads rating, Billie Mee would be deemed to

meet the proposed sinimum risk-based capital requirement for ono

year following the date of the Secretary's determination. This

would result in a significantly reduced.regulatory burden for

Sallie Rae, which is appropriate for a financially strong GSE.

Sallie Mae received a triple-A rating from SSP, an NRSRO,

when it vas rated for the purpose of the April 1991 Treasury

report on GBEs. Sallie Mae would, in all likelihood, be eligible

for this safe harbor, assuming its financial condition had not

16,
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deteriorated significantly from the time S&P conducted its

analysii.

Conclusion

In conclusion, given the immense sixe of GSEs and the

teemendous concentration of potential risk in so few

institutions, th taxpayer is entitled to expect Congress and the

Administration to focus on more effective oversight of these

institutions. Th recommendations which I have outlined form the

basis for the GSE legislation the Administration has proposed.

We believe that the passage of this legislation will result in

more effective safety and soundness ovrsight of these important

entitis, thereby sharply reducing the threat the taxpayer would

be called upon for another costly and painful financial rescue.

Moreover, effective safety and soundness oversight, by assuring

the long-term financial viability of the GSEs, will enhance the

effectiveness of these entities in achieving their public

purposes. Action on this legislation will send a strong signal

that vs have learned some important lessons from the recent and

painful difficulties we have experienced in the financial

services industry.

This concludes my prepared statement. I will be happy to

answer any questions that you may have.

0

7
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Chairman FORD. Mr. Fogel.
Mr. AMU. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There is a recurring issue with respect to the federally-connected

but privately-owned GS. How can we best balance the stockhold-
ers' interest with the government's twin objectives of achieving

Prgpurposes
and minimizing risk to the taxpayer?

eariProblems of the thrift industry brought renewed attention to
the question of taxpayer risk. The FUUEA legislation required
GAO to issue two reports on this matter. Last year we reported
that the GSE oversight was inadequate to protect the taimayer's in-
terest, particularly for Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Sallie Mae.
On May 22 of this year, we recommended in our second report a
regulatory structure and regulatory authorities including the au-
thority to set capital rules to protect the government against the
risk posed by GSEa

To oversee the GSEs and protect the government's interest, we
recommend an independent Federal enterprise regulatory board,
with a presidentially-appointed chairperson, and the Secretary of
the Treasurir and the Chairman of the Federal Reserve as voting
members. The Secretaries of Agriculture, Education, and HUD
would be nonvoting members to assure that the regulator is aware
of program policy considerations and has accem to any program ex-
pertise that may be needed.

We also recommended that the board be given clear authority to
establish safety and soundness rules for all GSEs, including risk-
based capital rules, authority to monitor compliance with these
rules, and authority to take appropriate enforcement actions simi-
lar to those of a bank regulator in the event of noncompliance.

Current arrangements for regulating the GSEs, including Sallie
Mae, do not provide adequate protection for the taxpayer, who has
already been called upon to bail out the Farm Credit System. GSEs
can get into trouble and may turn to the Federal taxpayer when
they do. We believe that implementing our recommendations
would help protect against that risk.

Sallie Mw is somewhat unique in that it is not currently regulat-
ed. While its student loan operations have to conform to the De-
partment of Education and the guarantor agency's requirements
and its books and records may be audited by the Department of the
Treasury, no government arienu is responsible for overseeing the
safeV and soundness of Sallie Nke.

ftllie Mae, though, poses little risk to the government from its
current operations. The guarantees on its student loans greatly
reduce ftllie Mae's credit risk, and current management of its
assets and liabilities greatly reduce Sallie Mae's interest rate risk.

However, risks and management of those risks can change.
Before the Farm Credit crisis and the thrift crisis, those institu-
tions were thought to be well-managed and posed little risk. We
are now recognizing the huge cost associated with inadequate regu-
lation of both of those types of institutions.

Sallie Mae's managers, management policies and procedures, and
business risk can also change, creating additional risk for the gov-
ernment. We believe the time is to act now before problems
emerge. We have seen too often, in working with the Congress in
dealing with the savings and loan crisis, the Farm Credit crisis,

1 8
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indeed, now, somewhat the problems in the banks, that it is mucheasier and a great deal less expensive to prevent problems than totry to solve them when you are in the midst of a financial disaster.
Accordingly, we urge Congress to establish an appropriate regu-latory structure, including risk-based capital requirements as a de-fense against the potential that the ta.ar will be asked to solveproblems affecting the WEB, including Sallie Mae.
[The prepared statement of Richard L. Fogel followsj
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IMPROVED REGULATORY STRUCTURE AND MINIMUM CAPITAL
STANbARDS ARE NEEDED FOR GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED ENTERPRISES

Summary of Stateeent By -

Richard L. Fogel
Assistant Comptroller General
General Government Programs

In response to a request from the Honorable William D. Ford,
Chairman, Nouse Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education,
Committee on Education and Labor, GAO presented its
recommendations for improving federal oversight and capital rules
for government-sponsored enterprises 40511).

GAO found that shortcomings in current federal oversight of GSRs
inhibit the government's ability to identify future problems that
could lead to taxpayer losses and to deal with any such problems.
Current federal regulators lack sufficient authority and
responsibility to enforce safety and soundness rules and require
minimum capital based on the risks undertaken by the Ms. in
addition, the current regulatory structure lacks sufficient
prominence in government and independence from OBEs and the
markets they serve to effectively and efficiently protect the
government's interest An GSRs.

GAO recommends that Congress establish an independent Federal
Enterprise Regulatory Board to oversee the activities of GSEa.
The Board would be headed by a Board of Directors comprised of
three voting members presidentially appointed Chairperson, the
Secretary of the Treasury, end the Chairman of the Federal
Reserve System- -and three nonvoting members- -the Secretaries of
Agriculture, Education, and Mousing end Urban Development. GAO
recommends thst the Board be given the authority and
responsibility to establish and enforce rules of safe and sound
operations, and monitor cempliance with these rules.

GAO also recommends that Congress direct the Bord to establish
minimum required capital standards based on the risks GSEs
undertake. GAO's preferred standard would include the sum of
capital levels determined by (1) ampizically-based tests of a
01111's capital adequacy to withstand credit and interest rate tisk
in stressful economic nvironments and (2) a ratio of capital to
assets that establishes a level of capital for management,
operations, and business risks.



Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee;

Ms are pleased to be hr today to discuss federal oversight of

government-sponsored enterprises (GSE). The Financial

Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1999

required two GAO reports on this subject; one in 2999 and another

in 1991. As you may recall, in our first report,1 we described

the GSEs' purposes and operating methods, the financial risks

they bear, and how they are regulated. MO concluded that the

sheer size of the GSEs' financial obligations, now over 01

trillion, their public purposes, and the probability that the

federal government would assist a financially troubled GSE, meke

it appropriate for the government to (1) supervise GSE risk-

taking activities and (2) establish minimum levels of capital.

We were concerned that federal oversight of GSEs--particularly

fox Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Sallie Mae--was inadequate to

identify, prevent, or contain the effects of problems like those

that led to taxpayer losses in the thrift industry and Fara

Credit System. Me said that this year we would recommend

specific improvements for federal oversight of OSEs.

1Swe our report Government-Sponsored Interprisess The
Government's Exposure to Asks, (GAO/GGO-91--9/7,-Aug.-15, 2990).

1
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In my testimony today, I will discuss the major recommendations

contained in our May 22, 1991 report.2 We recommend that

Congress (1) provide a GEE regulator with appropriate

nforcement authorities, (2) establish a new federal regulatory

structure to administer GSE oversight, and (3) establish

reasonable capital rules based on the risks undertaken by the

GSEs. We also plan to issue later this year a third report on

the results of our audit of internal tisk control procedures at

Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Sallie Rae.

ADDITIONAL OVERSIGHT AUTHORITIES NEEDED

Our first report on GSES found several shortcomings in federal

oversight of various GSEs.

-- The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) does

not have clear authority to set capital rules based on the

risks andrtsken by Fannie Rae and Freddie Mac. Nor doss

HUD have the range of specific nforcement authorities

typically granted to bank regulators; moreover, MUD has not

fully used the authorities it has been granted. Finally,

inherent conflicts could exist between HUD's housing goals

and its goals as a financial regulator.

2Seit our report Government-Sponsored Enterprisess A Framework
for Limiting the Governmentis Exposure to Risks, OCAO/GGD-91-99,
May 22, 1901).

2
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Sallie Mee has no federal regulator overseeing its financial

activities; it also has no minimum capital requirement.

-- The Farm Ctedit Administration lacks specific authority tr1

set capital standards for Farmer Hoc.

The statutory capital rules for the Federal Home Wan Banks

require a capital-to-outstanding-debt ratio that considers

neither the risks of off-balance abut activities nor the

relative riskiness of various bank assets.

To adequately protect the government's objective that GSBe carry

out their public purposes safely and soundly, we recommend that

the GSE regulator have authorities and responsibilities to

-- establish rules that clearly define regulatory expectations

and promote the safe and sound accomplishment of OBEs'

purposes. These should include, but not be limited to,

rules that define minimum capital levels, prohibit unsafe

activities, set minimum boundaries of a sound financial

condition, and establish information reporting requirements.

The rules should be established using procedures that conform

to the Administrative Procedures Act, including requirements

for public comment before adoption of rules.

3
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-- monitor financial performance and compliance with regulations

to provide an adequate understanding of the CEE's operations,

condition, and the potential risk to the government. The

regulator should have unimpeded, timely access to all

information, systems, and petsonnel. While such monitoring

is necessary to keep the regulator well informed, it should

be done as non-intrusively es possible. Monitoring hould

increase when conditions warrant.

-- act in a timely manner to enforce charter restrictions,

regulations, and capital requirements. Enforcement actions

should result from a fair and reasonable process.

Enforcement authorities should be sufficiently broad, and

some enforcement actions should be mandatory when pre-

specified conditions are met.

-- levy assessments to cover oversight and supervision costs.

These authorities should supplement, not obstruct, the existing

corporate governance at each GSE. The reoulator normally would

not need to involve itself in a OBE's business affairs--that is,

it would not approve operating strategies, budgets, salaries,

hiring, and the like. Under current chatters, such powers

normally are *assigned to the WE& boards of directors. WS would

not change that. Permitting corporate governance the freedom to

4



manage the GSEs allows them to quickly respond to changes in the

marketplace and serve their customers.

Under normal conditions, regulatory activity would usually

consist of performance monitoring to ensure that corporate

governance is working effectively and according to established

regulations. Prompt interventions by the regulator would be

warranted when corporate governance processes were not working as

intended or when the GSE was experiencing financial or managerial

difficulties.

SINGLE INDEPENDENT REGULATOR FAVORED

Recent regulatory experiences during the thrift and Farm Credit

crises indicate that an affective GSE regulator should be

structured so that it is both prominent in government and

objective. These characteristics should give the regulator the

visibility and the capability to act promptly and effectively if

a GSE experiences sever, difficulties. The regulatory body

should be independent from the GSEs, their competitors, and all

advocacy responsibilities. To avoid possible conflicts of

interest, a GSE regulator should not also regulate the market

served by the GsS. Finally, fairness demands that GSEs facing

similar risks receive similar regulatory treatment.



TO achieve these goals, we propose a single regulator, which we

call the Federal Enterprise Regulatory Board. The Board would

have three voting =embersa full-time chairperebn appointed by

the President, the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Chairman

of the Federal Reserve System. The chairperson would serve as

the Chief Executive Officer of the regulatory staff. The

chairperson should serve a fixed-length term and be an

individual familiar with government, who has a respected record

of achievement. The Secretary of the Treasury would provide

financial expertise and represent the administration's views.

The Federal Reserve Chairman would provide an independent view

and expertise in the workings of financial markets.

To provide advice on specific agriculture, education, and housing

programs and markets, the Board would have three nonvoting

members--the Secretaries of Agriculture, Education, and HUD. The

Secretaries would provide their views and perspectives on public

policy issues. Their nonvoting status should protect the arm's-

length nature of the Board by minimising the possibility that

these members use the GSEs to addreps public concerns not

envisioned by GSE charters.

REGULATORY CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS
SHOULD BE BASED ON RISKS UNDERTAKEN

Requiring that GSEs maintain a minimum amount of capital provides

several public benefits. Foremost, it provides some assurance of

6
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buffer adequate to absorb unforseen GSE losses and to prevent

taxpayer losses. Also, capital standard gives GSE shereholders

a greater incentive to demand that management not take undue

risks. Finally, capital standrd provide* the government a way

to influence a GSZ's risk-toklng without involving itself in the

GSE's daily business operations.

To accomplish these objectives, GSE capital requirements should

(1) be based on all risks they undertake, (2) provide an adequate

buffer for possible GSE losses, (3) be clear and prospective, and

(4) be equitable for competing GSBe. Because Farm Ctedit System

banks compete directly with commercial banks, their capital

requirements should continue to be patterned after bank risk-

based capital rules. For the other GBEs, the new Federal

Enterprise Regulatory Board should establish minimum capital

standards that are based on the sum of (1) emPirically-hased

measurements of the capital needed to withstand credit risk and

interest rate risk losses in stressful economic environments,

commonly known as °stress tests,* and (2) an amount equal to a

proportion of a GSE's obligations (leverage ratio), both on- and

off-balance sheet, so that capital is held for management,

operations, and business risks.

Where possible, the capital standard should be based on empirical

evidence and should use the best available measurement methods.

The °stress tests" are especially applicable for financial firms

7
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in a single line of businss, like OSSa, because economic

environments adverse to such firms are relatively easy to

identify compared with firms in multiple lin qf business like

banks. The specific measurements, assumptions, end ratio levels

should be left to the new Hoard's discretion, to provide the

flexibility needed to revise rules during the evolution of

markets, technologies, and USE operations. Such flexibility is

currently missing for Fannie Mee and Freddie Nac, where the

capitsl rules have become outdated now that off-balance sheet

activities are commonplace.

The proposed standard needs to be the sum of the amount needed to

meet the "stress test* requirement and that needed to meet the

leverage ratio requirement. It mast provide sufficient cspital

to provide a buffer against possible losses arising from all

sources of risk.

CONCLUSION

I recognise that some will argue that increased regulation of

rags is unnecessary because none of the GOSs now pose an

imminent financial threat to the government. Available evidence

suggests the OSEs are now generally in sound condition. However,

future changes in management strategies, economic downturns, or

other adverse events could precipitate future OSS losses. Tho

speed with which a firm can go from apparently sound to

9'1.1.
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financially imperiled was vividly demonstrated in the thrift

industry, the Farm Credit System. end Fanni Kee in the early

l9S0s. The time to act to improve the regulatory structure and

the safety end soundness of.GSEa is when the situation is calm.

History has shown that regulatory improvements are more difficult

to design and implement in a crisis environment, after huge

losses have occurred.

That concludes my prepared statement. My colleagues and I would

be pleased to answer any questions.

9
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Chairman Foam Mr. Blum.
Mr. BLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the subcommittee

to discuss the Congressional &idge Office's recent report on con-
trolling the risks of government4wnsored enteiprises and its ap-
plication to the Student Loan MarkeUng Associataon. As requwt
I will submit my written statement for the record and limit my re-
marks to a brW., summary.

My statement makes three points: First, the financial risk that
Sallie Mae poses to the Federal Government is very small at
resent The firm which provides fman liquidity to the student
oan market has consistently earned ts since it began oper-

ations in the early 1970s. Neither recessions nor
interest rates have significantly affected this ability of Sallie 'searning&

The steady profitability is both evidence of the absence of risk
and a buffer against loss by taxpayers and the government as a
result of Sallie Mae's operations. Sallie Mae's exposure W credit
risk is small because of the nature of its assets, most of which are
either guaranteed by the government or fully collateralized.

Interest rate risk is also minimized due to Sallie Mae's policy of
matching the interest sensitivity of its assets and liabilities. Final-
ly, Sallie Mae maintains a level of capital that seems ample, given
its portfolio and hedging strategies.

Second, although the risks associated with Sallie Mae are cur-
rently small, there can be no iron-clad guarantees that the GSE
will never fail and expose the government to loss. The Association
could elect or be forced to adopt a business strategy in the future
that would expose the to greater risk.

In any event, it is hly likely that the Federal Government
would assume responsib"ty for losses incurred by Sallie Mae on its
$40 billion portfolio in excess of its equity capital, which now ex-
ceeds $1 billion. Thus, the severnment 'has a substantial interest in
the extent to which Sallie Mae assumes risk in the future.

Third, there are several digensive strategies available to the Fed-
eral Government for reducing the possibility of future loss. These

the GSE and the Federal Government, establis an improved
include_privatizing Sallie Mae and thus severini tuzlii; ties between

early warning system to detect increases in risk-taking, and crest-
a Federal regulator to supervise the safety and soundness of

Mae.
The strategy of fully privatizing Sallie Mae could be apling if

a genuine separation, one that increases competition in the ethics-
tion finance system and assures continued access by education to
the capital markets, could be achieved. The CBO report, however,
points out several difficulties in pursuing this strategy.

The foremost difficulty is achieving a credible termination of the
government's implicit guarantee. To do this, it may be necessary to
transform the Amociation into several independent component
parts. It is not clear, however, that the gains of privatization would
offset the substantial legal and administrative costs involved.

A second stratee would be to require the Treasury, under exist-
ing authority, to take a greater role in monitoring Sallie Mae's risk
than it has assumed to date. Sallie Mae also could be required to
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make itself more susceptible to private risk assessment, for in-

stance, by issuing subordinated debt that subjected investors to
some risk of loss.

No amount of monitoring, however, can assure that the govern-
ment will detect in the riskiness of Sallie Mae. It could also be
argued that Sallie Mae's common stock already contains nearly as
much information as could be obtained from the pricing of subordi-
nated debt

A third strategy is to establish a Federal regulator to supervise
the safety and soundness of Sallie Mae. The administration has
proposed legislation that would give Treasury a much more power-
ful role as a safety and soundness supervisor of Sallie Mae. The
General Accounting Office has proposed creating a new agency to
supervise the safety and soundness of all GSEs, including Sallie
Mae.

Effective supervision requires a detailed knowledge of the regu-
lated entity's operations. A poorly informed supervisory agency
could impose more costs than benefits. The potential cost of
strengthened Federal regulation could be reduced in one of two
ways: first the Congress could direct the supervisory agency to
streamline monitoring and supervision of Sallie Mae as long as the
Association posed little risk to the government.

Alternatively, Sallie Mae could reach a safe harbor from regula-
tory interference by obtaining a triple-A rating from two private
rating firms, provided the supervisory agency agreed with the
rating.

Under the administration's proposed legislation, the cost of en-
hanced monitoring and supervision of Sallie Mae would appear to
be minimal, as long as Sallie Mae complied with the risk-based cap-
ital standards set by the Secretary of the Treasury. If Sallie Mae
fell out of compliance, however, a succession of increasingly tough
enforcement measures would be adopted.

While there seems to be little urgency in the case of Sallie Mae
to adopt any of these strategies, it might be prudent to put into
statute some nonintrusive measures that would guard against high
risk assumption by Sallie Mae or enable the government to antici-
pate and address a rapid deterioration in Sallie Mae's financial
condition.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my summary.
[The prepared statement of James L Blum followsl
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Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this

Subcommittee to discuss the Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie

Mae). My testimony will be based on the Congressional Budget Office's

(CBOss) recent report, Calm, Ow the Ray of Government-Sponsored

Entetprises. I will make three points in my statement

o First, Sallie Mae poses a risk of loss to the government that is

quite small, probably negligible.

o Second, the association could elect, or be forced, to adopt a

business strategy in the future that would expose the

government to greater risk.

o Third, the government has a number of options available that

might reduce this exposure to risk.

THE GOVERNMENTS CURRENT EXPOSURE TO RISK

The Student Loan Marketing Association is one of five government-sponsored

enterprises (GSEs). which are privately owned, federally chartered financial

intermediaries. Sallie Mae has achieved its public purposes of providing

3 4
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financing and liquidity to the student loan market by issuing debt in the capital

markets and providing funds to lenders who deal directly with students. The

risk to the government and taxpayers arisesas with all GMft= the

implicit federal guarantee of Sallie Mae's debt securities and the possibility

that the enterprise might not be able to meet all of its debt obligations without

federal assistance.

ln the case of Sallie Mae, the consensusshared by CBOis that the

risk to the government is minimal. The government's risk is quite low because

Sallie Mae's exposure to risk is minimaL This conclusion emerges from a

consideration of the various types of risk to which this sponsored enterprise

is subjectnamely, credit, interest rate, program, and management and

operating risks,

Credit risk arises because a lender cannot be sure that a borrower will be able

and willing to repay a loan. Sallie Mae engages in two basic types of kndinx

warehousing advances and loan purchases. Through the Warehousing

Advance Program, Sallie Mae lends money to financial and educational

2
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institutions and to state agencies to enable the borrower to make or hold

student and other education-related loans. Warehousing loans are fully

secured by borrowers' pledges of federally insured assets, such as Guaranteed

Student Loans (GSLs), Treasury, or agency debt. Under the Loan Purchase

Program, Sallie Mae buys student loans from originators. Many lenders prefer

to originate and hold loans when the student is in school and the loan is

inexpensive to service (because no payments have to be collected from

students) and to sell loans just before the student leaves school, after which

servicing becomes more complex and expensive.

In addition to purchasing loans and making warehousing advances,

Sallie Mae has the authority (provided by the 1986 amendments to the Higher

Education Act) to buy, sell, insure, or underwrite obligations made to finance

plant and equipment for institutions of higher education. Sallie Mae currently

offers secured financing to educational institutions for academic facilities.

Sallie Mae also holds 75 percent of the outstanding voting common stock of

the College Construction Loan Insurance Association (Connie Lee), a mixed-

ownership, for-profit corporation chartered by the Congress in 1986 to insure

and :ensure obligations for educational facilities.

3
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Sallie Mae's aposure to credit risk is small because most of its assets

are either guaranteed by the federal government or fully collateralized by

federally guaranteed claims. Unless a On. has not been properly saviced,

Sallie Mae has a direct claim for 100 percent of principal to the guarantee

agencies and an indirect claim to the federal government. However, Sallie

Mae could experience losses as a result of the insolvency of a guarantee

agency, default on an insufficiently collateralized warehousing advance, or the

bankruptcy of a finn with which Sallie Mae has financial agreements.

raliffillilittAgcncaig. Agencies that guarantee OSIA receive 100 percent

reinarance from the federal government so long as their annual default rates

are less than 5 percent of their total guarantees. Agencies with default rates

greater than 5 percent must pay from their own resources the difference

between the insured amount due to the holder of the defaulted GSL and the

amount recovered from the federal government (at lean 10 percent of the

amount due). These costs may eventually deplete the reserves of the

guarantee agency and force the agency into default on fts guarantee

commitments.

One example of this risk involved the 144gher Education Assistance

Foundation (HEAF) case. In that instance, although the U.S. government had

4
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no legal obligation to do so, all GSL holders were fully protected from loss.

If that case indicates current federal policy toward the liabilities of the

guarantee agencies, then Sallie Maes credit risk exposure from this quarter

is very small.

RiskleamMarshinninglaa Warehousing advances arc abo subject to

default losses, if the loans are not sufficiently collateralized. SaWe Mae is

aware of this risk and has policies in place to require 100 percent (or more)

of high-quality collateral to secure these advances. To date, Sallie Mac has

not incurred any losses from defaults on warehousing advances.

huerest Rate Rig

Interest rate risk occurs when the margin between interest income and interest

expense is affected by changes in the level of interest rates. Interest income

on most of Sallie Mae's assets tends to move with the open-market interest

rates on Treasury securities to which they are indexed. For example, the rate

of interest received by Sallie Mae on a Stafford loan is 3.25 percent above the

average 9I-day Treasury bill rate, adjusted every three months for changes in

the bill rate.

5
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If, however, Sallie Mae were to finance its variable-rate loans with

fixed-rate debt, a fall in interest rates would reduce interest income but leave

interest expense unchanged. In that case, Salle Mae would suffer losses. To

avoid this risk, Sallie Mae has matched the interest sensitivity of its debt with

the interest sensitivity of its assets.

On occasion, however, Sallie Mae believes that it can minimize its long-

term interest costs (and maximize its net interest income)by issuing fixed-rate

debt. To avoid the risk inherent in this mismatch between assets and

liabilities, Sallie Mae uses interest rate exchange contracts OT "swaps." Under

these agreements, Sallie Mae pays a variable interest rate stream in exchange

for a flow of payments sufficient to meet its fiXe448te obligations. With such

a hedge in place, Sallie Mae's interest expense varies with its interest income,

and a positive income spread is assuTed.

To hedge against the adverse effects on income of changes in interest

rates, Sallie Mae enters into interest rate exchange agreements under which

it pays a floating interest rate in exchange for fixed interest rate payments.

If the party with which Sallie Mae exchanges interest payments defaults on its

promise, Sallie Mae is subject to losses equal to the cost of replacing the

agreement. Sallie Mae has employed various means of minimizing this risk,

6



such as carefully screening and monitoring the credit quality of those with

whom it enters such agreements, Sallie Mae has suffered only one loss of

modest size ($300,000) on such a default.

Etasaumaira

Some observers believe that the greatest threat to Sallie Mae's financial

viability comes from the government itself. Sallie Mae is currently attuned to

and depends on existing federal policy toward postsecondary education. That

policy, of course, could be changed. If, for example, the GSL program were

to be dropped in favor of a direct federal loan program for students, the

change could adversely affect the financial outlook for Sallie Mae.

The existing stack of GSL contracts, however, assures Sallie Mae of

opportunities to generate earnings for the next 7 to 10 years, even if the GSL

program were to be terminated. During this transition, Sallie Mae would

shrink in absolute size, but the firm's investors would not be exposed to loss

from the downsizing of the Linn. In fact, it is reasonable to expect that with

a built-in transition period, Sallie Mae would be able to adapt its specialized

financial knowledge and low-cost loan servicing operations so that it could
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continue to play a role in postsecondary educatkm finance. For mmple, if

the government establishes a federal direct loan program, Sallie Mae might

be a successful biddel for loan servicing. U the federal direct loan program

is targeted at low-income students, Sallie Mae might be able to develop a

direct loan program for moderate- and higher-income students

ManazioncilantLaNdilisnaSiakt

Fedesal guarantees of student loans are not unconditional To collect from

a guarantor agency and ultimately from the federal government, the holder of

a OSL must be able to demonstrate that it has complied with a variety of "due

diligence" requirements. If Sallie Mae were to fail to service its loan portfolio

according to federal regulations, it could suffer significant losses even though

it holds federally guaranteed assets. CBO did not examine Sallie Mae's

operating and internal control systems because this is outside our area of

expert knowledge. We therefore cannot offer any definitive conclusions about

the association's exposure to management and operations risks.

We did ascertain, howeva, that this source of risk has not been a

significant factor in Sallie Mae's past earnings- We did so by confirming that

8
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Sallie Mse's earnings have show extraordinary stabilfty. Since Sallie Mae

began operating, h has consistently earned profits. Sallie Mae's earnings have

been relatively unaffected by recession, sharp swings in interest rates, declines

in nzal estate and commodity prices, and changes in management and

operating systems. The stability of earnings per dollar of assets means that

the principal determinant of Sallie Mae's earnings has been the book value of

assets held by the firm.

SALLIE MAE AND FUTURE RISK

Although the past is prologue, there is no guarantee that Sallie Mae will

always be able to avoid and control risks as completely as it has in the past.

One could more confidently predict the future if one could explain the past,

but it is not clear why Sallie Mae has operated as it has. A change in

environmentin federal policy toward financing higher education, for

examplecould trigger a chanp in the composition of Sallie Mae's loan

portfolio toward riskier assets. A shift in investor preferences mlght incline

Sallie Mae toward retaining a greater portion of the interest rate risk that ft

now hedges. A change in management might lead to a deterioration of

9
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internal controls and operating systems and a significant rise in the chances of

operating failures. Sallie Mac's future level of risk is simply unpredictable.

It is fairly clair, however, that the federal government would assume

responsibility for kisses incurred by Sallie Mat on its portfolio in exceu of its

equity capital, which now exceeds SI billion. This, the government has a

substantial interest in the extent to which Sallie Mae assumes risk in the

future.

OPTIONS FOR LIMITING FUTURE FEDERAL EXPOSURE TO RISK

The implicit federal guarantee of Sallie Mae's liabilities raises the policy issue,

therefor; of what actionif anythe federal government should take now to

address tlie possibility that Sal* Mae might adopt a significantly more risky

financial posture in the future. CBO's report discusses three federal

strategies.

o The first is to fully privatize Sallie Mae and thus terminate all

federal responsibility for the enterprise's debt

10
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o The second is to put in place an enhanced "early warning"

system for detecting increases in risks that the association

aSSUITIC.S.

o The third is to give a federal agency statutory authority to limit

Sallie Mae's ability to choose more risky lines of business and

modes of operation and to set and enforce capital standards for

the OSE.

The first strategy is appealing if a genuine separationone that

increases competition in the education finance system and assures continued

access by education to the capital marketscan be achieved. If, however, the

government wishes to maintain a close relationship with the dominant firm in

this market, then adding an early warning or supervisory mechanism to an

otherwise unchanged Sallie Mae could be prudent. If the latter option is

chosen, consideration could he given to establishing a streamlined supervisory

process, or permitting Sallie Mae to math a "safe harbor" from federal

regulation, provided that the enterprise continues to adhere to the highest

commercial standards of safety and soundness. The "safe harbor" provision

is intended to afford some protection from an overzealous regulator that

11
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might do substantial, but needless, harm to the public polio, objectives of

Sallie Mae.

ribstimSollicalac

One of the major difficulties to be overcome by attempts at privatization is

that the severing of all federal responsibilities for the GSM debt must be

credible. This requirement is made all the more difficult because the current

federal guarantee of Sallie Mae's debt is not explicit. One approach to a

credible renunciation of the implicit guarantee is to make it explicit. Under

this approach, the federal government would explicitly guarantee the timely

payment of interest and principal for all outstanding securities issued by Sallie

Mae before the effective date. This guarantee should be extended by statute.

When the guarantee is made explicit, a schedule should also be announced for

its withdrawal. One option would be to guarantee existing issues to their

maturity or for some fixed period (say three years), whichever is less.

One of this plan's shortcomings is that it would leave the Student loan

Marketing Association as the issuer of more than $40 billion in outstanding

debt. Given the power of the notion of *too big to fail, the markets might
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continue to perceive Sallie Mae debt as implkitly guaranteed by the federal

government, despite the expiration of the explicit guarantee.

This shortcoming suggests that the effective privatization of Sallie Mae

would require dividing the firm into several independent entities. Specifically,

Sallie Mae could be required to divest itself gradually of hs component

operations, assets, and liabilities by dbtributing to its current common and

preferred investors shares in each of several, new, fully private, independent

firms created from Sallie Mae. The new entities would have none of the links

to the federal government that normally dhainguish GSEs, such as a line of

credit at the Treasury or exemption from the Securities and Exchange

Commission's registration requirements or state lava that protect investors.

They would also be subject to the antitrust lawr.

By creating several new and correspondingly smaller entities, markets

mien be persuaded that the federal government would not inteivene to

protect creditors from Ices in the event of insolvency by one of these firms.

This resuh requires that none of the surviving entities bc too big to fail. In

addition, this approach could significantly tam= competition in the

secondary market for GSIa and assure the continued access of primary

lenders to the capital markets.

13
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A second option discussed in CBO's report would be that of requiring the

Department of the Treasury, under existing authority, to examine Sallie Mae's

five-year strategic and annual budget and business plans. This might enable

Treasury to anticipate changes in planned risk at Sallie Mae and to alert the

President arwl the Congress in time to block them, if desired.

This approach requires the Treasury to take a greater role in

monitoring Sallie Mae's risk. No amount of monitoring can assure that the

government will detect an increase in the riskiness of Sa llie Mae. For

exampk, changes in the structure of the GSL program may force Sallie Mae

into unplanned departures from its long-term business plan. Also,

management may take steps to increase risks that were not contemplated in

advance, although it has substantial incentives not to do so. Thus, the Treasury

may not detect an increase in risk until it has occurred. When a significant

increase in risk is detected, the Secretary could recommend removal of the

board.

A shortcoming of this approach is that the Treasury Secretary and the

President might be reluctant to remove the board, especially ff increased risk

14
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bad not led to losses. Some observe= have suggested that a supecvisory

army with a statutory mandate to assure safe and sound operatkm and

equipped with sufficient enforcement powers would be less reluctant to act.

Increased use of private risk assessment might also enhance federal

oversight and early warning effectiveness. For esample, Treasury might be

required to report publicly the market value of the association's assets,

liabilities, and contingencies. Private aedit rating agencies could also be used

to rate the government's exposure to risk. Finally, if an agency was

adequately capitalized, it could be required to issue subordinated debt that did

not carry a federal guarantee.

A third approach would be to create a new agency with responsibility for

supervising the safe =I sound operation of all GSEs, including Sallie Mae, as

the General Accounting Office has proposed Tbe agency sauld have

statutory authority to examine Sallie Mac, impose a riskbased capital

requirement on the GSE, enforce that capital standard and other limits on risk

15
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midi% take action if Sallie Mae became insolvent or close to insolvency, and

assess the association for the cost of supervisory activities.

Effective supervision requires a detailed knowledge of the regulated

entity's operations. A regulator would have to become knowledgeable about

Sallie Maes affairs. Achieving this expertise could be costly for both Sallie

Mae and the supervisory agency. A poorly informed supervisory agency,

however, might set a capital requirement that did not take into account Sallie

Mac's true exposure to risk and thereby impose unnecessary costs on Sallie

Mae's sharelmilders, as well as lenders, students, and postsecondary education

institutions. Because Sallie Mae currently poses so little risk to the

government and has stroug incentives to continue operating in a low-risk

manner, there are no guarantees that the potential benefits from effective

supervisionprevention of greater risk taking by the GSEare v.vrth the

potential costs associated with poorly informed supervision.

The high information nmds and costs essential to effecdve, controlling

regulation could be reduced in one of two ways. First, the Congress could

direct the supervisory agency to streamline monitoring and supervision of

Sallie Mae as long as the GSE posed little risk to the government. A

streamlined regulatory process would minimize the explicit and implicit cost
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of more intensive monitoring of Sallie Mae. Alternatively, Sa We Mae could

reach a *safe harbor" from regulatory interference by obtaining a triple-A

rating from two private rating agencies, provided the supervisory agency

agreed with the rating. (Such agreement appears to be necessary to avoid an

unconstitutional delegation of federal authority to a nongovernmental entity.)

The GSE probably could obtain such a rating at very little cost to

stockholders. If Sallie Mae achieved and maintained the rating, the

supervisory agency would be able to monitor Sallie Mae, but could not require

any changes in its operations. However, if the enterprise fell out of

compliance with the standard, it could be required to submit a business plan

to the supervisory agency that would enable it to comply within one year. If

Sallie Mae failed to comply within that period, the agency would be able to

impose a business plan on it.

The Mministration has proposed legislation that would give the

Treasruy a much more powerful role as the supervisor of tlw safety and

soundness of Sallie Mae. The bill would establish a statutory leverage limit

and a critical capital ratio for Sallie Mae and greatly increase the Secretary's

statutory authority with respect to issues of safety and soundness. The

Secretary would be required to define a minimum risk-based capital standard

for the enterprise that exceeded the statutory leverage limit. The risk-based
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standard would include components for credit, interest rate, business, and

management and operations risks. If Sallie Mae failed to comply with the

risk-based standard the Secretary sets, the Secretary could disapprove any of

the GSE's activities and would possess a spectrum of mandatory and

discretionary enforcement powers. The enforcement powers would be

identical to those the Administration's banking reform legislation proposes be

given to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and would

become increasingly tough as Sallie Mae's capital fell short of the minimum

risk-based standard imposed by the Secretary.

CONCLUSION

The financial risk thct Sallie Mae poses to the federal government is very

small at present. The firm, which provides financing and liquidity to the

student loan market, has consistently earned profits since it began operations

in the early 1970s. Neither recessions nor sharp swings in interest rates have

significantly affected the stability of Sallie Maes earnings. This steady

profitability is both evidence of the absence of risk and a buffer against loss

by taxpayers and the government as a result of Sallie Mae's operations.
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Sallie Mee's exposure to aedit risk is small because of the nature of

its assets, most of which are either guaranteed by the government or fully

collataalized. Interest rate risk is also minimized, because of Sallie Maes

policy of matching the interest sensitivity of its assets and liabilities. Finally,

Sallie Mae maintains a level of capital that seems ample, given its portfolio

and hedging strategies.

Although the risks associated with Sallie Mae are currently small, there

can be no ironclad guarantees that the GSE will never fail and expose the

government to loss. Several defensive strategies are available to the federal

government for reducing the possibility of future loss. These include

privatizing Sallie Mae and thus severing the ties between the GSE and the

federal government, establishing an improved "ea4 warning"system to detect

increases in risk taking, and creating a new federal regulator to supervise the

safety and soundness of Sallie Mae.

While there seems to be little urgency by Sallie Mae to adopt any of

these strategies, it might be prudent to put into statute some nonintrusive

measures that would guard against higher risk assumption by Saffie Mae or

would enable the government to anticipate and address a rapid deterioration

in Sallie Mae's financial condition.
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Chairman Foan. Mr. Hough.
Mr. HOUGH. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I

am Lawrence Hough, president and chief executive officer of Sallie
Mae. I am ftwci,ely pleased to appear before this committee, be-
cause it was this committee that created Sallie Mae's charter in
1972.

Let me say clearly, at the outset, the official reports concerning
GSE safety and soundness from Treasury, GAO, and CB0 have all
determined that Sallie Mae itself poses no risk to the taxpayer.
The CB0 concluded in its report Sallie Mae, without a safety and
soundness regulator, has conducted its business in such a way as to
have limited Federal exposure to an insignificant level.

OMB, in the 1992 budget, acknowledged that Sallie Mae is ex-
tremely strong financially. Perhaps the most noteworthy evidence
of this achievement is neasury's report that Sallie Mae holds a
triple-A investment grade rating, the highest level awarded by
Standard & Poor's. These studies only confirm what you and we
have known all along, and that is, Sallie Mae is accomplishing the
mission set forth by statute and doing so prudently.

Over the past 18 years, Congress has amended our charter nu-
merous times to strengthen our self-sufficiency as a private corpo-
ration and to respond to the developing needs for educational
credit. We have funded over 20 million loans, providing students
with over $51 billion. Our programs have supported directly over
2,000 commercial banks, thrifts, schools, and State agencies.

Using authority granted during the last reauthorization, Sallie
Mae has begun to finance directly higher education facilities. We
have provided support to 121 institutions in 84 States for a total of
more than $1.6 billion to construct facilities, acquire new equip-
ment, and refurbish facilities in need of repair.

In the testimony preceding mine, it has been suggested that
Sallie Mae needs to lae regulated simply because we are not now
regulated. I take strong exception to this view. Current law now
provides for meaningful and effective congressional oversight, as
well as ample outside scrutiny by the Department of Treasury.

Our statute specifically provides that the Secretary of Treasury
keep the President and Congress informed of such operations and
fmancial condition of the Association, including a report of any im-
pairment of capital or lack of sufficient capital. Saie Mae is re-
quired to submit a report of our annual audit to the Secretary of
Treasuiy, who also enjop full access to our books and records.

Mr Chairman, our charter makes us sub*.. t to oversight from
the education committees of Congress. With both committees,
Sallie Mae has established a frequency and quality of dialogue that
goes far beyond the formal reports required by statute. It also
needs to be understood that, as distinguished from all other GSEs,
Sallie Mae supports an activity that is itself created and regulated
by the government.

Accordingly, we are reviewed by the Department of Education's
Office of Inspector General, its Division of Audit and Program
Review. We are reviewed by State agencies, as well as the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services. These are the extemaive offi-
cial oversight provisions under current law. They do not include
ongoing, ad hoc reviews by GAO, CBO, OMB, Treasury and others.
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There is only one Sallie Mae, and we live in a huge fish bowl.
Moreoever, as a publicV-traded corporation, we are subject to the
rules of the New York &ock Exchange, the antifraud provisions of
the Federal securities laws, and the watchful eye of our investors
and analysts on Wall Street, as well as other credit rating agencies.

Our 21-member board has a fiduciary responsibility to ensure the
and soundness of our operations. Seven members of our

are aminted by the President of the United States, and the
President aW designates the chairman of the board.

However, despite our consistent success, there are those who are
setting aside the conclusions from the studies that we represent no
taxwer risk and are calling for drastic regulatory proposals.
While I appreciate the very positive comments I have heard this
morning about our corporation's management, I would like to be
very clear on the substance of what has actually been proposed by
Treasury and the GAO.

What are the obvious flaws in the Treasury proposal? First,
Treasury acknowledges no need for balance between financial regu-
lation and program mission. Despite the CBO testimony that there
needs to be an appropriate balance between financial regulation
and programmatic mission, Treasury holds the view that financial
rmiktion must be an absolute priority. This view is held in disre-
gard of any consideration for concerns about student loan access,
stability, and certainty for other GSL participants.

The capital levels would be set completely at the discretion of the
Secretary of the Treasury This is even when Sallie Mae is at the
highest l.el of capital. The Secretary can prevent us from enter-
ing into transactions he believes might place us in a lower capital
level. Treasury is given the clear-cut ability to control our business.
In essence, the Secretary of the Treasury can veto a business trans-
action by unilaterally determining that Sallie Mae is engaging in
an imsafe and unsound practice.

To put this power in context, under that authority, Sallie Mae
could be prohibited from purchasing loans guaranteed by weaker
guarantee agencies. This could create severe access problems in
certain States.

What is wrong with the GAO proposal? The GAO proposal, as de-
scribed in their report and highlighted today, would put in place a
single super-regulator. Once we are thrown together with all GSEs
and placed under an entity chartered to regulate, investors in our
debt security would shift their current focus away from our credit-
worthiness and rely fully on the Federal Government.

At the same time, the cost of equity capital would increase,
making it more expensive and difficult for Sallie Mae to raise the
kind of private sector buffer to taxpayer risk which the GAO and
others propose to reinforce.

Our inclusion in a group of very dissimilar and less well-posi-
tioned GSEs will also force Sallie Mae to manage to the standards
of the weakest GSE, for the weakest GSE will set the risk levels a
super-regulator will expect us to meet in the conduct of our busi-
ness.

Mr. Chairman, the proposals put forth by both GAO and Treas-
ury would create a discretio . and unlimited intervention mech-
anism, one outside your co .. ttee's amtrol. The presence of an
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entity so empowered could irrevocably alter and deAtabilize the
structure you have crafted. It could provide a direct, unpredictable
means for intervention, intervention which might be triggered as a
result of dissatisfaction with the program policy objectives you
would have us support.

We are not alone in voicing the risk and cost of heightening reg-
ulation, nor are we alone in believing that Sallie Mae's unique fi-
nancial strength affords you, the Congress, other means of dealing
with us. For example, the CB0 has pointed out Sallie Mae exposes
the government to a negligible amount of risk at present. The prin-
cipal policy issue with respect to Sallie Mae is what action, if any,
the government should take to prevent the enterprise from increas-
ing its exposure in the future?

Mr. Chairman, I believe that this committee, with its experience
overseeing programs supporting American higher education is
uniquely qualified to judge how best to assure that Sallie Mae con-
tinues to perform its mission in a manner which maintains finan-
cially strong operations with no risk to the American taxpayer.

I urge you to set aside solutions which would impede Sallie Mae's
ability to act quickly and creatively in response to programmatic
initiatives requested or supported by our congressional overseers. I
urge you to reject the proposed structures lest they be enacted and
transform Sallie Mae into a corporation that manages its business
for the safety and soundness regulators.

As this committee now looks ahead to the postsecondary educa-
tion challenges of this decade and the next, you will need a proven
source of innovation and change. I am well aware of t.he developing
programmatic needs: programs for the middle class, a simpler Staf-
ford program, support for nontraditional students, fail-safe contin-
gencies for major parts of the present delivery system, to name just
a few.

We are confident that, e'er thoughtful consultation with this
committee, Sallie Mae will be able to provide critical support for
these emerging needs. I am very eager to join with you and this
committee to fashion a solution which we both can feel confident
will ensure our continuing support of higher education. It should
be a solution that draws from our strength and not one which falls
prey to unfounded speculation about the future.

I look forward to working with you and would be pleased to
answer any questions that you may have.

[The prepared statement of Lawrence A. Hough followsl
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am Lawrence Hough, President

and Odef Executive Officer of the Student Loan Marketing Association, better known

as Sallie Mae. I appreciate the opportunity to discuss the safety and soundness of

Sallie Mae. I am particularly pleased that this hearing on Sallie Mae is before the

committee which created our corporate charter in 1972 to assure the availability

nationwide of education credit. This Committee deserves much of the credit for the

successful growth of the guaranteed student loan program and the important

contribution Sallie Mae has made in providing private capital to meet that growth. As

the only government sponsored enterprise chartered to serve postsecondary education,

Sallie Mae is proud of its record and is especially gratified that as you undertake a

reirieW of our safety and soundness, you will find that the official reports concerning

OSE safety and soundness from Treasury, GAO, and CB() have all determined that

Sallie Mae itself poses virtually no risk to the taxpayer.

THE RESULTS OF THE STUDIES

The Treasury, GAO, and CBO reports, and OMB in its commentary in the Budget for

Fiscal Year 1992, all acknowledge Sallie Mae's successful performance in fulfilling our

mission with private capital and at eero risk to the taxpayers. Perhaps the most

noteworthy evidence of this achievement is Treasury's report that Sallie Mae holds a

MA investment grade rating, the highest level awarded by Standard & Poor's. At

1
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Treasury's specific request and as a key part of the Treasury snuly, S&P evaluated the

likelihood that each OSE might not be able to meet its future obligations from its OWD

resources. On the basis of this study, only Sallie Mse and the Federal Home Loan

Bank System achieved a AAA. To our knowledge only two commercial banks of the

more than 10,000 in this country today carries such a high rating by Standard & Poor's.

This is an appropriate starting point for examining the reports' commentary on how

Sink Mae has operated.

The CBO concluded in its report that Sallie Mae represents a negligible risk to the

government. "Sallie Mae...without a safely and soundness regulator has conducted its

business in such a way as to have limited the federal exposure to an insignificant level.*

OMB, in the Budget for Fiscal Year 1992, acknowledged that Sallie Mae is "extremely

strong financially" and that "so long as it manages its interest rate risk well, Sallie's only

real risk is that the government might change the rules of the game." From the

Treasury Report, the Standard & Poor's comments arc also very positive.

The assessment of Sallie Mae reflects its consistently good operating
performance, the high quality of its asset base, and its strong risk-adjusted
capitalization. Sallie Mae has managed well the servicing risks attendant upon
guaranteed student loans...(Sa1ife Mae's) capital is maintained at leveb to protect
against a variety of risks, including the MUM risk of SUITILIDOr Whim.
Leverage has increased in recent yews, reflecting an active stock buyback
program, but Sallie Mae remains appropriately capitalized on a risk-adjusted
basis, [APRIL 1991 TREASURY REPORT, p. A-416)
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THE COMPANY AND THE PUBLIC BENEFIT

These studies only confirm what you and we have known all along, Mr. Chairman, and

that is that Sallie Mae is accomplishing the mission set for it by statute and is doing so

pntdently.

Over the past 18 years Congress has amended our charter numerous times to

strengthen ow self-sufficiency as a private corporation and to confirm and respond to

the develt,,.:,,; needs for education credit. Following each such change, Sallie Mae

adjusted its course in an appropriate way and continued to fulfill its public mission

while at the sante time avoiding harmful, unnecessanly risky initiatives. The public

benefits have been tremendous in terms of students served, educations obtained, and

national objectives achieved. Sallie Mac has to date funded over 20 million loans,

providing students with over $51 billion dollars,. Today the corporation, both by buying

student loans and by providing collateralized warehousing loans to participating lenders,

funds about four in ten of all student loans outstanding.

By buying education loans, Sallie Mae provides lenders with the cash needed to make

more student loans or other investments. Over 2,000 commercial hob, thrifts, schools,

and state agencies look to Sallie Mae for a comprehensive array of financial services
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loan purchues, financinp, commitments customized to meet the needs of individusl

participants in the education marketplace.

To ensure the continued participation of the nation's knden through the decade of the

80's when the guaranteed student loan program became increasingly complicated, Sallie

Mae devoted much of its resources to the development of sophisticated products that

saw student loan lenders and provide better WM= to schools and students, Sallie

Mae's development of a state-of-the-an student loan servicing system has enabled vs to

SU OM in-house, more than half of the loam we own and provide a full range of

technical assistance products to lenders who want to participate in the student loan

program but cannot afford the manse of developing the unique systems needed to

properly originate and service lams. And, in this past year Sallie Mae's "back room"

expertise our strong knowledge of the operational arx1 administrathe aspects of

student loans combined with the authority panted to us by the Congress, provided

much needed assistance to the Department of Education as it quickly moved to achieve

an orderly wind-down of the Higher Education Assistance Foundation (HEAP).

Using authority granted during the last reauthorization, Sallie Mae has also launched a

successful program of facilities financing for educational institutions. As a result of this

initiative, we have financed or pwovided support to 121 institutions for a total of more

than 81.6 billion. These funds have been used to refinance existing debt related to
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construction and renovation, to constmet new facilities, to acquire new equipment, and

to refurbish facilities in need of repair. We have become a key player in ensuring that

the infrastmture of American higher education keeps pace with the demands of the

1990's and the next century.

To fund our investments, Sallie Mae raises capital that would not otherwise be invested

in higher education. Our issuance of short- and imermediate-term securities in the

global capital markets, where the corporation has gained 8 reputation 8.8 one of the

highest quality credits, has brought new investors to American education. By using a

variety of often innovative financing techniques in both domestic and overseas markets,

Sallie Mae has been able to borrow cost effectively and maimain a near perfect

balance sheet, one in which the interest rate and maturity of borrowed funds matches

the rate and maturity of investments.

Success, in our view, includes operating soundly with healthy profits. Those profits

serve to attract equity investment in our business from the general public, and

educational and financial institutions. Profits also provide the critical buffer to enable

Sallie Mae to survive periods of economic adversity or to recover from unexpected

losses. This latter use of profits constitutes one ri the most significant aspects of the

safety and soundness discussion. The fact that Sallie Mae returns nearly 80% of its

healthy profits 10 its business is a major reason why we earned a AAA and were able
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to survive variety ot extemany ad:Maim:red economic stress simulations. These

additions to capital strength in the past three yeats were: 8192 million in 3958, $209

million in 1969, and $233 million in 1990.

The most crucial element of the prudent management of a financial institution,

especially through its period of rapid powth, b its ability to develop or attrect equity

capital. This halhr,rk of conservative private sector financial management is one of

the two most important concepts 1 would offer today. And, Mr. Minoan, this area is

one where Sallie Mae is doing very well. However, to continue to have the capital

needed to serve the growing need for educational credit, Sallie Mae must be widely

and accurately seen as being able to continue to operate in much the same way it has

since 1972. Sallie Mae's financial strength as seen by the markets is the principal

reason that investors have had the confidence to provide an uninterrupted supply of

credit for higher education, even when, as recently has been the case, a credit crunch

has afflicted other sectors of the economy. OUT ability to adapt to changing economic

conditions, to identify and serve higher education needs, and to be financially strong

despite national economic problems, confirms the extraordinary value of marrying

private business to our public purpose objectives.
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CURRENT LAW QVERSIGICE

Mr. Chairman, instead of resorting to the creation of a stiffing regulatory bureaucracy,

this Committee and its Senate counterpart thoughtfully included as a part of our

original charter a carefully constructed system of checks and balances on our operations

and a method to reduce federal involvement over time.

Current law provides for meaningful and effective congressional oversight and ample

outside scrutiny of Sallie Mae's financial condition by the Treasury Deparunent. In

addition to approving all of Sallie Mae's debt issuances, the Secretary of the Treaswy

is directed by statute to "...keep the President and the Congress informed of such

operations and financial condition of the Association, together with such

recommendations with respect thereto as the Secretary may deem advisable, including a

report of any impairment of capital or lack of sufficient capital noted in the audit."

Sallie Mae is required to submit a report of our annual audit to the Secretary of the

Treasury, who also enjoys access to all Our books and records. Indeed, we believe

Treasury's current statutory authority to oversee the safety and soundness of Sallie Mae

to be considerably broader than its authority with regard to other government-

sponsored corporations. In our eighteen year history Treasury has never raised with us

a single issue with respect to our safety and soundness, and we are unaware of any

reported to the Congress or the President.
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Mr atiirM1/1, OUT charter also makes us subject to oversight from the education

committees of Congress. With both committees, Sallie Mae has established a frequency

and quabty of dialogue thit saes far beyond the formal reports required annually by

our Muter. I believe that it is largely as a resuh ei this history that the Congress has

been wining to broaden our authorities on some occasions, and to constructively caution

us on others.

It also needs to be imderstood that, as distinguished from others, Sallie Mae is

essentially engaged in supporting an activity that is itself created and intensely regulated

by the Government. Accordingly, Sallie Mae is reviewed from time to time by the

Department of Education's Office of Inspector General and Division of Audit and

Program Review and by state guaranty agencies in regard to its bolding of GSLP loans,

and by the Department of Health and Human Services on its HEAL loan portfolio.

I have attempted to summarize the extensive, official oversight of Sallie Mae under

current law, not including the ongoing ad hoc miens by GAO, CBO, OMR, the

Treasury and others. But as you know well, Mr. Chairman and Members of this

Committee, Sallie Mae lives in a sizeable fishbowl. As a publicly traded corporation,

we are subject to the rules of the New York Stock Exchange, the anti-fraud provisions

of tbe federal securities laws, and the watchful eye of investors and analysts on Wall

Street, as well as the credit-rating agencies like Standard & Poor's, the one which has
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kat rated us AAA, independent of any benefits of goventment-sponsorship. An

independent, public accounting firm audits us annually and provides comfort on interim

financial reports to investon. Our risb, profitability, policies, and management

practices are analyzed continually by our debt and equity investors. Our many

competitors and others in the higher education marketplace scrutinize our actions, and

report directly to you on Sallie Mae.

Finally, any summary of current oversight of this corporation would be incomplete

without reference to its significant internal controls. Internal scrutiny starts at the sop,

with the governance structure fashioned by the Congress. Our 21.inember Board has a

fiduciary responsibility to ensure the safety and soundness of Sallie Mae's operations.

Management is arcountabie to this Board, 14 of whom are elected by the shareholders

and 7 of whom are appointed by the President of the United States. The President alio

designates the Chairman of the Board. And, mindful of the need to strengthen Sallie

Mae's accountability, we are seeking in this reauthorization an amendment to mg

charter that would strengthen further the governance of the corporation by giving all

Sallie Mae's shareholders voting rights. Such an amendment will not only intensify the

market discipline on Sallie Mae management and directors, it will also enhance our

ability to raise capital.

9
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM PERE,

As an active participant in the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, Sallie Mae

is confident that with your support we will continue to bring ow considerable financial

strength and entrepreneurial aeativity to meet the nation's requirements for various

forms of postsecondary education credit However, despite our eminent success,

there are some who are setting aside the concluskins from the studies that we are safe

and sound and are calling for drastic regulatory proposals.

Mr. Chairman, Treasury's kgislative proposal which you have heard today came as a

surprise to us. On the one hand, Treasury reported that Sallie Mae was awarded the

highest possible stand-alone credit rating from Standard & Poor's, AAA. And Treasury

has consistently maintained over the past year, and most recently in its April report,

that a govemment.sponsored enterprise which enjoys a AAA rating "will be exempt

from regulatory capital requirements and the frequency of reports and examinations

may be reduced.'

But the legislative expression of the Treasury report now proposes that even in

instances where Sallie Mae is scored at the highest level by two different independent

rating agencies, the Secretary of the Treasury can still intervene in the management of

the company. The extremely broad discretionary powers Treasury cedes to itself could
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existence of such brood authority coukl impair Sa Die Maes ability to attract capital far

investment in the OSLP and could raise questions concerning the contractual strength

of the purchase commitment agreements we hot with lenders. And, in this regard Mr.

Chairman, Sallie Mae's purchase commitments are the cornerstones which many /enders

rely on to support their continued participaticm in the program

The Committee should understand dearly that the Treasury's legislative proposal would

put in place the regulatory solution crafted for the long ailing thrift bdustry. While a

long bst of sound reasons can be offered to show why such a regulatory solution is

entirely inappropriate for Strike Mae, let me offer just a few:

3. There arc thousands of thrift institutions scattered all across the country.

The legislative remedy proposed by Treasury for Sallie Mae includes broad

provisions taken directly from the FIRREA legislation which as you know

was adopted to curb fraud and abuse after the widespread failure of thrift

institutions throughout the country. By contrast, there is one and only one

Sallie Mae; we are here in Washington; we have not experienced a single

incident of fraud or abuse; and our chairman is appointed by and saves st

the pleasure of the President of tbe United States. MINCOVer, we never

base, nor ss presently constituted will we ever represent an enforcement
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challenge which is in any respect eomparable to that encountered in the

pursuit of the thrift institution excesses and fraud.

2. In the decade prior to the industry's failure, thrift institutions enjoyed

widely broadened business oppommitia. Their rapid growth into unknown

areas of risk, their weak capital base, their failure to retain profits, and

their lack of institutional controls were among factors which produced the

need for FIRREA legislation. By contrast, Sallie Mae serves a very narrow

business niche. Our growth has been steady and prudent and our

investment in controls has come well before entering new business

activities. Finally, and most importantly, our commitment to building equity

has resulted in our attainment of risk-based capital levels well above those

set for national banks.

3. The 'hilt industry regulatory mechanism was never equipped to deal with

the growth and new ventures undertaken in the years kading up to the

widespread failures. By contrast, Sallie Mae's narrow range of business

and ks very public nature make it far easier to oversee. MCireOver the

sources of control, the checks and balance, listed earlier in this testimony,

are many, diverse, and well suited io the oversight required.

12
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The GAO's proposal, as described in their report and highlighted in testimony today

would put in place a single, super-regulator. We believe that this approach is at best

counter-productive to the goal of insuriis that each GSE can someday match Sallie

Mae's existing credit quality. The ratings provided by S&P were: Sallie MaeAAA4

Fannie MaeA minus; Freddie MacA plus, and Farm Credit SystemBB. The

Creilti011 of a single regulator to supervise all GSEs will signal to the capital markets

who purchase OSE debt that there is little credit distinction between GS& and that

their reliance in the event of failure is an the federal government In other words,

what is today an implicit guarantee would become an explicit guarantee. At the same

time, the cost of equity capital would increase as recognition of our balance sheet

quality diminished and fear of regulatory intrusion increased. The result would be to

nutke it more expensive and difficult for Sallie Mae to attract the very kind of private

.iector "buffer" to taxpayer risk the GAO and ()then propose to reinforce. Our

inclusion in a group of very dissimilar and less well positioned GSEs will force our

corporation to manage to standards of the weakest OSE, for the weakest GSE will set

the risk levels a super-regulator will expect us to meet in the conduct of ow business.

The combined effects of these factors could ultimately have serious consequences to

students, other secondary markets, lenders, and postsecondary educational institutions.

13
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THE DANGERS Of UNWARRANTED REGU1ATORY INMUSION

These drastic regulatory proposals hold great potential for undermining the structure

Congress has so carefully built to ensure available private capital. Crucial to the

integrity of a private sector secondary market is its reliability, predictability, and

discipline, When capital flows readily as is the case with the stnicture you created

nearly two decades ago, it does so because there is certainty in the process and trust

among the participants. Sank Mae has become the central component of the steady

flow of capital The introduction of new, unpredictable, and perhaps unwarranted

interventions, a clear consequence of both the Treasury and GAO proposals, represents

tht type of change that financial markets may neither trust nor readily accept. As

importantly, the perception of program participants may be badly shaken. Sallie Mae':

ability to be ready under all economic and political conditions is one of our most

important contribution to ensure availability of educational credit.

Mr. Chairman, the second key point in this testimony is one which I wish to ensure

that there be no possible misunderstanding as to its consequences. The proposals put

forward would create a highly discretionary intervemion mechanism, one outside your

Committee's control. From our perspective, it is one with truly unlimited power, and

one which could be administered by those with very little program knowledge. The

presence of an entity so empowered could irrevocably alter and de-stabilize the
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stivrture you crafted. It could provide a direct, =predictable means for Executive

Branch intervention, perhaps motivated by a crisis in another industry that has nothing

to do with education finance. Or worse, such a regulatory intervention may be

triggered as a result of dissatisfaction with the program policy objectives you would

have us suppon. Had such regulations been in place in the past, it is doubtfttl that

Salbe Mae, in spite of its willingness to act, would have been permitted to respond to

meet Congressional or Department of Education objectives.

Not only would such regulation tie our hands in meeting the needs of the marketplace

we serve, it would accomplish the contrary of its stated objective. Proponents hold the

position that more regulation would somehow decrease risk to the taxpayer. In our

opinion quite the contrary would be true. Through the proposed expansive regulafion,

the government would become increasingly accountable for what Sallie Mae does, and

any implicit guarantee would becor.,e explicit. From management's point of view, with

the ever present threat of regulator intervention, and its totally discretionary power to

pre-empt decisions and remove officers from employment, the single most predictable

consequence of proposed regulation would be a sudden denigration of entrepreneurial

spirit and a rapid slide down to the comfon zone of mediocrity. One either turns the

keys of the business MT to the regulator or one manages to the level needed to avoid

any possible pretense for its discretionary intrusion. In neither instance will this

program be well served.
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THE NEXT STEP

We are not a lone voice in citing the risk and cost of heightened regulation. Nor are

we alone in believing that Sallie Mae's unique financial strength affords you, the

Cortgress, other means of dealing with us. For example, the Congressional Budget

Office pointed out:

The Student Loan Marketing Association (Sallie Mae), which provides
financing and liquidity to the market for student loans, exposes the
government to a negligible amount of risk at present. The principal
policy issue with respect to Sallie Mae is what action g any the
government should take to prevent the enterprise front increasing its
exposure to risk in the future. (emphasis added)

Mr. Chairman, your Comminee has the prerogative of leaving the structure you have

built in place. The CRC) has highlighted some of the reasons why Sank Mae's low risk

profile and financial strength would support a conclusion that the existing oversight

structure is sound.

Because Sallie Mae poses so little risk to the government today and has strollg
incentives to continue to operate in a low-risk manner, there arc no guarantees
that the potential benefits from effective supervision prevention of greater
risk-taking by OSE are worth the potential costs associated with poorly
informed supervision.

Although no single federal agency has specific regulatory responsibility for Salle
Maes safety and soundness, the OSE is subject to operating restrictions and
oversight. The most important is probably periodic Congressional oversight.
Congressional review of Sallie Mae's operation exercises an important influence
on managementThe Secretary of the Treasury also has statutory authority to
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examine all financial records of the association. Ilse Secretary is required to
report annually to the President and to the Congress on the financial condition
of Sallie Mae.

Additionally, the CB0 states that with respect to Sallie Mu, there is no urgency.

The lack of urgency in the case of Sallie Mae stems from the fact that the
firm without a safety and soundness regulator has conducted its businen in
such a way as to have limited the federal aposure to an insignificant level.
Sallie Mae has carefully controlled hs risks and maintained a level of capital that
seems to have been appropriate. A well-informed regulator would have required
exactly this type of behavior... (April, 1990, CB0 Report, pp 260)

Mr. Chairman, 1 believe that this Committee, with its experience in overseeing

programs supporting American higher education, is uniquely qualified to judge how best

to assure that Sallie Mae continues to perform its mission in a manner which maintains

financially strong operations, posing no risk to the American taxpayer. I urge you to

reject solutions devised for some other industry's problems which would impede Sallie

Mae's ability to act quickly and creatively in response to programmatic initiatives

requested or supported by our Congressional overseer. I urge you to reject the

pmposed structures, lest they be enacted and transform Salle Mae into a corporation

that manages its business for "the safety and soundness regulators." That style of

management has not served other industries well and would be in stark contrast to the

attention management now gives to properly balancing marketplace risk pressures and

our public purpose. The legitimaq of this concern 16'i foreshadowed in the 18 5

report of the Congressional Budget Office (C1114 'Regulation aimed at locking Sallie

Mae into its present low-risk mode of operation would probably put an end to its
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innovative product and sewice development efforta Management turnover would

probably increase if a static entironment was imposed."

We strongly believe it is largely because you estabLthed Sallie Mae to work in the

private sector with its tradition of innovation and prompt responses to marketplace

needs that many of the program objectives you sought have been accomplished, in the

past these have included: providing lenders with commitments to purchase the loans

that they will make in future years; developing new products and services for students

and lenders as their needs reqtared; helping small lenders stay in the business of

offering guaranteed student loans; developing financing instruments to assist other

secondary markets and lenders; and providing a new source of financing for academic

plant and equipment when governmental resources could not accommodate them.

Mr. Chairman, as you and your Committee now look ahead to the postsecondary

education financing challenges of this decade and the next century, you will need a

proven source of innovation and change. I am well aware of the developing

programmatic needs: programs for the middle class, a simpler Stafford program,

support for non-traditional students, fail-safe contingencies for major parts of the

present delivery system, to name just a few. We are confident that after thoughtful

consultation with your committee Sallie Mae will be able to provide critical support to

those emerging needs however you choose to solve theta. Moreover, as you are aware,

under the present statute, to undertake special initiatives, should the Secretary of

18
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Education determine a situation in the industry WatTIMIS such action. With respect to

both existing and future authorities, it is important to understand how severely limited

would be out support in the !untie if your Committee does not successfUlly counter the

regulatory proposals you have burd others support today.

Obviously, MT. Mai/1=A I ala very eager 10 Pia with you and this Committee to

fashion a solution which we both can feel confident will ensure Sallie Mac's continuing

support of higher education. It should be a solution that draws from our strength and

not one which falls prey to unfounded speculation about the future. Mr. Chairman, at

the risk of appearing to be melodramatic, the burden of my testimony today is that this

Committee should avoid the siren voices of the Treasury Department and the GAO

which would, in our judgment, without justification, be tantamount to the f tVerl of

the original decision to rely on the private sector to support the GSLP. We believe

the effect of these proposals would bc to make Sallie Mae behave hie an agency of

government. This would destroy the carefully constructed balance between our public

and private purposes which has been the hallmark of our success.

I look forward to worldng with your Committee and would be pleased to answer any

questions you may have.
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Chairman Foal). Thank you very much.
I have kind of a general question that anybody can respond to.

Just why is regulatory consistency, which in this case is the simple
statement of treating all GSEs alike, essential? Regulatory consist-
ency is basically a policy that would treat things that are vastly
different in the same manner, rather than regulating each GSE in
a way that is appropriate to its size, mission, and risk.

Our examination of the Treasury proposal indicates that it seems
like a classic example of the proverbial cast iron fly swatter. I don't
know how you take unlike entities like these and come to the con-
clusion that the immutable end olljective is to treat them all the
same. That makes about as much sense as does adopting an educa-
tion policy and saying that all students, regardless of their
strengths or weaknesses or needs or the purpose of the education,
as perceived by them, ought to be treated the same.

VVhen we say "treated the same" about students, we talk about
not getting unduly intrusive into their own decision-making proc-
ess and treating them fairly,and I don't think anybody at the table
sees what is suggested by Treasury as any different. But falling
back on something I have heard ever since I came here 27 years
wo if we've got something that works, and nobody says it isn't
likely to work, why are we fixing it?

Mr. Basham, could you give me some help on that?
Mr. BASHAM. Sure, Mr. Chairman. In terms of regulatory consist-

ency, the approach that we took was
Chairman Fox). Please don't use that term "regulatory consist-

ency." I just told you why I think it's an oxymoron. Regulatory
consistency is what I learned in elementary accounting in under-
guate school, and that means that_you have the column on the
left match the column on the right. That's regulatory consistency,
and it's dumb. Any idiot can do that.

We are talking here about an agency that was created by this
committee because there was noy else in the business, and we
had a program that wasn't going to get off the ground unless we
constructed for ourselves a unique system which now is known by
the acronym of Sallie Mae. I am almost an expert on its beginning
because I opposed it. It really is the product of a Republican on this
committee, Mr. Erlenborn of Illinois, who worked for a long time to
convince us that we were never going to make this student loan
program work if we didn't create our own bank.

I didn't have a very fond feeling for creating, helping, or even
having anything to do with banks, but we were finally convinced
that it was an essential element of the program. What has always
been important to us is not Sallie Mae, who runs it or who the
President appoints over there. We have never interfered in that in
any way at all. We don't care what they do as long as they are
there when we need them to make sure that our train runs on
time. In the case of this committee, the trains that we want to run
on time are the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

Now, I hope I am not conveying too much anxiety to you, but I
get understandably upset if somebody wants to come and play in
our puddle and say, well, everything is going fine. They are doing
what you set them up to do. And, as a matter of fact, most recently
they have helped us avoid real serious problems across the country.
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But now Treasury would like to come and tell them how to do it
better.

Treaaury is already in the ball game, but you pve us a list of all
the that Treasury wants to do in addition to that, and a
couple them suggest to me another level of decision-making
interposed between this committee and our creature, Sallie Mae.
We are somewhat jealous of the relationship that the committee
has continued to maintain during the 18 years of Sallie Mae, and
we have several times made significant changes in their mission
and their goals without getting involved in the day-to-day oper-
ation over there.

I would like to know how you feel that operating a specialized
agency such as Sallie Mae, which has only one reason for being
I'm surprised, Mr. Blum, when you talk about privatizing. If you
want to talk about privatizing Sallie Mae, I can privatize it for you
in this reauthorization. We will just abolish it.

Because if Sallie Mae is privatized and no longer has as its total
reason for being the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, it isn't
what we created it isn't what we wanted, and we don't want an-
other bank, good, bad, or indifferent; we want an agency that has
as its fundamental mission support of the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program.

So I guess the easy way for us to respect the direction to legislate
by September, we can simply take the suggestion to privatize it.
We'll just dump it. Now, I don't know what the impact of that
would be on your feelings and your bookkeepers' feelings about
symmetry and regulatory consistency, but I know what it would do
to the Student Loan Program, it would bring it to a screeching
halt.

This committee is more concerned with action by Sallie Mae that
impinges on access to student loans by people seeking education
than we are about how the bookkeepers feel about regulatory con-
sistency. And we are going to continue to do that. Now, my under-
standing is we do have to legislate something before September. I
am not at all sure what happens if we don't, unless somebody else
tries to legislate, and then we have one horrendous turf fight
around here.

Do any of the other agencies that are being treated with this reg-
ulatory consistency enjoy the same rating with the rating agencies
as Sallie Mae?

Mr. BABHAM. The only other GSE, Mr. Chairman, that was rated
triple-A was the Federal Home Loan Bank system. I think you
could characterize their oversight of their safety and soundness as
quite extensive, particularly with respect to Salhe Mae.

Chairman Folio. Why does Treasury feel that the present author-
ity that it has in Sallie Mae is not adequate to assure safety and
soundness?

Mr. BAOHAM. Currently, Mr. Chairman, Sallie Maeour author-
ity is nominal at best. We can ask for their annual report to be
submitted to us. If their independent auditor within that annual
report makes note of any impairment of capital or any things that
they are concerned about, the Secretary has a responsibility under
the law to communicate that, both to the President and to Con-
gress.
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We should be sending up to this committee, I think sometime
shortly, the letter that we send every June, which includes our as-
sessment based on the assessment of the independent auditor intheir annual report. Beyond that our only other real authority of
consequence, besides the ability just to go in and look and their
books, is the ability to control, to a certain extent, their access tothe debt markets.

We have historically not used this authority over Sallie Mae or
over any of the other GSEs in anything other than sort of a traffic
cop function; i.e., to try to let them know what the Treasury itselfis doing as well as what other GSEs are doing. And to the extentthey decide it is inappropriate or unwise for them to come tomarket at a particular time, they make that decision themselves.

There is one current situation in front of Treasury where they
had recently proposed borrowing some money off shore. We arehaving our tax people as well as our international affairs people
analyze that particular borrowing. That would be a rare, rare ex-ception to our traffic cop function.

l'.ut beyond these sort of nominal authorities, there is no general
rulemaking authority. I would say Sallie Mae, for the most part,
has complete discretion with respect to the level of capital it choos-
es to maintain for itself, the complete level of discretion with re-
iwwt to how much risk it chooses to take in its business activities.k"ortunately for us, for the taxpayer, for this committee, and for ev-
eryone involved, that level of risk is low and has been historicallylow.

I think we feel that maintaining the status quo presumes that wecan foretell what the future is going to be. We don't profess to beable to do that. I think we would feel more comfortable, given the
discretion that Sallie Mae currently hasin essence, some peoplewould suggest they have a government credit card that they areable to use with no spending limit on it.

Chairman Foito. Wait right there. You just turned the corner onme, and I want you to understand where you're going when youturn that corner. You acknowledged that you can oversee what theauditors find in examining the way in which they are doing busi-ness, and that you have the authority and you do in fact use thatauthority to notify this committee when you see some indicationthat they may be deviating from what anybody, the auditors or
Treasury, believes to be sound business practices.

Now, what I am concerned about is why you want to be able tomake decisions at Treasury about those business practices without
consulting us or the board of directors of Sallie Mae; in other
words, to be able to veto an action of Sallie Mae, even if it is some-thing we have asked them to do?

Mr. BM:IMAM. Mr. Chairman, I would characterize that as prob-thly not our approach, quite frankly. We probably feel very strong-ly that heavy-hmided regulation is counterproductive, particularlywith respect to a GSE like Sallie Mae that is so well capitalizedand so well run, in terms of its exposure of the taxpayer.
We feel that the intrusiveness of regulation should be inversely

proportional to the risk that the GSE poses to the government. Ithink the legislation that we set up reflects those views, in terms of
both the provision of a safe harbor for Sallie Mae, as well as as-
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suzning that they meet the capital standards that would be promul-
gated, and we have no reason to believe, based on our analysis,
that they would not be able to meet any reasonable level of capital
standards that might be promulgated, there is no room for intru-
siveness on the part of the regulatory body.

Again, we feel strongly that heavy-handed regulation would be
counterproductive. We don't want to run this business. Our prefer-
ence would be not to run this business. Our preference would be for
Congress to determine the programs, the programmatic issues that
they want Sallie Mae to addrm.

Congress determines there is a targeted beneficiary. We want
this particular group of Americans to be served by this particular
GSE. We would support that. Our only concern is that, once Con-
gress has made the programmatic decisions, that Sallie Mae does it
prudently and with as little risk to the taxpayer as possible. We
would not anticipate--

Chairman Foam Do you foresee, for example, when you talk
about authority to dictate standards, the situation that has arisen
in recent years with a guarantee agency that became, on its books,
overburdened with a population of low-income students in proprie-
tary schools and found itself getting into trouble? We knew that
trouble was developing, we know why, and it has more to do with
the type of person that is being semed by those loans than it has to
do with anything else.

You are faced with a choice: We either quit protecting and af-
fording education to low-income people because they are bad risks,
or we continue. We asked Sallie Mae and the Secretary of Educa-
tion to step in. Sallie Mae did, and we had practically no interrup-
tion in flow of access to loans to low-income people in the parts of
the country, including the District of Columbia, that would have
been shut off.

Now, what if your people at Treasury decide that taking over
that kind of a riA is not a good business investment? I can tell you
right now it's not a good business investment. And if all I was wor-
ried about is the business investment side of it, and that's what I'm
afraid is all Treasury is worried about, I would have no trouble
telling them, "Don't take this over. Let them flounder."

But since I am concerned that we are even-handed about educa-
tional opportunity for good risks and bad risks, and in fact we are
in this business to remove capital risk as an impediment to educa-
tion for the less fortunate, then I would tell them, "Do what we put
you in business for, and don't worry about the fact that you are not
going to make as much money out of it."

My problem is, at that point, whose regulation wins, yours or the
desires of this committee?

Mr. BABHAM. Mr. Chairman, to the extent that this committee
had Sallie Mae serving a particular public beneficiary, whether it
be low-income, moderate-income students, in trade schools, in me4
cal schools, or wherever, that's a deesion that the Cmgress itself
would make. Our only goal would be to make sure that they in fact
are_performing the services with minimal exposure to the taxpay-
er. That's it.

We would not dictate in the particular instance that you are re-
ferring to. They were performing as Congress intended them to
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perform. Our role there would be strictly as a functionand we
identified the potential exposure, the guarantor exposure in our
1990 report We mentioned that in a couple of places, and in fact it
did come to pass. It was handled, we think, expeditiously. S&P
commented to us that the way it was handled was done extremely
well. That was fine.

Our concerns were not that they shouldn't be doing that, because
the decision had already been made by Congress for them to serve
this particular program, this particular segment of the population.
That's not our concern. Our concern would just be to make sure
that in serving this particular segment of the population with a
particular program that it be done safely and soundly.

Chairman nail We are going to have to go over for two quick
votes, and we will be back as quick as we can. I would appreciate it
if the panel could stay for other members to ask questions.

[Recess.]
Chairman FORD. There is a possibility there will be another vote.

We will probably have Mr. Coleman back quickly. In his absence,
Mr. Reed.

Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The issue of government-sponsored enterprises is a very critical

one, because we all, I think, recognize the potential loss to the Fed-
eral taxpayer if we don't take appropriate action, but it is an issue
which involves very complex financial markets, financial transac-
tions, and I think it is useful, certainly for me, to try to understand
more fully some of the premises that we are operating on and some
of the objectives we are trying to realize.

The first issue--and my questions are general in nature, so I
would encourage all of the panel to respond at willat issue here,
or why we are here, basically, is the implicit Federal guarantee for
these quasi-public or quasi-private entities. I would just like a com-
ment about the extent to which this implicit guarantee would re-
quire a Federal response.

In the testimony we heard that during the Farm Credit crisis in
the 1980s, the Federal Government stepped inbut how explicit or
implicit is this Federal guarantee? General comments would be ap-
preciated.

Mr. FOGEL Well, let me start, Mr. Reed, from a GAO perspective,
you are correct that it is implicit I think that history is the only
thing that we have to go on. When there have been programs that
have been set up where there is a very clear public policy purpose,
as indeed is the caw in the GS& we are talking about, I think it
has been our expectation that if things really got tough, you know,
the government would step in, because we are dealing with public
purpose types of enterprises.

So that's why we think the government does have an interest in
assuring that, not intrusively, but assuring that these G8E5 are op-
erating in a safe and sound manner.

Mr. REED. Let me follow this up by a more detailed approach.
There are various groups, constituent groups, if you want to use
that term in the broader sense, that, in varying degrees, see the
government as sponsoring these agencies. And, just for the record,
among stockholders of this publicly-traded corporation, do you feel
that there is an implicit recognition that the government will step
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in, or do they recognize that there is no legal obligation for this
government to step in?

Mr. FOGEL. I think, if you read the prospectuses of the GSEs and
everything they say, they say there is no explicit guarantee. But
the way the market behaves indicates that the market does under-
stand that there is an implicit guarantee that the government
would step in.

Mr. REED. Just, again, to continue, about bondholders, you would
make similar comments?

Mr. Foam. I would say it would generally apply, yes.
Mr. REED. And then another constituent group, the actual stu-

dent borrowersin fact they actually have a guarantee, or at least
they are borrowing with a guarantee.

Mr. FOGEL. Right. That's right. That's why it's called the guaran-
teed program, so they know they are covered.

Mr. REED. There is another issue which is sort of the flip side of
the proposed regulations.

Right now we are talking about an implicit guarantee. In effect,
if we pass significant regulatory authority for the Secretary of the
Treasury or anyone else, that implicit guarantee becomes much
more explicit, because the government is taking a firmer grasp of
the institution and in effect is saying, not only will we guarantee
these particular loans, out we will be guaranteeing the continuity
of Sallie Mae.

Is that a fair judgment?
Mr. FOGEL. I think, from our perspective, I don't know that we

think the legislation would necessarily guarantee the continuity. I
think what we view it as doing is saying that the government has
an interest in assuring that organizations that were set up for a
public purpose and have a potential draw upon the Treasury are
operated in a safe and sound manner. But, I don't know, maybe

ftsury has some different views on that.
But I don't think we view this as having it set up so that the

legislation would explicitly guarantee either the existence of these
organizations or say that therefore the government would now ex-
plicitly stand behind what they do.

Mr. R. Not cutting off Mr. Basham, but it seems to me that
right now we are here because there is an implicit guarantee, be-
cause of historical events, because of market behavior, and yet we
are proposing to take much more defmitive regulatory steps. I
woulcl suspect that if the market is responding now, baw id upon m-
plicit legislative authority, that we certainly have to consider the
effect, or should consider the effect, of more substantial regulation.

Mr. Foam. Yes. I thinkI'm not the best person to speak on
how the markets actbut I think one of the reasons we are here is
that there is a general recognition that because this implicit guar-
antee for all the GSEs is out there that it is important to take a
look and see whether the goVernment's interests, not only on the
programmatic side but on the safety and soundness side, are ade-
quateif protected.

I think the sense we got from our study was a feeling that at the
present time we don't think the government's interests, from a
safety and soundness standpoint, .are adequately protected. It's nice
to hear that, and I'm glad 'we're able to report that the GSEs,
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almost all of them, are in vely good shape; they are being managed
well, but that's today. And our concern is that it is difficult to look
into the future and say, well, because everything is okay today, we
ought to just keep our fingers crossed and say things will be okay a
couple years from now.

Mr. BArmatm. I was going to address your questions with respect
to making the implicit guarantee more explicit.

As we perused all the various regulatory venues in deciding the
approach that we wished to take with respect to GSEs, we saw cer-
tain consistent powers that were there, including utilities, public
utilities, that are regulated by various State utility commissions,
securities firms. Those are two instances that came to our attention
where there is quite active and effective governmental regulation
that in no way suggests to the participants in those markets that
there is any sort of government guarantee.

More to the point, with respect to how the market perceives
these securities, as someone who came from the financial industry
before I came to Treasury, I can assure you that, when we would
get the annual reports from these entities, we would file them
away, but effectively, based on our experiences and our percep-
tions, the government, if things really got difficult, given the close-
ness of these securities to the government, that the government
would probably step in.

I would suggest that the spreads that they are able to borrow
over the Treasury curve right now are more reflective of liquidity
concerns and less a function of =iny concerns about the underlying
credit. As a matter of fact, we ve done some analysis at Treasury
that would suggest that some the GSEs who have been issuing a
lot of callable debt as of late are effectively, when you factor in the
value of that call, are effectively able to borrow money at rates
better than the Treasury itself is able to borrow.

So I would suggest that the market's perceptions are that, irre-
spective of the Treasury's comments that there is no explicit or im-
plicit guarantee, irrespective of the comments of the GSEs them-
selves that there is no explicit or implicit guarantee, the fact re-
mains that actions speak louder than words. When the Farm
Credit System experienced difficulties, the U.S. Government
stepped up to provide assistance. And I think that provided, some
people would suggest, a living embodiment of the implied guaran-
tee right there.

Mr. Rom I have aunless you wanted to answer, Mr. Hough?
Mr. Hou Congressman Reed, let me put on the mord the his-

tory of Sallie Mae on this issue. Around the middle of the 1980s, at
the request of Treasury, we terminated a relationship that we had
had, as long as it was made available to us, under which we could
borrow from the Federal Financing Bank. Clearly, the debt that
supports our programs that came through the Federal lrmancing
Bank carried the explicit guarantee.

It was a very appwlim opportunity for us, because we, for a long
time, have sfrd to our investors that what they can look to and
only what they can look to is th,- ration's capital. So in the
action we took in leaving the Federal Flnancing Bank we made a
giant sfride towards meeting that objective.
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We consistently, in all debt offerings and all the occazions in
which we stand before analysts who are interested in both our debt
and our equity, emphasize that the capital of this corporation rep-
resents the total recourse that they have, that there is no explicit
guarantee, there is no implicit guarantee, and as long as they con-
tinue to invest in us they should do so knowing that we are not in
any way, shape, or form relying on the government to come to our
rescue. We believe that today as strongly as we have ever believed
it. As to the question of whether or not our debt today enjoys the
advantage of this implicit gu-santee, it is deceiving to stack that
question up by comparing Farm Credit, Fannie Mae, and Freddie
Mac that do hold rates substantially below ours, but yet are bor-
rowing at costs very close to ours.

To gain insight as to what stands behind the investors' motives
in borrowing our debt at a fraction over Treasury, you have to look
at the only two other major banks in this country that are triple-
As, Morgan and Wachovia. When you compare our finamcing costs
to their financing costs, and you can do it only imperfectly, because
we are not in the market on the same day with the same instru-
ments, but, generally speaking, you are going to find that our
spreads are very close to those two triple-As.

So I would submit that the difference between U.S. Government
borrowing and Sallie Mae's borrowing is more representative of the
fact that the market understands that we are a triple-A and ac-
cords us the same safety and soundness that they accord to the two
other triple-A financial institutions in the United States.

Having said that, it is very difficult to prove, because we are per-
ceived to be an agency issuer, but as compared with the other
GSEs, we alone can make the comparative study of where we stand
with where two other major financial institutions stand on this
question.

Mr. REED. Thank you.
I have a follow-up question I am trying to determine the govern-

ment's exposureand I don't want to simplify this, because I think
it is i.. very complex fieldbut, basically, our exposure comes in the
actual guarantees that we give to the borrowing by students. I am
talking now, of course, about Sallie Mae, not the other GSEs.

It is my understanding that in the budget proposal that has been
sent up this year, as a result of reforms, that we are beginning to
recognize the discounted cost of these guarantees over time. My
question is, if we are in fact budgeting for potential losses in the
guarantee program, aren't we recognizing directly the potential
cost that would be borne ultimately by Salhe Mae?

Mr. BASHAM. Well, the budgeting that takes Once and has taken
place is really a function of the Department of FAucation's guaran-
tee of the loans. Obviously, if students default, the Department of
Educatir, has to have the money to make good on that loan. So
that's where the exposure to the taxpayer is on that specific lend-
ing program. The exposure through Sallie Mae, obviously, in a situ-
ation like thator to Sallie MReis minimal.

There was some question, obviously, when HEAF experienced fi-
nancial difficulties. There were some provisions that would not
have _provided 100 percent insurance of the student loans that
HEAF had originated, based on their default experience. In fact,
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the government made goodthe Department of Education effec-
tively ended up making gloed _on all of those loans, and there would
have been no impact to F or to Sallie Mae, from that perspec-
tive. So, really, the exposure to the actual student loans is really to
the Department of Education.

I think what you were alluding to earlier was this issue of Feder-
al credit policy reform, which has to do with whether the govern-
ment services various constituencies, either through direct lending
programs by the government itself, through guaranteed loans, or
through some file "ty similar to a GSE, and what is the most effi-
cient way to provide that benefit to the particular constituency.

Mr. Item. Let me just follow up on tills question. If we, at least
for the sake of discussion, concede that there is minimal risk to
Sallie Mae because of the guaranteed loans, because that has been
budgeted now and discounted forward, or backwards, depending on
your sense of direction, what are the specific risks that Sallie Mw
hm run that require increased regulatory supervision?

Mr. BASHAM. Well, fortunately, the way they manage their busi-
ness doesn't expose us to a lot of risk right now. Obviously, the
masior asset that they invest in are these guaranteed student loans,
which are effectively guaranteed by the Department of Education.
Ultimately, they are guaranteed by State agencies, but the Depart-
ment of Education provides the reinsurance. So, effectively, there is
not a lot of risk there. You are talking about a full faith and credit
obligation.

Now there are other areas of their business. They do make ware-
housing advances that they have chosen to have collateralized.

Mr. REED. By guaranteed loans?
Mr. BASHAM. Pardon? Yes, they will make warehousing advances

to institutions to make government-guaranteed loans, and those
warehousing advances are fully collateralized. But there is some
credit exposure there. There is potentially some interest rate expo-
sure, although, again, given the structure of their business, when
you have an asset that effectively, by statute, reprices its cost every
91 days, you don't have as much fiexibi: ity with respect to asset
and liability management as you might have.
Again, we have said rep3atedly, all of us, I think, and S&P, as

well, have said that the structure of the business, the way it is cur-
rently managed today, does not pose a tremendous amount of risk.
Again, I think our greatest concern is that we can't tell the future.

At one time in the past, Sallie Mae owned a thrift that it got rid
of several years back. To the extent that they are inclined, at some
point down the road, to do things like thatI'm not suggesting
that they are going tobut we can't foretell the future. We would
feel more comfortable having an infrastructure in place that could
deal with these things when they arise.

Mr. R. Our Chairman is being very patient. I have a few
more questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Foon. Congressman, let me just add one thing to that.
There is another type of risk that we think has to be recognized for
all G8E3 and that is the management risk that occurs. Now, that is
not something that you can determine by running a stress test or
applying rielt-Wmd capital standards. That's why you need, we pro-
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pose, a leverage capital ratio in there. That can be tied in some-
what with business risk.

Mr. REED. Let me just follow up Mr. Fogel. Going back to what
said, they have indicated that they don't want to run

Sallie Mae. Effectively, what you are saying is that the risk we
might be ultimately be controlling for is the management of Sallie
Mae; is that a fair conclusion, based upon your comment?

Mr. Foam. Well, it's one of the risks that you need to recognize
that exists in any type of financial institution.

Mr. REED. Just so I don't lose this thoughtthe other institu-
tions we are talking about, the GSE3, and particularly, if you move
away from the GSEs, the thrift industry and the banking industry
don't deal exclusively with guaranteed products like this.

Mr. FOGEL No, that's correct.
Mr. REED. So we are looking at something unique, even within

the field of GSEs; is that fair?
Mr. FOGEL. There is no doubt that the interest rate and credit

risk for Sallie Mae are much lower than similar risks for the other
GSEs

Mr. REED. Thank you.
We do have, I think, a problem here, and let me sketch out some

thoughts I have for your response. First the most recent failure
among the guarantee agencies which operate in conjunction with
Sallie Mae was the HEAF. Are there any proposals to directly reg-
ulate the guarantee agencies? If the problem is not at Sallie Mae, if
the problem is at guarantee agencies, are we picking the wrong
target simply because they are the one that is most easily regulat-
ed? That's one issue.

Mr. &WHAM. Well, effectively, as originators and servicers of stu-
dent loans, they have some involvement with the Department of
Education, who moritors those programs quite closely. I think they

ch back in 1986. Heretofore, there had always been 100 per-
haavie;elowerful incentive, again, given the way the insurance was

cent insurance by the Department of Education, irrespective of the
default experience.

They found that the default experience in some of these guaran-
tors was so high, they felt they needed some incentives. So, depend-
ing upon their default experience, that insurance coverage can go
down to as low as 80 percent. This was the problem with HEAE So
there is incentive there. There is oversight of the programs from
the Department of Education.

Obviously, I think we are all cognizant of the fact that if you
make a particular type of loan to a particular student in a particu-
lar type of school, that it probably, with respect to all student
loans, has a much higher iisk profile. But, again, that is not to sug-
gest that they shouldn't be made; it is just that they need to be
made within the prudent confines of not jeopardizing these guaran-
tee !Agencies. I think that is what the Department of Education is
hoping to accomplish with this new reinsurance provision.

Mr. REED. Just another question that goes to the nature of the
product. Unlike other financial institutions, and unlike other fi-
nancial products, there is no real underwriting or diligence done
before the extension of a loan. That is by Federal law. If you qual-
ify under the statute, you get the loan.



And little is donein fact, we are wrestling with that issue in
the Title IV hearings, how do we, Congress, control the default
rate, which is really driven as much by our specifications of who
qualifies rather than the financial inatitution? In effect, then, are
you trying to control us?

I don't want to be facetious, but we are the ones who specify who
gets the loans, and we haven't - an ability to pay or an abil-
ity to repay or the prudent 1 " standard. Wt we do is, at the
tail end, we make the institutions, the lenders, go through hoops to
collect, basically, not to underwrite, but to collect

Mr. BAMAM. 'Well, effectively, Congress makes the
decision that they want this pregram to succeed. And, again, now,
that can be accomplished either by iproviding a direct
guaranteed loan, or some other fm.".lity. To the extent that

realizes that these loans are of a highly risky nature, and
there is going to be, on a percentage basis, a greater incidence of
default than them might be with some other pmgrams, Congress is
prepared to assume that risk and appropriate the necessary monies
to make up for the default experience. That is certainly within the
province of Congress to do.

Mr. REED. One final question, observation, et cetera, is that, to
the extentI know, M,r. Fogel's and most of the proposals, the
Treasury proposal see as one solution an increase in capital rela-
tive to assets, an increase is the equity ratio. That is, I think, a fair
description of the bulk of the proposal& The flip side of this, and
we are seeing that right now m the banking community, is that
one way to do that is you downsize your assets. Simply, you stop
nmking loans.

We are enjoying a eredit crunch"ekjoying" is a facetious term
in my region of the wintryand I thiA the Chairman alluded to
this, that to the extent that we direct higher capital ratios, the flip
side of that could be a decrease in the amount of lending authority.

And, stepping back a bit further, I wasn't there at the creation,
but my thoge is that what motivated the creation of Sallie Mae
in the first was a notion that there wasn't sufficient available
credit for higher education loans in this country and that we were
going to do that through Sallie Mae.

Have you considered the fact that one unintended consequence of
these higher ratios, dictated by Treasury and not by the organize-
tion, is that there would be a decrease in credit avaability for stu-
dents trying to go to school, which contradicts, I think, what we are
trying to do here in Congress, which is make college affordable for
lots of people?

Mr. VocaL. We certainly talked about the pros and cons in the
GAO when we were coining up with our recommendation. I think a
couple thinp drove us to where we came out. Number one was our
concern that for most of the GSEs there was no required capital
level. And we haven't reached a conclusion as to exactly what that
level should be. In some cases, it may, if you go through and do the

anid&it mean they need lower mOtal than they have now.
it the . that really drove us and concerned us, when we

looked at these 14=1 is we had very large financial institutions
that were setting their own capital. When you look at some princi-
ples of financial regulation, one of them that we wanted to follow
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was, because the government had an interest, we thought it was
important that it set capital.

Now, in setting capital standards, again, this isn't done by fiat.There has to be a lot of discussion, a lot of dialogue. You Icnow,
there are procedures that are followed. And we wouldn't anticipate
that any regulator is going to be capricious in doing that, because
you don't want to set capital levels at a point where they drive the
institutions out of business.

Mr. REED. But, as a point of departure, I think you all recognize,
I hope, that capital is related to the extent that they will lend, orwill expand or contract their lending abilities, and that'swe are
at one side urging college be available, access to credit, the Ameri-
can dream. On the other hand, I don't think we can say, without
taking into consideration, you've got to raise capital, raise capital,
raise capital. I just want that point clearly recognized.

Mr. BARHAM. Mr. Reed, if I could just respond. I think we are
sensitive to that, as well. We have said from the very beginning
that our goal here is to look after the interests of the taxpayer and,
at the same time, have no programmatic impact, if at all possible.

And one thing that is, I think, fortunate about this whole exer-cise is, we are not dealing with failed thrifts or banks that have an
insurance fund that is seriously depleted, we are dealing with rela-
tively healthy institutions, for the most part. And to the extent
more capital would be requiredand, quite frankly, given the
triple-A rating of Sallie Mae and the structure of their business, I
can't imagine there would be significantly more, if anybut Ithink, to the extent that more might be required, there are number
of ways besides downsizing that you accomplish that.

One, of course, the obvious one, is to issue equity. Very profitable
company; very popular stock. Admittedly, management wouldprefer not to dilute the ownership of existing shareholders, but,
again, we are concerned with the taxpayer. We are concerned with
the public sector beneficiaries of Sallie Mae. Unfortunately, we
can't look out after everyone's interests.

Mr. Run. Your concerns are legitimate and important, I recog-nize, though. I, again, want to thank the Chairman for his indul-
gence. I have just one final question.

The board of directors of 'Mlle Mae, many are appointed by the
President; is that correct?

Mr. HOUGH. Yes, seven.
Mr. REED. Seven. Typically, the way we govern corporations in

this country is through their board of directors, and I wonder, if infact there is authority right now for the directors to be appointed
by the President, whether those directors aren't conscious of the
same concerns that you are raising and whether that regime of
Milation

I raise the question; I don't have an answeris thatis
cient in and of itself?

Mr. Moms. In some respectsit's interesting that you bring upthe board. I think Sallie Mae has a significant benefit that some ofthe other GS& don't have, as they do have a board of directors
composed almost entirely or I believe entirely of outside directors.
They have played an active role in the company. The chairman is
appointed by the President.
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But our analysis of the responaility of the directors, even the
presidentially-appointed directors, they have the same responsibil-
ities that all directors have for any corporation, which is to ensure
that the corporation honors its charter, that it perfarms profitably
for the shareholders. They don't have any specialany baggage to
carry with respect to overseeing the finandal safety and soundness
from the taxpayer's perapective.

They may have this implicitly by being presidential appointees,
but, in fact, there is no explicit or legal requirement on the part of
the directors, even the presidenbally-appomted directors, to view
the interest of the taxpayer above the interest of the shareholders.

In point of fact, according to our legal analysis, their primary Ii-
duciary responsibility is to the shareholders.

Mr. Rxsn. Mr. Hough.
Mr. HOUGH. If I could respond to that question, I hold a different

view. I think this Nation has many, many private sector corpora-
tions that do extraordinarily well. They are overseen by boards of
directors who in fact take to heart the liabilities they have in pur-
suing any activities that jeopardize the safety and soundness of
those organ- rations.

With respect to Sallie Mae, our directors absolutely understand
the exposure they have, as directors of a public corporation, and
the need that follows with that exposure to tend to the business of
safety and soundness. The chairman of Sallie Mae is appointed by
the Prmident. In assuming that position, he is acutely aware of the

ineed for him to preside over an organization which s never a polit-
ical embarrassment to the Chief Executive Officer of the United
States.

I have sat in 18 years' worth of board meetings, through three
administrations, and I can tell you that all chairmen and all presi-
dentially-appmnted board members keep as one of their foremost
objectives the need to avoid any action which could be politically
embarrassing to the President. They all also understand that they
can be removed from office by the President.

Sallie Mae's board composition includes more appointed presi-
dential board members than any other GSE and is one of the few
GSEs where the chairman is appointed by the President. And, fi-
nally, the issue is not little management presence on the board,
there is no insider position among our directors. They are all out-
side directors. I think there is a great deal of oversight safety and
soundness cushion built into that governance.

Mr. Rszn. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the time.
Chairman Foam Thank you.
Mr. Coleman.
Mr. Commix. Mr. Boehm, I guess most of my questions will be

directed to you. I want to start off by that the concerns theChairman has ,renw, and I think .., have as well, and in

=mown
ftwi udon today, you make the distinction, the differen-

between the GM and in particular, the one we are talking
about here today. You do it constantly, and 1 that is our con-
cern about this Wrmucratic cookie cutter ogy used where
all of them are going to be regulated, same requirements, and so
forth.
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You cite the Farm Credit System experience, and I was involved
with that one as well. The fact that others, who are very sophisti-
cated investors, I m*.ht add, look at these entities as, as you say,
more governmental amn private, always amazes me because these
are people who have billions of dollars for investment purposes.
And if they don't understand the agency status of these entities,
who would?

I am not sure that the fact that we tried to bolster the Farm
Credit System lends credence to it, other than to say it was a nec-

es
thing to do under the circumstances and less costly than

anir 7orecast I saw at the time. Along with that, there have been a
lot of changes and reforms in the Farm Credit System. The inde-
pendence, if you will, of that system has been diluted by the politi-
cal process because of the reforms we made, and the requirements
we created.

I mean, there was a price tag involved. And I would suggest that
there would be a price tag with this one, too, to the extent that this
legislation goes forward. I don't know that we want to end up
having Sallie Mae become part of a process which we have tried to
insulate it from, I think, in most itzw.cts.

Let me ask you this question: MMo is it that we are protecting
under your proposal? If Sallie Mae were to somehow announce
today timt they are in deep financial trouble, who are we going to
be bailing out, if that's the word, under the circumstances? Would
you please explain to me what liabilities are here?

Mr. BAsnAm. Well, Sallie Mae has a numberI forget the exact
number; I have it in my briefing bookbut it's $39 billion worth of
outstanding debt that is guaranteed by Sallie Mae. That number
may be too high. But to the extent that, for some reason, Sallie
Mae were unable to fulfill any one of its obligations, any one of the
liabilities on the corporation, I think our concern is that the benefi-
ciaries of Sallie Mae would look to Congress to rectify the situation.

Obviously, there are important beneficiaries
Mr. COLEMAN. Let's stop right there. Are we talking about the

stockholders?
Mr. BASHAM. No, the holders of these obligations. The stockhold-

ers, I can only assume, irrespective of the fact that the sharehold-
ers of the Farm Credit System were protected during that bailout,
a lot of their at-risk stock was converted to not-at-risk stock. I can
only assume, though, that most GSE shareholders would probably
view their capital to be at risk, and I don't think they would look
to the government to bail out shareholders at all.

But I think the holders of the obligations of any of these G8E8, if
they were to, for one reason or another, be unable to fulfill on their
obligations, there are serious consequences with respect to that.

Mr. CotsmAN. You are talking about bondholders, in this case?
Mr. BABHAM. Bondholders. And, to the extent that that eliminat-

ed the ability of Sallie Mae to go to the credit markets, it effective-
ly shuts them down. They are unable to fulfill their public purpose
intended by Congress. And to that extent, I think Congress would
probably come under some pressure from all of the groupe that
have an interest in seeing Sallie Mae succeed to do something to
rectify the situation.

Mr. COLEMAN. Too big to fail?
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Mr. BASHAM. That's a term that some people have used. We have
avoided it. But, effectively, some people have suggested, yes, these
GSEs now are too big to fail.

Mr. ComadAN. How big do you have to be before you can fail and
not erode a problem. We had a problem out in Wifornia recently
with a servicer, and there were tens of millions of dollars at stake,
as I recall. And yet Congress didn't rush in and bail out those
bondholders or those people at all.

Mr. %mum. Well, I don't know how the servicer funded the
loans that it made.

Mr. Counctx. He borrowed from Japan, from Japanese inves-
tors, as I understand it, who, as a result of this, are !mite skeptical
of investing any further in these programs or other investments in
the country. So there you have your unsophisticated mega investor
getting involved with something he claimed he didn't know wasn't
supported and guaranteed by the government.

Mr. BASHAM. I think a big distinction there, Mr. Coleman, is that
guarantee agency out in California was not a creation of the
TJnited States Government.

Mr. CouchrAN. But, as I understand your arguments today in
answer to other questions, the real nexus of the involvement is the
guarantee on the loans.

Mr. BASHAM. The exposure that Sallie Mae itself faces, from a
credit perspective, is on the loans that it owns, and that exposure is
effectively done away with by the government or the Department
of Education guarantee. So the real exposure on student loans is to
the United States Government, the Department of Education.

Mr. Corxrditm. Right. And it really doesn't matter if it is Sallie
Mae, or "X" guarantee agency, does it? The exposure is there.

Mr. BA&HAM. To the extent that Sallie Mae is a creation of the
United States Government, the debt that Sallie Mae issues, for all
intents and purposes, has all of the attributes, all of the unique
characteristics that the Treasury debt, the debt of the United
States Government, has, except the lack of the name and the full
faith and credit guarantee leads investors to view these in a much
different light than they would, say, the subordinated debt or the
senior debt of, say, General Motors, or someone like that.

So, again, these GSEs are very unique entities, created by the
government, and some people have suggested if the government
created it, the government will support it.

Chairman Foan. Will the gentleman yield there?
Mr. CourmArr. Yes.
Chairman Form. The gentleman touches on a very important

point.
After we created Sallie Mae, we saw a real mushroom patch of

similar agencies develop around the country. Now, if it had been
the other way around, if the money lenders would have come out of
their temple in this country and started to support the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program in the early 1970s, as we had hoped they
would, we wouldn't have a Sallie bhe, because these other guaran-
tee agencies would have all p9pped up around the country, and
States like California that got into the business with gusto, would
have all been in business and we wouldn't need Sallie Mae, so we
wouldn't be sitting here today.
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You have the cart before the horse when you pass quickly over
what Tom Coleman is talking to you about. It really doesn't make
any difference to the Department of Education, in terms of its

whether you are talking about a loan that is being ulti-
mately serviced by a California guarantee agency, a Texas guaran-
tee agency, a secondary market, or Sallie Mae. There is no real dif-
ference.

So why don't we worry a little bit about what they are doing out
there, too? If in fact the failure in California didn't affect us, then
why would the failure of Sallie Mae affect us? Except for the differ-
ence in sizeand it wasn't tens of millions, Tom, it was hundreds
of millions of dollars in Californiaexcept for the difference in
size, what is the difference in principle?

Mr. &SHAM. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think the Department of
Education is concerned. Again, they have direct, inunediate, pro-
grammatic involvement with all of these agencies that make these
student loans. Obviously, they are the guarantor of these loans,
and they want to make sure that the program is done according to
the wishes of Congress ard done prudently. So I wouldn't suggest
that we are overlooking them at all. That's something the Depart-
ment of Education focuses quite a bit of resources and effort on.

Our concern is 1A...h Sallie Mae. Sallie Mae, as you rightly ob-
serve, basically created this market. Heretofore, banks were reluc-
tant to make these loans. They were bad credit risks. And even
though there was a government guarantee, they were illiquid; they
had to make them and hold them. Sallie Mae came along at the
right time; in essence, developed this market, which led to the cre-
ation of these other guarantee entities.

But, again, Sallie Mae does operate differently from them. We
are not as concerned about these guarantee agencies, because,
again, they are effectively overseen, their programs are overseen
by the Department of Education, who has the immediate, direct ex-
posure.

The exposure with Sallie Mae is somewhat different. Admittedly,
it is relatively small currently, given the nature of the assets and
the way they run their business. But, effectively, if the Department
of Education has no oversight over Salle Mae, our concern with
Sallie Mae is that they run the portion of this guaranteed loan
business that Congress has instructed them to focus on in a pru-
dent fashion. So far they have done that.

Mr. COLEMAN. Well, you have, currently, some oversight role,
and I'm not sure it is even exercised. Let me ask you another ques-
tion, in your proposal, you have this triple-A rating. If you go out
and get a triple-A rating, you are not automatically put in a safe
harbor. You still have discretion to deny that; isn't that true?

Mr. BASHAM. That's correct.
Mr. CoLnamti. Why do you require further discretionary reasons

to require Sallie Mae to jump through a hoop before it can come
into the safe harbor condition?

Mr. BASHAM. I think, originally, it was not our intent to do that.
If you remember our proposal from last year, our proposal was that
anyone who was triple-A effectively had minimal regulatory over-
sight As we went through the administration's clearance process
on this piece of legislation, some of the attorneys within the admin-
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istration expressed concerns about the presidential appointment
clause.

To the extent that this director or the Secretary is appointed by
the President, the Secretary would effectively be ceding some of
the president's power to an outside private sector entity. I am not
an attorney. I know the issue was raised. I am not suggesting that
our attorneys are right or wrong, but I think, as a result of that
concern, it was something that had to be left to the discretion of
the Secretary.

Mr. COLEMAN. Is there a substantial difference between double-A
and tri le-A? What is it?

Mr. BASHAM. In terms of capital, there is a substantial differ-
ence. It can take considerably less capital to be double-A. I think,
in terms of default experience, the studies that have been done on
default experience with these entities show that, as you go from
triple-B, to A, to double-A, to triple-A, you experience less and less
deault experience.

The biggest pick-up in defaultthe biggest positive pick-up in
terms of default experience; i.e., reduction in default experience,
takes place when you go from triple-B to single-A rated, which
would be considered sort of middle investment grade, then appre-
ciably less when you go to double-A, and then appreciably less
when you go to triple-A.

So there is not a lot ofI wouldn't say there is a dramatic
amount of difference in default experience between double-A and
triple-A, but in terms of the capital that it would require, it prob.
ably could be a substantial amount.

Mr. CommAra. You know, the concern that we have, if it hasn't
already been articulated, is that you would have the control,
through the regulatory process, of Sallie Mae, and that, if you felt
that the make-up of the portfolio or some of their actions regarding
these guaranteed loans was not to your liking, you could, through
the back door, effectuate change in these programs because of the
massiveness. Here's the 800-pound gorilla we've got here. Because
of that, you could make a substantial impact on programs.

And we would basically have no oversight or authorization power
over you to do anything about it. You understand that? I mean, I
know you come here with good intentions, and perhaps so has ev-
er)tody who has worked on this, but, when things become law,
sometimes 10 years down the road, 15 years, a new crew comes in
and they coubl have a whole new agenda, you are giving them
legal authority to do it.

Mr. BASHAM. To a certain extent, Mr. Coleman, you are correct
Again, as I have indicated, we feeland if you are familiar with
our banking billthe concept of regulatory intrusiveness is in-
versely proportional to the level of riskiness of the institution.
Clearly, with an institution structured and managed the way that
Sallie Mae is, we would, quite frankly, hope there was nothing for
us to do, to the extent that they are in this safe harbor.

I think, though, Congress and the administration would want to
feel that someone was not asleep at the switch, per se, but someone
was there just to make sure that, if it was a question of the compa-
ny continuing to be managed the way it is managed, that at least
that effectively is happening. Clearly, the Congress has to make a

9,,
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decision. Does Congress want to retain that authority itself, or
would Congress feel comfortable allowing somebody within the Ex-
ecutive Branch just to maintain some oversight authority?

Mr. COLEMAN. Well, we have to vote. But I can imagine, for ex-
ample, you lumping all of these together, and your regulations are
the same for all of them, and then, eventually, it is like the banks
coming to us, the ones that were conservative and doing the right
things are being assessed to pay for the sins of the other ones. I bet
that could possibly happen here in the long run.

Mr. BASHAM. Mr. Coleman, we have tried to work hard to make
sure we did not lump them all together. That's why we have taken
the approach that we have. They would be regulated quite differ-
ently, I think, in terms of oversight.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you.
Chairman Foal). I don't know if we have other members who

want to continue the questioning who are on the floor awaiting
this vote or not. If you could hold on until I check over there and
call back to Tom, we may dismiss the panel. If not, we would ask
you to take a 15 minute break and come back and see us. We will
dismiss it, if we can.

[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-
ject to the call of the Chair.]

[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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STATEMENT OF
ME AMERICAN CMILLEGE OP PHYSICIANS

SUBMIMID FOR THE RECORD TO THE
POSISECONDARY EDUCATION SUBCOMMTITEE

HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE ON STUDENT
LOAN DEFERMENT

FOR MEDICAL RESIDENTS

June 19, 1991

Student Loan Deferment for Medical Residents

The American College of Physicians. representing 70.000 specialists in internal

medirine and its subspecialties. stmngly supports the legislation (H.R. 179)

introduced by Congressman Penny to allow the deferment of payments on federally-

insured student loans during medical residencies. Almost a third oi ACP's

membership are Associate Members, the majority of whom are residents. These

20.000 individuals are the future of internal medicine and our statement is made

today on their behalf.

Prior to the passage of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989,

medical residents in university.brsed institutions were allowed to defer payments on

their loans throughout the duration of their training. In an effort to address the

inequity of granting "student status" to these residents and not to residents training

in conununity hospitals, "OBRA '89" established a two-year deferment period for all

residents regardles of the training locus. The College supports the equal treatment

of medical mildews but believes the deferment period must be extended for these

fl-
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mascot to avoid a rise in loan defaults; to keep the profession of medicine open to

all individuals; to ease the burden of repayment that falls especially haid on minority

residents: and to reduce the necessity to "moon/ight," which has implications for the

quality of care try already overworked residents. And finally, the College raises the

issue of the impact of indebtedness on the overall attractiveness of internal medicine.

issizia_Realed_12.LoalAfroodabiiit.v.

The education and training of a physician is not complete after four years of

medical school hut usually extends to a three-year residency for medical specialities

such as internal medicine and pediatrics and a five-year residency for surgical

specialities. The requirements for certification in a spedalty are increasingly

considered a minimum standard as the pressures increase to ensure that physicians

mainta:n a high level of competency. Specialty boards are moving towari time-

limited certification, and Congress has given serious consideration to federal re-

certification requirements.

To comply with the new requirements contained in "OBRA '89," residents must

begin loan repayment during the third year of residency. The combination of high

levels of light and relatively low stipends make it unrealistic for a large percentage of

residents to meet their obligations. Over 80 pervent of the 1989 medical whool

graduates have an average debt or $42.000; 32 percent of graduates owed more than
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$50.000. In the third year of residency when loan repayment begin s. the mean

stipend is $28,577.

To comfortably repay a loan. lending agencies suggest that payments not exceed

eight percent of gross income. The Association of American Medical Colleges

(AAMC) Survey of Third Year Residents provides an interesting example of the

difficulty of repayment during residency and in the early years of one's professional

life. The case study illustrates the 11 parent of medical students who have a $75,000

debt. The interest and principle payment on this debt, from Stafford. SLS and

HEAVALP sources, would total $971.53 a month. The annual salary needed to

retire the debt comfortably would be $145,000; difficulty would arise at $97,000; and

repayment would be impossible at $73,000. With stipends less than $30,000 and first

year incomes after residency of $80.000 or less for many primary care specialist& the

risk of loan default is apparent. This simple comparison of debt and income tells

only part of the story as the follo-Aing description of a "cash flow" study illusarates.

This 1990 study of student loan indebtedness, published in the Journal of the

American Medical Association (JAMA), evaluated the effect of varying levels of

indebtedness on the cash flow of a "typical" resident The authors conclude that

*Numbers such as 'average reimbursement' and 'average indebtedness' have been

reported, but ate cumulative and do not convey the effect of educational indebtedness

on the cash flow of a typical house officer." A simple comparison of level of debt

( "-1
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and potential income can be misleading. One example from the attached table shows

that a typical house officer, even with a low level of indebtednem, would have a

negative cash flow during a simulated 5-year residency.

In their evaluation of the implications of study fmdings, the authors explore the

short- and long-term effects of the negative cash flow findings:

"In the short term, this negative mit flow and accumulating deficit has effects

on a residents value system, outlook on his or her training, attentiveness to
dinical responsibilities. retvptiveness to teaching. and ultimately on his or her

overall professional education and residency performance. Further. it

encourages (and at higher levels, likely mandates) the =Went to participate in

available extracurricular. remunerative activities In the long run, the need to

amentuate financial remuneration at the expense of other factors in practice
selection (rural vs urban location, working in medically underserved areas or

with the medically indigent, health maintenance organization employment vs

private practice. attractiveness of academic careers or primary care specialities)

has obvious effects on trends in health care manpower allocation and medical

economics by promoting physician specialization. high professional fees.

practice in urban environments, and practice in affluent populations."

In addition to these broader issues, the 3AMA study findings seriously

challenge the wisdom of relying on forebearance as the solution to the indebtedness

problem. Since interest accrues during forebearance and repayment periods are not

extended beyond the estabiished payment period, one fac&; the question of whether

residents and young practitioners will be able to meet their loan obligations.

EntialaloilrEliggSSLCILLSIIELIALIcaLLat_CillX4:111S

The College is increasingly concerned that the cost of medical education is a
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deterrent for highly qualified students to choose the profession of medicine. We

strongly believe that socioeconomic status should not be a barrier to any qualified

medical student candidate and that the profession benefits greatly by representation

of individuals from different backgrounds. But even the most motivated student

would find an average debt of $42,000 daunting, especially to minority students

whose debt is on average 55.000 greater.

The decline in the number of applicants to medical school over the past decade

gives pause for concern. In Canada where the average tuition is less than $2,000 a

year, iximpared to a median cost of 517.454 for private schools and 55.849 for public

schools in the U.S., there is an average of four applicants for each rust year opening

in medical schools. compared to the U.S. average of 1.6. The cost of medical

education may be a deterrent for choosing medicine in the first place and deferment

penod of only two years may be an additional and unneeded disincentive,

The impact of indebtedness on specialty choice and practice location needs

additional study Current msearch indicates that other factors such as lifestyle and

patient characteristics have a greater influence on these choices than debt or income.

In a time of great need for additional primary care physicians, ACP urges the

undertaking of additional msearch on the factors that influence speciality choice.

Our final comments address the implications of the two-yrar &ferment period

on patient care. Data from the AAMC's survey of third year residents indicates that

,.;
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75 percent of residents said that they would be unable to discharge their debts if their

Maim= were limited to housestaff incomes only. Three-quarters felt that they had

to seek outside employment to meet their financial obligations and two thirds

indicated that they were currently moonlighting. At a time when there is a growing

consensus that residency hours should be limited in the interest of good patient care.

we urge the Congress to examine whether a deferment period that ends before the

residency is sound public policy.

Conclusion

The issue of loan deferment for medical residents may seem relatively

inconsequential in the context of the far-reaching implications of the Higher

Education Act reauthorization, but the decisions made by the Congress on this matter

will have a serious impact both on individual residents and the medical profession.

We are very aware that tight fiscal constraints make these decisions especially

difficult. It is our view that H.R. 179 will reduce loan defaults, lessen the need to

moonlight and therefore improve patient care, and contribute to keeping the medical

profession open to individuals from all socioeconomic groups.

I fl
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NED Busk Emotam,
OMASSUO 00'4
Eversion, Illinois 60204-05S2
Phone /02.491-0000

Jabs W. Them
Churn= el the Hood

June 27, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2235

Dear Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I woild currently consider

to be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GM.) issues of concern

to my institution. As you consider changes and improvements to
the Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have

listed.

1. Ifulor: 84/10% Stafford interest rate and associated windfall
profits provision

Commgmlas The S4/10% rate and, especially, the windfall profits
provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

* Eliminate the 84/10% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.

* Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an 8% floor and a la cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.

Convert all existing 84/104 loans to fixed rate
84 loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than inder a flat 8% program.
It would also minimize administrative error by lenders since
we, and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profits programs.)
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The Honorable William D. Ford
June 27, 1991
Page Two

2. 28AUlt Riak Sharing

LOMments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for
the collection of student loans. Additional
risk sharing would:

Limit student access, as lenders will minimize
their high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

* Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate- to high-default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set
by my institution. High-cost borrowers will be the first
to be excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs
so require.

3. IHRUS: Special Allowance Payments (SAY)

Comments: SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the number
of participating lenders, thus adversely affecting
access to student loans.

A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year to a 365-day basis, could
save the Federal Government money (on a one-time
basis).

4. Immes Simplification of Financial Aid

Comas; The financial aid process and administration continue
to be very complex for students, parents, schools,
and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

BEST CI? fic,G!!,:fail
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The Honorable William D. Ford
June 27, 1991
Page Three

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title rv programs.

* Make Stafford loans available to middle-income
students.

Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL programa
to:

1) in-school; for full-time students and
degree-seeking students attending at least
half timt but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2, unemployment

3) total temporary disability

4) military; including acceptance of other
documentation (e.g., orders) as certification

* Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification, and certification) for granting
deferments (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.).

* Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the start
of a school term but not more than ISO days.

5. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts

CiImMADIJI: I am very concerned about the present due diligence
requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes no use
of the experience and expertise of our staff in loan
collections. There is no incentive to concentrate on
collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

* Define new measures that allow use of our collections
expertise.

* Define new measures that are flexible.

Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.
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The Honorable willies D. Ford
June 27, 1991
Page Four

t. IRSMIII Timely Regulations

tramilenins I recommend the following:

* Require regulations to be created through
a negotiated rulemaming process.

Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I an sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues that
a direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, 1 trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such
an important piece of legislation.

JWT/ple

CC: The Honorable Paul Simon
The Honorable Alan J. Dixon
The Honorable Sidney R. Yates
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorisation of the Higher Educaticm Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Sutcommittes on Postsecondary Education.

The moments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. posual 8%/10% Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
cginantal The 81/10% rata and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 83/10% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rats Stafford with
an 114 floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
Sill rats used currently for SLS and PLUS loan.,
Convert all existing 113/10% loans to fixed rats WI
loans.

This would minisiss government interest and :special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under s flat Mt program. It
would also minimise administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (Ws do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Isamu Risk Sharing
Commantal Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans, Additional risk sharing
would:

L4mit student access as lendsra will minisixe their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

/ 354 1. 4151 551AI Sigt tI CIAAAtict It IlAthts 15051 5 t31 et54 2IX2 f AA 1.11 t 5RA S6t,
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the rink sharing
requirements.

I continumpto be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. Sigh cost horrowere will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costa so
require.

3. Iaauel Special Allowance Payments (SAP)Quantal SAP should remain unchanged.
Any reduction in sAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting accs e. to student loans
A change in couputing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4- Yesuez Simplification of Financial Aid
Cammegtio. The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
school, end lenders. I recoinend simplification in the
following areas:

Os* only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV progress.
hake Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but Less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
e) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orderm) an certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school difereents to the
start of a school term but not more than 160 days.

5. Isamu Flexibility in Collection Efforts
rftseeta; I an very concerned about the present due
diligence requirement.. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest;

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.

i5.41 f 0.1 'SST t1 SIMI IrMIC/160 It I 14,141.5 We 4. i444;7111.14.4 I NIC1 4.4), 42, t144 4 slit,
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Innual Timely Regulations
COmmwatal. I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to he issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestionm I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program isplification. Should a specific proposial be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions fros the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

7cks%
Vire President

106/Eja
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the recoid assuciated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues ot concern to myinstitution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. lssue, 81/10% Stafford interest rats and associated wind-
fall profit provision
Cemmental The 8%/10 rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate ths 81/102 Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an 84 floor ang 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
8111 rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 80/104 loans to fixed rate St
loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than undes a flat Ot program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
adeinister. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Usual Risk Sharing
COMMRDIRI Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

facifiedN11
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
exrluded fres our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. jewel Special Allowance Payments (SAY)
Comments; SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. /Immo. Simplification of Financial Aid
cgmmentsr, The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GS'.

programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
outificative and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Stuaent Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

5. issuei Flexibility in Collection Efforts
cenammiel I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Inoue: Timely Regulations
Gemmaetsi I recommead the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I au sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to coement on specifically, I feel the comments
and 'suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestione from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to suchen
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,
,

it2oosc.,./
Louise Erickson
Student Loan Coordinator

cc: Paul Simon
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June 27, 1991

ABNOLASALLI

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Fords

I would like to request the following comments,
concerning reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of
1965, be accepted and entered as part of the record
associated with the June 19, 1991 hearing on the Stafford
Student Loan Program held by the Rouse Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently
consider to be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL)
issues of concern to my institution. AB you consider
changes and improvements to the Prograxa, please note the
concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issues 8%1100 Stafford interest rate and
associated windfall profit provision
cqpmentes The 84110% rate and, especially, the
windfall profits provision, are both difficult
to adminster and difficult for borrowers to
understand. I suggests

Eliminate the 8%110% rate and, especially,
the windfall profits provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate
Stafford with an 8* floor and 12% cap,
based on the same Treasury Bill rate used
currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 8%/10% loans to fixed
rate 8% loans.

This would minimize government interest and special
allowance payments, while maintaining the concept of the
borrower paying a larger portion of interest than under
a flat 8% program. It would also minimize administrative
error by lenders since we, and most others, already have
variable rate programs we administer. (We do not have
any windfall profit programs.)

1_ 1
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2. Issues Risk Sharing
Comments: Risk sharing already exists for
lenders in the due diligence procedures
currently required for the collection of student
loans. Additional risk sharing would:

Limit student access as lenders will
minimize their high risk/low balance loan
portfolio proportionately.
Result in diminished support to students
attending moderate to high default
schools, directly proportional to the
stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards
set by my institution. Nigh coat borrowers will be the
first to be excluded from our portfolio if new risk
sharing costs so require.

3. Issqes Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Comments: SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP"will decrease further
the number of participating lenders thus
adversely affecting access to student
loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the
first quarter of a calendar year, to a
365 day basis could save the Federal
Goverment money (on a one time basis).

4. Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments: The financial aid process and
administration continues to be very complex
for students, parents, schools and lenders. I
recommend simplification in the following
areas*
Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all
GSL programa to:
1) in-school; for full time students and

degree seeking students attending at
least half time but less than full time
and making satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of

other documentation (e.g., orders)
as certification.

1 3
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Expmmiacceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for
granting deferments. (e.g., Student
Status Confirmation Reports, school
letter, loan application, etc.).
Allow backdating of in-school deferments
to the start of a school term but not more
than 100 days.

5. jesue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comments: I am very concerned about the present
due diligence requirements. Their prescriptive
nature makes no use of the experience and
expertise ef our staff in loan collections.
There is no incentive to concentrate on
collections; only a disincentive to stray from
the prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow more use of
our collection expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed
inadvertently.

6. Issuel Timely Regulations
Comments: I recommend the followings

Require regulations to be created through
a negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a
timely manner that allows for proper
system changes (including testing) and
staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors
of a direct loan program to replace the current Stafford
program. While I have seen no proposal to comment on
specifically, I feel the comments and suggestions I have
made address many of the sane issues a direct loan
program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplication. Should a specific proposal be
put forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions
from the lending community. I commit to providing input
on such a proposal.

Thank you for you consideration and for your commitment
to such a important face of legislation.

Sinc r

L. Dmojacki
Vice President
Installment Loan Department

Copy, Jock MacMorran
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 2o515-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue: 8%/10t Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
comments;. The 84/10% rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 8%/10% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an 8% floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 8%/10% loans to fixed rate 8%
loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat 8% program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (we do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Issue; Risk Sharing
COMMentsz Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

t 4.,
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new rink sharing costs so
require.

3. Ismael Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
CemmegSs1 SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in'compmting SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
colagats1 The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
/lake Stafford loano available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of defernents for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) mintary; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

5. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Cosmental I an very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature nskes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections: only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions sissed inadvertently.

6. Issue: Timely Regulations
COmmontal I recommend tha following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulestking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that ailows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, ouch as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,
,/-

-,James Espos' o
President

cc; Honorable Paul Simon
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June 25. 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted and entered as part of the

record association with the June 19, 1991, hearing on the Stafford Student

Loan Program held by the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to be the

major Guaranteed Student Loan ((SL) issues of concern to my institution.
As you consider changes and improvements to the Programs. please note the

concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue' 82/102 Stafford interest rate and associated windfall

profit provision.
Comments: The 82/IO2 rate and, especially, the windfall profits
provision, are both difficult to administer and difficult for
borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 82/102 Stafford and windfall profits provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with an 82 floor
and 122 cap, based on sane Treasury Bill rate used currently
for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 82/102 loans to fixed rate 82 loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance payments.
while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying a larger portion of

interest than under a flat 82 program. It would also minimize administra-
tive error by lenders since we, and most others, already have variable

rate programs we administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. lssue: Risk Sharing
Comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders In the due
diligence procedurea currently required for the collection of

student loans. A4ditional risk sharing would:
Limit student access as lenders will minimize their high
risk/low balance loan portfolio proportionately.
Result in diminished support to students attending moderate
to high default schools, ditertly proportional to the
stringency of the risk sharing requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by my
institution. High cost borowers will be the first to be excluded from
our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so require.

FotathStPekin.B6nom81554.(309)347-1131
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3. Issue: Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Comments; SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the number of
participating lenders thus adversely affecting access to
student loans.

A change in computing SAP, if applied the first quarter of
a calendar year, to a 365 day basis could save the Federal
Government money ion a one time basis).

4. Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments: The financial aid process and administration continues
to be very complex (or students. parents, schools and lenders.
I recommend simplification in the following areas:

Llse only one need analysis calculation for all Title IV
programs.

Make Stafford loans available to middle income students.
sieduce the number of deferments for all GS1. prngrams te:
(1) in-school; for full time students and degree seeking

students attending at least half time, bot less than
full time and making satisfactory progress

f2l unemployment
ill total temporary disability
(4) military; including acceptance of other documentation

(e.g., orders) as certification
Flquilld acceptable reasons (documentation. notiticatior. and
,ertification) for granting deferments. (e.g.. Student
Status Contirmation Reports, school letter, loan application,
etc.)

Allow backdating of in-schoot deferments to the start of a

school term, hut not more than 180 days.

Issue:: Flexibility in Collection Fttorts
comments: I am vesy concerned about the present rine diligence
requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes no use of the ex-
perience and expertise of klur stafi in loan collections. There is
no incentive to concentrate on collections; only A desiucentive
to stray from the prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our collection, expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently

h. Issue: Timely Regulations_ _
Comments: I recommend the following:_

Require regulations to be created through a negotiated rule-
making process.
Require regulations to be ussued in 4 timely manner that allows
tor proper system changes (including testingl and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of 4 direct loan program
to replace the current Stafford program. While I have seen no proposal to com-
ment on specifically, I feel the comments and suggestions I have marte address
many of the same issues a direct loan program would intend to address, such as
reduced costs And program simplification. Should a specific proposal he put
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forth, I trust you vill solicit input and euggestions from the lending
community. I commit to providing input on firth a proposal.

Thank yOu for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely.

Melody A. La
Student Losn Officer

cc: The Honorable Paul Simon
United States Senate
Washington. D.C. 20510-1302

cc: The Honorable Robert H. Michel
House of Representatives
21t2 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

MAL:}d
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June P), 1991

The Honorable William V. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-221 ,

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part et the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (CSL) issuen of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue; 811/1011 Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
CominentaI The 81/101S rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 84/10% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an SS floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing st/10% loans to fixed rate si
loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat al program. It
would also Minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Iamucl Risk sharing
commehtal Risk sharing already exists for lendPrs in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risktlow balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

1 ) k
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

1 continue to be required to mert performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

.I. Issue; Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
clam:nun SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 3651 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Isgue; Simplification of Financial Aid
CoMeentSi The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all G5L
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least hell tine
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

1) unemployment
1) total temporary disability
4) military: including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expend acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

5. Issue; Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comments; I om very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections: only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. La*Qe; Timely Regulations
comments; I rerommend the following:

Require regulations to be cleated through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically. I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal he put
forth. I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

u, Tr
17 11' 11
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June 21, 1991

The Honorable William V. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Fcrd:

I would like to request the following comments,
concerning reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
of 1965, be accepted and entered as part of the record
associated with the June 19, 1991 hearing on the
Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently
consider to be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL)
issues of concern to my institution. As you consider
changes and improvements to the Programs, please note
the concerns and suggestions / have listed.

1. Issue: 81/10% Stafford interest rate arAl
associated windfall profit provision
Comments: The 81/10t rate and, especially, the
windfall profits provision, are both difficult
to administer and difficult for borrowers to
understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 81/10% Stafford and windfall
profits provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford
with an et floor and 12% cap, based on the
same Treasury Bill rate used currently for
SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 81/10* loans to fixed
rate 8% loans.

This would minimize government interest and special
allowance payments, while maintaining the concept of
the borrower paying a larger portion of interest than
under a flat 8% program. It would also minimize
administrative error by lenders since we, and most
others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit
programs.)
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2. Issue: Risk Sharing
Comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders
in the due diligence procedures currently required
for the collection of student leans. Additional
risk sharing would:

Limit student access as lenders will
minimize their high risk/low balance loan
portfolio proportionately.
Result in diminished support to students
attending moderate to high default schools,
directly proportional to the stringency of
the risk sharing requirements.

I conti.lue to be required to meet performance standards
set by my institution. High cost borrowers will be the
first to be excluded from our portfolio if new risk
sharing costs so require.

3. Issue: Special Aslowance Payments (SAP)
Comments: SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further
the number of participating lenders thus
adversely affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the
first quarter of a calander year, to a
365 day basis could save the Federal
Government money (on a one time basis).

4. Issue: simplification of Financial Aid
Comments: The financial aid process and
administration continues to be very complex for
students, parents, schools and lenders. I

recommend simplication in the following areas:
Use only one need analysis calculation for
all Title IV program.
Make Stafford loans available to middle
income students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and

degree seeking students attending at
least half time but less than full
time and making satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
1) total temporary disability
4) military: including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as
certification

Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for
granting deferments. (e.g., Student Status

2
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Confirmation Reports, school letters, loan
application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to
the start of a school term but not more than
180 days.

5. Issue: Flexibility in collection Efforts
Comments: I am very concerned about the present
due diligence requirements. Their prescriptive
nature makes no use of the experience and
expertise of our staff in loan collections.
There is no incentive to concentrate on
collections: only a disincentive to stray from
the prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed
inadvertently.

6. Issue: Timely Regulations
Comments: I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be createe through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a
timely manner that allows for proper system
changes (including testing) and staff
training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors
of a direct loan program to replace the current
Stafford program. While I have seen no proposal to
comment on specifically, I feel the comments and
suggestions I have made address many of the same issues
a direct loan program would intend to address, such as
reduced costs and program simplification. Should a

specific proposal be put forth, I trust you will

sol t input and suggestions from the lending
community. I commit to providing input on such a

proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your
commitment to such an important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

( 470

stephen C. Conti
Assistant Vice President

cc: Honorable Paul Simon, United States Senate,
Washington, D.C. 20510-1302
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 19650 be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19.
1991 hearing on the Stafford student Loan program held by the
House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider
to be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern
to my institution. As you consider changes and improvements to
the Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have
listed.

1. Issue: 8*/10% Stafford interest rate and associated
wind fall profit provision
Comments: The 84/10% rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 8*110% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an WI floor and 124 cap, based on the same
Treasury Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS
loans.
Convert all existing 8%/104 loans to fixed rate B%
loans.

This would minimize government interest and special
allowaece payments, while maintaining the concept of the
borrower paying a larger portion of interest than under a
flat 8% program. It would also minimize administrative
error by lenders since we, and most others, already have
variable rate programs we administer. (We do not have any
windfall profit programs.)
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2. Issue: Risk Sharing
riaiirits: Rink sharing already exists for lenders in

the dUS diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:
- Limit student access as lenders will minimize

their high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.
Result in diminiehed support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements-

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set
by my institution. High coot borrowers will be the first
to be excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs
so require.

3, Issue: Special Allows:ice Payments (SAP)
niiifits: SAP should remain unchanged.
=----xsy- reduction in SAP will decrees* further the

number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans

- A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
tins basis)

4. Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
Maoists: The financial aid process and administration
aiiitTiMii to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recoamend simplification in the
following areas:
- Use only ono need analysis calculation for all

Title IV progress.
Hake Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) tor granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status for Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than ISO days.
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s. Iseue:Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Ualiatst I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature
mikes no use of the experience and expertise of our
staff in loan collections. There is no incentive to
concentrate on collections; only a disinceetive to
stray from the prescribed guidelines. I suggest:
- Define new measures that allow use of our

collections expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures fur actions missed inadvertently.

e. Issue: Timely Regulations
rUidiiNts: I recommend the following:
=----WalUire regulations to be created through a

negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely
manner that allows for proper system changes
(including testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a
direct loan program to replace the current Stafford program.
while I have seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel
the comments and suggestions I have made address many of the same
issues a direct loan program would intend to address, 91)01 as
reduced costs and program simplification. should a specific
proposal be put forth, I trust you will solicit input and
suggestions from the lending community. I commit to providing
input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such
an important piece of legislation.

Since 1

__v d H. Curtis
President

cc: Cmnsressman John Porter
Senator Paul Stmon

47-282 0 - 91 - 5
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The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2225

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following commente, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postaecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue:61/10% Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
comments: The 81/10% rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, ars both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 61/10% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an 8% floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 81/101 loans to fixed rats at
loans.

This would minimize government interest and sperial allnwance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat 64 program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
C212116=61 Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue Lobe required Comsat performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Issue:, Special Allowance Payments (ShP)
Comments: SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
nusber of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter cf a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Isamu Simplification of Financial Aid
Comment= The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend sisplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IF programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half tie*
but less than full tine and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

5. Isamu Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comnitai I an very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray fros the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define nwr measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.

1 .1
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Imam Timely Regulations
=Mental I recommend the followin9:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper systee changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I a* sure you understand ay concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
soon no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such am reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I tryst you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely

ter
Student loan Officer
Orland State Bark
798-349-8500 X 266
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The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington. D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:
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I would like to request the following comments, concerning reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act of 1965. be accepted and entered as part of the
record associated with the June 19, 1991 hearing on the Stafford Student
Loan Program held by the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comment* that follow address what I would currently consider to be
the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my institution.
As you consider changes and improvements to the Programs, please note the
concerns and suggestions I have listed.

I. Issue: 82/102 Stafford interest rate and associated windfall

profit provision
Comments: The 82/102 rate and, especially, the windfall profits
provision, are both difficult to administer and difficult for
borrowers to understand. I suggest:

.
Eliminate the 82/102 Stafford and windfall profits provision.

. Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with an 82 floor
and 122 cap, based on the same Treasury 8111 rate used
currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 82/102 loans to fixed rate 82 loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance payments,
while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying a larger portion
of Interest than under a flat 82 program. It would also minimize
administrative error by lenders since we, and most others, already
have variable rate programs we administer. (We do not have any

windfall profit programs.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
Comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the due
diligence procedures currently required for the collection of

student loans. Additional risk sharing would:

. Limit student access as lenders will minimize their high
risk/low balance loan portfolio proportionately.

fNA4I41Ont 00 DO;tnnen DAMetexpe IrK
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Result in diminished support to students Attending moderate
to high default schools, directly proportional to the stringency
of the risk sharing requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set hy my
institution. High cost borrowers will he the first to be excluded
from our portfolio if new risk sharing Costs so require.

3. Ilsuei Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Comments; SAP should remain unchanged.
. Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the number oi

partilpating lenders thus adversely affecting access to
student loans.
A change in computing SAP, il applied the tirst quarter ot
A calendar year, to a 3h5 dav basis could save Oa. Federal
uoyernment money (on a one time basis).

dssue: Simplilication of Financial Aid
Comment..N.: rhe financial aid process and administration continues
to be very complex lor students, parents, schools ans: lenders. I

recommend simplification in the following areas:
Use only one need analysis calculation tor all T:tly IV

Programs.
Make Stafford loans Available to middle income scudents.
Reduce the number ot determents tor all t.:S1 programs to:

in-school; for lull time students and degree seeking
students attending at least halt time but le,s than
full time and making satisfactory progress

:! unemployment

. total temporary disability
s, military; including acceptance of other dokumenttion

(e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons idoctimcntat(on, notification And
certification) for granting deferments. (e.g., Student Status
Confirmation Reports, school letter, loan application, etc./
Allow backdating ot in-school determents to the start ,cl a

term hut tot mole 1t41t

issue Flexibility in 011iection Efforts
Comments: I am verv concerned about the present due diligence
requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes no us ot the
experience and expertise ol our stall in loan collee:ions, ihere
is no incentive to concentrate on collections; 4nly A disincentive
to stray from the prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use ot our collections
expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures tor actions missed inadvertently.

I 3,
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b. Issue: Timely Regulations
Comments: I recommend the following:
. Requite regulations to be created through a negotiated

rulemaking process.

Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner that
allows for proper system changes (including testing) and
staff training.

..3171 sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct loan
program to replace thR current Stafford program. While I have seen no
proposal to comment on specifically. I feel the comments and suggestions
I have made addLess al"o 01 ,he sailV i8Nues A direct l.an proNram would
intend to address. stich as reduced costs and program simplification.
Should a specific proposal be put forth. I trust you will solicit input
and suggestions from the lending community. I commit to providing input
on such A proposal.

Thank you for your consideraticn And for your commitment to such an
importpnt oi legislItion.

JP/cc

cc: Honorable Paul Slmon
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. :0510-1i02

Sincerely,

1/ i

j

k
line Farres
Vice President

135
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Julie 25, ly91

inn Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. Z01)1t,-2:15

Congressman Ford;
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i would like to request the following comments. concernin4
reauthorization af the Higher Eduration A(7t of 1qt,5, be arcepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1491
nearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education,

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the maior Guaranteed student Loan (GSi) issues of concern to my
institution. A. you ronsider changes and improvements to the
Prooram::, r)lease note the concerns and suggestions I have 111.ted.

I. Issue; 81/10% stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
conment%; The 81/10% rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the R1/101 Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an 8% tloor and 121 cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert ail existing 81/101 loans to fixed rate 81
loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat a% program. It

would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (we do nOt have any windfall profit programs.1

2- 1221=1 Risk Sharing
ggnntrita; Risk sharing already exists for lenders in tne
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

1 3 f;
a
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Result in diminished support to students attending

moderate to high default schools, directly

proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing

requirtments.
4:1

I continue 'to be required to meet performance standards set by

my institution. High cost borrowers
will be the first to be ri

excluded fres our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so AmEoc",
requite.

3. luau= Special Allowance Payments (SAP)

QaMManTall SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the

number of participating lenders thus adversely

affecting access to student loans

A change in computing SAP, if applied 1,,/ f'r"
quarter of a calendar year, to a 165 day basis

could save the Federal
Government money (on a one

time basis).

Simplificat on of Yinancial Aid

Cements; The financial aid process and admini!;tration

continues to be very complex for students, parents,

schools and lenders. i recommend aimplification
in the

following areas:
Use only one need analysis calculation tor all

Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income

students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all OS1,

programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students
attending at least half tine

but less than full time and making

satisfactory progress
2) unemployment
1) total temporary disability

4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation le.g., orders) as certification

Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,

notification and certification) for granting

deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation

Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)

Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the

start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

lsseal Flexibility in Collection Efforts

Cgmaratai I am very concerned about the present due

diligence requirements.
Their prescriptive nature makes

no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in

loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate

on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the

prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our

collections expertise,
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inmdvertentiV.

laSUBI Timely Regulations
COMMellISI I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a directloan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I haveseen no proposal to comment on specifically. I feel the commentsand suggestions I have made address many of the same issues adirect loan program would intend to address, such as reduced oustsand program simplification. Should a specific proposal be putforth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from thelending community. 1 commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration
and for your commitment to such animportant piece of legislation.

S i ncer e l y ,

10,7---
Pions Thurman
Student t.s.san ReineiventAt iCe
Y.ttNt of Amer its liAnk - Illinois, ti.A

Honorable, Paul Simou
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MORTON MUNE
6201 DEMPSTER STREET . MORTON GROVE.1LLINOIS 60053
TELEPHONE (312) 965.4400

The Honorable Willi= D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act of 1Q65, be accepted snd entered as part of
the record associated with the June 19, 1991 hearing on the Stafford Student
Loan Program held by the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to he the
major Guaranteed Student Loan (CSL) issues of concern to my institution. As

you consider changes and improvements to thy Programs, please note the concerns
and suggestions I have listed.

1 Issue: ST/IOS Stafford interest rate and associated windfall
profit provision
Comments: The 8.7./10g rate and, especially, the windfall profits
provision. are both difficult to administer and difficult for
borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 8TI10Z Stafford and windfall protits
provision.
Convert all existing 87/107 loans to fixed rate 87. loans.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with an Al
floor prld 127 cap, based on the same Treasury Hill rate
used currently for S'LS and rivs loans.

ibis would minimize government interest and special allowance payments,
while maintaining the eoncept of the borrower paying a larger portion
of interest than under a flat 87 program. It would also minimize
administrative error by lenders.

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
Comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the due
diligence procedures currently required for the collection of

student loans. Additional risk sharing would:
. Limit stua.,nt access as lenders will mini.Lize their

high risk/low balance loan portfolio proportionntely.
Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly proportional
to the stringency of the tisk sharing requirements.

MORTON GROVE S F IRST BANK

1 3 :1
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I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by my
institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be excluded
from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so require.

3. Issue: Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Comments: SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans.
A change in computing SAP, if applied the tirst
quarter of a calendar year, to a 30 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Issue; Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments: The tinancial aid process and administration continues
to be very complex for students, parents, schools and lenders.
I recommend simplification in the following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.

Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.

Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
hut less than full time and making satisfactory
progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation, notification
and certification) for granting deferments. (e.g.,
Student Status Confirmation Reports, school letter,
loan application, etc.)

Allow backdating of in-athool deferments to the start
ut a school term but not more than IRO days.

S. issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comments: I am very concerned about the preaent due diligence
requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes no use of the
experience and expertise of our staff in loan collections. There
is no incentive to concentrate on collections; only a diaincentive
to stray from the prescribed guidelines. I suggest:
. Define new measures that allow use of our collections

expertise.
Define new meaeores that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

b. Issue: Timely Regulations
Comments: I recommend the following:
. Require regulations to be created throuvh

negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a Lively manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.
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411 Mire you understand my concern surrounding rUMOril of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program, While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and euggeetions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth. I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing Input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Very truly yours,

. ( (

Joellen J. Davis
Student Loan Administrator

1 1
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SOUTH CHICAGO BA NK
9200 Commercial Avenue
Chicago Winois 801317

Telephone: (312) 768-1400

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

We would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what we would currently consider
to be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to
South Chicago Bank. As you consider changes and improvements to
the Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions we have
listed.

1. Issue: 8%/10% Stafford interest rate and associate wind-
fall profit provision
Comments; The 8%/101i rate and oespecially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. We suggest:

Eliminate the 8%/10% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an fit floor and 12 % cap, basrd on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and Plus loans.
Convert all existing 8%/10% loans to fixed rate 8%
loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying a
larger portion of interest than under a flat 8% program. It would
also minimize administrative error by lenders since we, and most
others, already have variable rate programs we administer. (We do
not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. lump: Risk Sharing
Cgmmints: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

Established 1902

A Commercial Bank and Trust Company - A Subsstary of Advance Bancorp, Mc
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

We continue to be required to ;wet performance standards
set by South Chicago Bank. High cost borrowers will be
the first to be excluded from our portfolio if new risk
sharing costs so require;

3. Issues: Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Cemmentej SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to students loans.
A change in computing SAP; if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis could
save the Federal Government money ( on a one time
basis).

4 Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments: The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. We recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one needs analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
I) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making satis-
factory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation ( e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g, student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than ISO days.

5. Issue; Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comments; We are very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of experience and expertise of our staff in loan
collections. There is no incentive to concentrate on
collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. We suggest:

11 3
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Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. jasue: Timely Regulations
Comments; We recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes ( including
testing) and staff training.

We are sure you understand our concern surrounding rumors of a
direct loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While
we have seen no proposal to comment on specifically, we feel the
comments and suggestions we have made address many of the same
issues a direct loan program would intend to address, such as
reduced costs and program simplification. Should a specific
propos,l be put forth, we trust you will solicit input and
suggestions from the lending community, we commit to providing
input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation,

Sincerely,

SO GO SAHA

411 La ter
W..19 -President

cc: The Honorable Paul Simon
The Honorable Gus Savage
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United states House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

1 would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (SSW issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. ifilluez 841101 Stafford interest rate and associated wind-

fall profit provision
Comments: The 841104 rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 841104 Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rata Stafford with
an 8% floor and 124 cap. based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
convert all existing 84110% loans to fixed rate 84
loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while saintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat 8* program. It

would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
adainister. fige do not hav any windfall profit programs.)

2. Issue; Risk Sharing
=Amami Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the

due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing

would:
Limit student access as lenders will minimize their

high risk/low balance loan portfolio

proportionately.

V;
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meat performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Issmal special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Goemestei SAP should remain unchanged.
- Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the

number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. IaReel Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments:1 The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only ono need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Rake Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military: including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student status Confireation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school tors but not more than iso days.
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5. IssumI Flexibility in collection Efforts
Comments: I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow Use of our
collections expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

s. Issue; Timely Regulations
commlital I recomnend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemakinq process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comaent on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

1
Brad L. ROSRi
Manager, Loans Operations

117
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June 25, 2991

First Bankers Trust Company, N.A.
Student Loan Department
3333 Broadway
Quincy IL 62301

The Honorable William D. pord
United States Nouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20525-2225

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorisstion of the Nigher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 2992
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the Souse
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the malor Guaranteed Student Loan MEL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Isamu 80/104 Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
Cumanntal The 54/10* rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, ere both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suciest:

Eliminate the 841100 Stafford and lemafall nrofits
provision.
ReiPlacs it with a new variable rate Staftwrd with
an 04 floor and 12i cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS lows.
Convert all existing 04/10% loans to timed rate Si
loans.

This would siniaise goverment interest and special allommnce
payments, while maintaining the concept of tbe borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat St program. It
would also:minimise adsinistrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programa.)

2. LIMA Risk Sharing
framwntat Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lender, will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

113
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

1 continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the firat to be
excluded frees our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Ismael Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Cements.; SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in comPuting SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Issue; Simplification of Financial Aid
Ceennntel The financial aid process and administration
continues to be vary complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Rake Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 1110 days.

5. Lasme; Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Cemmentel I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature nakes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections: only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Issuez Timely Regulations
Canaan= I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows tor proper systea changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your coamitsent to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely

Oames R Ober
Student tolin Officer

I 5
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education ect of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue: 84/10% Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
COMMaeilli The 84/104 rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, aro both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 84/101 Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an 8% floor and 12* cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 84/104 loans to fixed rats 8%
loans.

This would minimize government interzst and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than u.der a flat 04 program. It
would also minimize administrative error hy lenders since we,
and most others, already hays variable rats programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Issue:, Risk Snaring
cminintal Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sbaring
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.
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Result in disinished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proport4onal to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be/required to sset performance standards set by
Ly institution. Sigh cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing coets so
require.

3. Iaauel Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
C2MMMDtai SAFI should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in cosputing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal GOVOMMent money (on a one
time basis).

4- lama= Simplification of Financial Aid
Cellientli The financial aid process and administration
continue* to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV progress.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
student*.
Reduce the nueber of deferments for all CST.
programs to:
1) in-school; for full tine students and degree

seeking students sttending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allay backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than iso days.

5. issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Quiantal I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature sakes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. ISSUR1 Timely Regulations
CURSSUIA1 1 recommend the following:

RseSire regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no propoeal to comment on specifically, I fool the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth. I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

Joanne C. Neumann
Assistant Vice President

1 ; )
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June 2!,, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 2051!,-2215

Cong essman Ford:

I would li3'e to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the eigNer Education Act of 19155, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, le91
hearing on the Stafford Student Lean Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follou address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue:. 841/10-. Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
Ceenentar The 8%/10% rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 81/10% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an e% floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 8%/10% loans to fixed rate 8%
loans.

This would minirize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat 8% program. It
would also minimize aeministrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. lesue: Risk sharing
cemMents: Risk sharing alieady exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

1 r; '
t, t
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringerwy of the risk sharing
requirements.

1 continue to be required to fleet performance etandards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will by the first to be
excluded from our portfelio if new risk sharai .! costs so
require.

I. leeee; Special Allowance Payments (eAP)
cements; SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student. loans
A cetue70 in computing SAP, if applied the first
quart4,1 of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis

-,ave the Federal Goverment money (on a one
tvsis).

4. Iseee. eimplitication of einancial Aid
comeenee; The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents.
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title fe progrars.
Make Stafford wens available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all Gel.
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time otudents and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full tire and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., oraerst us certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferrents. (e.g 5V:dent Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating ot in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

5. eaeue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
eosieents; 1 am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.

I r
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Iaeue: Timely Regulations
Cemmeatai I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

\'Lekei.g. Q %wag\ ue
Michele C. Sporciello
Administrative Assistant
Stwient Loan Pepariment
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Juno 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States HOUGO of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

1 would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, te accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Progras held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently conaider to
be the major Guaranteed student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggeetions I have listed.

1. Issue: 81/10% Stafford interest rateand Associated wind-
fall profit provision
=mental The 85/10% rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 8%/10t Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a now variable rata Stafford with
an SS floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
Sill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 8%/10t loans to fixed rate 8%
loans.

This would minimise goverment interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat 84 program. It
would also ainimize administrative error by lenders since we,
end most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (No do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. usual: Risk Sharing
cmgmenta: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of tudent loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Liait student access as lenders will miniaize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

amnion Fec lane Savings ald Law Associatkin
Home Office ¶15 E Yawn Munn St PO Om i27 Somingtm, =las SITO2-012T 829-04515
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Result in diminisbed support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to mast performance standards set by
sy institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
xcluded from our portfolio if now risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Ian= Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
=mental SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could rave the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Jesup: Simplification of Financial Aid
Cannental The financial aid proms. and administration
continuos to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title fy programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-schools for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full tie* and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of otbar

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

5. InaUs1 Flexibility in Collection Efforts
CDMMIDIA1 I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirement,. Their prescriptive nature sakes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staif in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections, only a disincentive to stray from the
preacribed guidelines. I suggests

Define new measures that allow use of our
collection* expertise.
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures tor actions missed inadvertently.

6. Inas= Timely Regulations
=men= I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allow* for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the currant Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth. I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
landing community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sinavirely,

CHAMPION FEDERAL SAYINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

%.144,44u1joi

Theresa N. Nickels
Student Loan Manager

tam

cc: Senator Paul Siam

I
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2iine 27, 1441

The Honorable William h. Ford
United States House of Reprelientatives

Washington. D.C. 20515-2215

Dear Congressmen Ford.

2 would like to sequest the following comments, concerning ramuthoritation of

the Higher Education Act et I96S. be accepted and entered AS part of the record

associated with the June 14, 1991 hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program

held by the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to be the

calor Guaranteed Student Loon (GSL1 issues ot concern to my institution. As you

consider changer, and Improvements to the Programs, please note the concerns and

Suggestions 1 have listed.

I. issue. 115/101 Stafford interest rate and associated windfall profit

provision.
Commenter The 8011011 rate, and, especiellv, the windfall profits provision

are both difficult to administer and difficult for borrowers to

understand. I suggest.
Eliminate the 80/100 Stafford and windfall profits provision.
Rep)ace it with o new variable rate Stafford with An St floor
and 121 cap, based on the same Treasury pill rate treed
currently for SLS and PLUS 10AMS.
Convert all existing 111110* loane to fixed rate St loans,

This would minimise government interest end special allowance payments, while
maintaining the concep of the borrower paying a larger portion of interest
than under a flat 8$ program. It would also minimise administrative error by
lenders since we, and most others, already have variable rate programs me

adMIniSter. ilie do not have any windfall profit programs./

MAIN OFFICE MONTCLAIRE CENTER COLLINSVILLE CENTER TROY CENTER
mottwe vancwis NO MmidervAenue 101Seeth Menem 12D$VmMar5es

Pdwarderght IL 621223 Edwarskelle, ILI= Camerae. IL arit hey, IL *2294

Ma/63641057 11111/4860047 140/144410e eta/M24202
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2. Issue, Risk Sharing
Comments& Risk sharing (Already exists for lenders in the due diligence
procedures currently required for the collection of student loons.
Addittonal risk sharing would:

Limit student access de lenders will minimise their high risk/
low balance loan portfolio proeortionately.
Result in dimished support to students) attending moderate tO
high default schools. directly proportional to the stringency

of the risk Sharing requirements.

I coetinue to be required to meet performance standards eet by My institution.
High cost bortaweis will be the first to be excluded from our portfolio if new

risk shastog costs se require.

3. Inoue) Special Allowanco Payments (SAFI
Comments, SAP should remain unchanged.

Any induction in SAP will decrearie further the number of
pasticipating lenders thus adversely affecting access to

student loans.
A change in computing SAP, it applied the first quarter of a

calendal year. to a 365 day basis could save the Federal
Government money (on a one time basis).

4. Issue' Simplification ot Financial Aid
Comrental The financtal aid process end admintstratiOn ccrittnues to bt

very complex for students, parents, schooli and lenders. i

recommend simplification in the following Areas.
Use only one need analysis calculation tor all Title IV

programa.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL programs to:
II in school, for full time students and degree seeking
students attending at least hall time but less than full time

aria maktng satisfactory progress
2) unemployment
31 total temporary dtsabilsty
Si military: including acceptance of othst documentation

(e.g.. orders) as certification
expand acceptable reasons (documentation, notification and
cartificatton) for granting deferments. (e.g. Student Status
Confirmation Reports, school letter, loan applications, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the tart of a
school term but not more that ISO days.

5. Issue. Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Commenta, I Am very concerned about the present due diligence

requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes no use of the
expecience and expertise of our staff in loan collections,
Thar. is no incentive to concentrate on collections, only a
diaincentive to stray from the prescribed guidelines. I

suggest:

47-262 0 - 91 - 6
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Define nev measures that /allow use ot our collection expertise.
Define nev measures that are flexible
Allow Cures for action* misaed inadvertently.

t, Issue, Timely Regulations__-
Comments: I recommend the following.

Require regulations to he rteriterl through a negotiated
rulemaking process.

Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner that allows
tor proper system changes (including testing, end staff
training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a dlrert loan
program to replace the cuirent Stsfford program. While I have seen no proposal to
c'wrImenf on SpecilicallY. / feel the comments and suggestions I have made address

of the same issues a direct loan program would intend to address, such as
reduced coats and progress Simplification. Should a specific proposal be pot
forth. I trust you will solic,t input and auggeStiona from the lensing communily.
I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you tor yout consideration arid fox your commitment to such an rmpoitant
piece of legislatron.

Fours very truly,

tr 2, k
Patti J. Ambuol
Student Loan AdminIstrator

P.3A/nb

ccr Illinois united Stetter Nouse of Represenatives Jerry F. Costello

cc. United States Senate The Wonorst,le Paul Simon

f; '
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First Midwest

June 24, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20S15-2215

Congressman Ford:

Nei %ditto Bow&

50 Wes; Jekno. SOW
Jabot Misch 0115-Wt554
MI5 mszn

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the higher Education Act of 196, be accepted
and entered as part of thy record associated with the June 19,
1991 hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the
House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently
consider to be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues
of concern tory institution. As you consider changes and
improvements to the Programs, please note the concerns and
suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue: 8%/10% Stafford interest rate and associated
Windfall profit provision
Comments: The 8%/IC1% rate and, especially, the
Win-Hair profits provision, are both difficult to
administer and difficult for borrowers to understand.

sugguest:
Eliminate the 8%/10% Stafford and windfall
profits provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford
with an 8% floor and a 12% cap, based on the
same Treasury Rill rate used currently for SLS
and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 8%/30% loans to fixed
B% loans.

This wou' , minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat 8% program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.l
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2. Issue: Risk Sharing
eents: Risk sharing already exitr, for lenders In
t-Ke'dile diligence procedures currently required for
the collection of student loans. Additional risk

sharing would:
Limit student access as lenders will minimize
their high riskilow balance loan portfolio
proportionately.
Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk
sharing requirements.

7 rontinue to be required to meet performance standards set

by my institution. High cost borrowers will he the first to
he excluded from oor portfolio if new risk sharing cOstS So

require.

.4. Issue: Special Allowance Payments ISAP1
Comments: SAP should remain unchanged.

AnY-reduction in SAP will decrease further
the number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans.
A ('hange in computing 4AP, If applied the first
quarter of a calendar Year, to a lfi') day basis

eould save the Federal Government money ion a
OM' tirile basis).

4 Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments: The (inancial aid process and administration
contiiiiies to be very complex for students, parents,
sch,..ols and lenders. 1 reeomment simplification in
the following areas;

Ilse only one need analysis calculation tor all
Title IV programs,
Make Staiford loans available to middle Incomc
students.
Rduce the number of cieferments for All
programs to:
1) In-school; !or full tifie students and degree

seeking students attending at least half-time
but less than full time and making satIstactory
progress
unemployment

31 total temporary disability
44 military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as .ertification
Expand acceptable reasons (documen.ation,
notification and certification, for granting
deferments. le.q., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school Fetter, loan application, etc.)
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Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

S. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comments: I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature
makes no use of the experience and expertise of our
staff in loan collections. There is no incentive to
concentrate on collections; only a disincentive to
stray from the prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that al/ow use of our
collections expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

h. Issue: Timely Regulations
Comments: I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely
manner that allows for proper system changes
(including testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a
direct loan program to replace the current Stafford program.
While I have seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I
feel the comments and suggestions I have made address mem of
the same issues a direct loan program would intend to address,
such as reduced costes and program simplification. Should a
specific proposal be put forth, I trust you will sc.lcit input
and suggestions from the lending community. I commit to
providing imput on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to
such an important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

OriIXZ'aiet'":44
Judy Veronda
Student Loan Coordinator

.1 t.)11
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States Onus, of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-221S

Dear Congreesman Ford;

would like to request the following comments concerning reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act of 1965. be accepted and nterd as part of the record
associated with the June 19, 1991 hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held
by the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The cosseents that follow address what I would currently consider to be the major
Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to ey institution. As you consider
changes and improvements to the Programa. please note the concerns and suggestions
1 have liated.

1. Lallue1 14/10% Stafford interest rate and associated windfall profit
provision.

Cogmeol,g: The MID% rate and. especially, tbe windfall profits provision,
are both difficult to administer and difficult for borrowers to
understand. I suggest:

' Eliminate the 8%/10% Stafford and windfall profits providion.

' Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with an 8% floor and 12%
cap, based en the same Treasury Pill rate 1:sed currently f-; SL7 Aad
PLUS loans,

12onvert all existing 8%/10% loans to fixed-rote 8% loans.

This would minimize government interemt and special allowance payments,
while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying a larger portion of
interest than under a flat 8% program. It would also minimize
administrative error by lenders ince we, and most others, already have
variable rate programs we administer. (We do not have any windfall profit
programs).

, t, s P -.7
xot t.
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7be Honorable William D. Ford
June 25, 1991
Pegs Teo

2. Ingo: Rick Sharing

Comente: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the due diligence
procedures currently required for the collection of student loans.
Additional risk sharing would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimise their high risk/lom
balance loan portfolio proportionately,

Result in diminished support to students attending moderate to high
default schools, directly proportional to the stringency of the risk
sharins requirements.

continue to be required to meet performance standards eat by my
institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be excluded from our
portfolio if n'w risk sharing costa so require.

I. loam: Speclal Allowance Payments sSAF)

Commettm: SAP shcqd retrain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the number of participating
lenders thus adversely affecting access to student loans.

A change in computing SAP. if applied the first quarter of a calendar
year, to $ 165-day basis could save the Federal Covernmant money (on
one-time basis).

4. Wile: Simplification of Financial Ai4

Ccomonti: The financial aid process and administration continues to be
very eoeplax for students, parents, chools, and lenders. I recommend

aimplification in the following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all Title IV programs.

Make Stafford loans avellable to middle-income students.

Reduce the number of deferments for all CSL programa to:

I. In-schGol; for full-timm students and degree seeking
students attending at least half-time but less than
full-time and making satisfactory progress.

2. Unemployment

3. Total temporary disability

1 "
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The Honorable William D. Ford
June 25. 1991
Fog* Three

4. Military; including acceptance of other documentation
(e.g.. orders) as certification.

Expand acceptable reasons (documentation, notificaticm and
certification) for granting deferments. (e.g.. Student Status
Confirmation Report, school letter. loam application. etc.)

Allow backdating of in-scheol deferments to the Start of a
school term but out more than 180 days.

4. issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts

cqmmeets; I am very concerned about the present due diligence
requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes no use of the
experience end expertise of our staff in loan collections. There is
no incentive to concentrate on collection:a; only a disincentive .o
stray from the preacribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our collections expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for Action,' missed inadvertently.

6. leaue: Timely Regulations

WelMente: I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a negotiated
rule-making process.

Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner that allows
for proper system changes (Including teatins) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern eurrOunding rumors of a direct loan
program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have seen no
propoor/ rparsera on specfficelly, I feel the comments nd euggestione
have made address many of the some issues a direct loan program would intend
to address, such as reduced costs and program simplification. Should a
mpecific prupoael be put forth. I truit you will solicit input and suggestions
from the lending community. 1 commit to providing input in such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an teportant
piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

M. Gary larnbs
Student Loan Officer

M0J:km
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June 20, 1991

The lionorable Villisa D. ford
U.S. Mess of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20313-2215

Congressmen Fords

/ would like to request the following comments, concernine reauthoriestion of
the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted and entered as part of the
record associated with the June 19, 1991 hearing au the Stafford Student loan
Program bold by the Rouse Subcommittee on Postsecondsry Education.

The coammets that foliar address whet I would currently consider to be the
asjor Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my institution. As
you consider chute** and improvements to the program, plies* note the
concerns and suggestions I have lifted.

1. Issue: 01/100 Stafford Interest Rate end Associated Windfall Profit
F;;;Taion

Comments; The EIS/10/ rate and, especially, the windfall profits
prOWaTin art both difficult to administer and difficult for borrnwern to
understand. I uggest;

Eliminate the 02/102 Stafford and windfall profits provision.
Replace it vdth a new variable rats Stafford with en 81 floor and
12% cap, based on the sans Treasury Bill rate meld currently for
SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 011110I loans to fixed rate 82 loans.

This yould sinisigs governiant interest and special allowance permits,
while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying larger portico of

interest then under flat 82 program. It woad also sinisise
administrative *troy by lenders since on, sod oust others, already bays
variable rats props= we wheinister. (We do not have any windfall

profit programs.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing

Gourmets; Risk abasing already exists for 'lenders in the due diligence
;7;7:WEI*. currently required for the collection of student loans.
Additional risk sharing would;

Limit student access as lenders will misdalse their itgh riskilow
balance loan portfolio proportionately.
Result in diminished support to students attending moderate to
high default schools directly proportional to the strinsency of
the risk sharing requirement..

FIRST FINANCIAL 84Iaa. Fss
1305 IIANN STREET

STEWNS POINT, WISCONSIN 54481
(715) 341.0400
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I continuo to be required to meet performance standards sat by my
institution. Sigh coot borrowers will be the firet to be excluded from
our portfolio if new riek sharing costs me require.

looses Special Allowance Paymests (SAP)

Comments: SAP should reseln unchaesed.

Any reductiou In SAP will decrease further the number of
participating leaders thus adversely affecting acmes to student
loans.
A change in coepating SIP, if applied the first quarter of a
calendar year, to 365 day basis could save the Federal
Government money (on a one time basis).

4. Issue: SImplification of Financial Aid

Comments: The finsecial aid process amd adaisistratice continues to be
very complex for students, parents, ...-.hoole and lenders. 1 recommend
sisplification in the followins area':

5. Issue:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income student..
Reduce the umber of deferments for all C. programs to:
a. in-echool; for full-time students and degreep-seeking students

attemding st latest hal/ tiae but lose than 8:11 tine and
sekine satisfactory prograes.

b. unsaployment.
c. total temporary disability.
d. silitary; including acceptance of other documentation

(e.g., orders) as certification.
Expand acceptable reason (documentation, notification and
cortIficetion) for granting deferments (e.g., Student Status
Confireation Reports, school letter, loan application, atc.)
Allow backdatina of in -ischool deferments to the start of a school
tete but not sore than 180 days.

Flexibility In Collectioo Efforts

Comments: I as very concerned about the present due dilisence
requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes no use of the experience
and eiverties of our staff is loan collections. There le no inceotire to
concentrate on collectioes: only a disincentive to stray from ths
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

- Define new measures that elle:ruse of our collettions erpertise.
- Define new measures that are flexible.
- Allow curse for actions staged inadvertently.
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6. Issues Timely &isolations

COmmentss I reconeed the followines

Acquire regulations to be crested tbroggh segotiatad rule

milli* process.
laquire rseulations to be leased In a timely manner tbat allows

for proper 'yams (NM.i tincluding testiog) and staff training.

I am sloe you andmrstamd my concern surroundina rumors of a direct Ipso
proaram to replace tbo curront Stafford program. While I bave mum no
proposal to comment ea specifically, I feel tho commote and sugspstion 2
have mods address many of the fame isms, s direct loan prosam would intend
to addrass, Binh se reduced costs and progrom sisplificotion. Should a

specific proposal be put fortb, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions

frail the landing community. I remit to providing input on such a proposal.

Musk you for your cossiderstion end for your comnitmeot to such an leportant
pisce of loslelation.

Sincerely,

7ec T. lord
Senior Tice President

JITteod
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June 78, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States Mouse of Respresentatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-7715

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted and entered
as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991 hearing on the
Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House Subcommitte on
Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to be
the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the Programs,
please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue: &MO% Stafford interest rate and associated windfall
Fafit provision
Laments: The 8%/10% rate and, especially, the windfall
TFETTiprovision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:
- Eliminate the S%/10% Stafford and windfall profits

provision.

Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with an 8%
floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury Bill rate
used currently for SIS and PLUS leans.
Convert all existing 8%/10% loans to fixed rate 8% loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying a
larger portion of interest than under a flat 8% program. It would
also minimize administrative error by lenders since we, and most
others, already have variable rate programs we administer. (We do
not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
tWints: Rish sharing already exists for lenders in the due
diligence procedures currently required for the collection of
student loans. Additional risk sharing would:
- Limit student access as lenders will minimize their high

risk/low balance loan portfolio proportionately.
Result in diminished support to students attendino
moderate to high default scholls, directly
proportional to the stringency of the rish sharing
requirements.

,4%4 4411 4,4 4, 401 44.. .1t.r, et% 44t' WO 14,14, I1I4,1 n1.1.1 11, he-411,, N... 44,4, 44t. Ana/ kr" At%
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I continue to be required to meet performence standards set by my
institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be excluded
from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so require.

3. Issue: Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
rZiiints: SAP should remain unchanged.

reduction in SAP will decrease further the number of
Participating lenders thus adversely affecting access to
student loans.

A change in computing SAP, if applied the first quarter
of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis could save the
Federal Government money (on a one time basis).

4. Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
niiints: The fianancial aid process and administration
WEETi-and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:
- Use only one need analysis calculation for all Title

IV programs.

Make Stafford loans avaiable to middle income students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree seeking

students attending at least half time but less than
full time and making satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation, notification
and certification) for granting deferments. (e.g.,
Student Status Confirmation Reports, school letter,
loan application, etc.)

Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the start of
a school term but not more than 160 days.

5. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
am very concerned about the present due diligence

requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes no use of the
experience and expertise of our staff in loan collections.
There is no incentive to concentrate on collections; only
a disincentive to stray from the prescribed guidelines. I

suggest:
- Define new measures that allow use of our collections

expertise.
- Define new measures that are flexible.
- Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Issue: Timely Regulations
naiints: I recommend the following:
7----Rirquire regulations to be created through a negotiated

rulemaking process.

Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner that
allows for proper system changes (including testing)
and staff training.

173
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I am sure understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct loan
program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have seen no
proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the convents and suggestions
I have made address many of the same issues direct loan program would
intend to address, such as reduced costs and program simplification.
Should a specific proposal be put be put forth, I trust you will solicit
input and suggestions from the lending community. I commit to providing
input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

/ )
OrCe,

cc: Senator Paul Simon

1 7 ;
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June 28, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Respresentatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted and entered
as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991 hearing on the
Stafford Student loan Program held by the House Subcommitte on
Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to be
the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the Programs,
please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue: 81/10% Stafford interest rate and associated windfall
FifTt provision
Comments: The 8%/10% rate and, especially, the windfall
17-317Eprovision. are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:
- Eliminate the 8%/10% Stafford and windfall profits

provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with an SI
floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury Bill rate
used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 8%/10% loans to fixed rate 8% loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying a
larger portion of interest than under a flat 8% program. It would
also minimize administrative error by lenders since we, and most
others, already have variable rate programs we administer. (We do
not have any windfall profit progrmms.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
rag5ints: Rish sharing already exists for lenders in the due
diligence procedures currently required for the collection of
student loans. Additional risk sharing would:
- Limit student access as lenders will minimize their high

risk/low balance loan portfolio proportionately.
Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default scholls, directly
proportional to the strinency of the rish sharing
requirements.

An,' 1..'t1 1111.. nMes 'JOY, NA', :en kr Me,4.- I I IK
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I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by my
institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be excluded
from our portfolio if new risk Owing costs so require.

3. Issue: Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
raiiints: SAP should remain unchanged.

Aij reduction in SAP will decrease further the number of
participating lenders thus adversely affecting access to
student loans.

A change in computing SAP, if applied the first quarter
of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis could save the
Federal Government money (on a one time basis).

4. Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
tig6ints: The fianancial aid process and administration
?MOT-and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all Title
IV programs.

Make Stafford loans avaiable to middle income students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GS1 programs to:
I) in-school; for full time students and degree seeking

students attending at least half time but less than
full time and making satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand accntable reasons (documentation, notification
and certification) for granting deferments. (e.g.,
Student Status Confirmation Reports, school letter,
loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the start of
a school term but not more than 180 days.

S. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
ntiiints: I am very concerned about the present due diligence
TaMerTients. Their prescriptive nature makes no use of the
experience and expertise of our staff in loan collections.
There is no incentive to concentrate on collections; only
a disincentive to stray from the prescribed guidelines. I

suggest:
- Define new measures that allow use of our collections

expertise.
- Define new measures that are flexible.
- Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Issue: Timely Regulations
niiints: I recommend the following:

regulations to be created through a negotiated
rulemaking process.

- Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner that
allows for proper system changes (including testing)
and staff training.
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I am sure understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct loan
program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have seen no
proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments and suggestions
I have made address many of the same issues direct loan program would
intend to address, such as reduced costs and program simplification.
Should a specific proposal be put be put forth, I trust you will solicit
input and suggestions from the lending community. I commit to providing
input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

CaJ

cc: Senator Paul Simon

1 7
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June 28, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Respresentatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted and entered
as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991 hearing on the
Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House Subcommitte on
Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to be
the major Guaranteed Student Loan (650 issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the Programs,
please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue: 8%/10% Stafford interest rate and associated windfall
TFIETTt provision
Comments: The 81/10% rate and, especi 'Iy, the windfall
FETTR-provision, are both difficult administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand I suggest:
- Eliminate the M/107 Stafford and windfall profits

provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with an 8%
floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury Bill rate
used currently for SIS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 8%/10% loans to fixed rate 8% loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying a
larger portion of interest than under a flat 8% program. It would
also minimize administrative error by lenders since we, and most
others, already have variable rate programs we administer. (We do
not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
Ggints: Rish sharing already exists for lenders in the due
diligence procet -s currently required for the collection of
student loans. Ado,tional risk sharing wvuld:
- Limit student access as lenders will minimize their high

risk/low balance loan portfolio proportionately.
Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default scholls, directly
proportional to the strinoency of the rish sharing
requirements.

I Il .1' I, %%NI 11:., 141'.7. 1/ 1.1 ..t#4. ,,,x7 I tt,
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I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by my
institution. High cnst borrowers will be the first to be excluded
from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so require.

3. Issue: Cpecial Allowance Payments (SAP)
COWents: SAP should remain unchanged.

reduction in SAP will decrease further the number of
participating lenders thus adversely affecting access to
student loans.

A change in computing SAP, if applied the first quarter
of a calendar year, to a 365 day Lasis could save the
Federal Government money (on a one time basis).

4, Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
rOTITT.nts: The fianancial aid process a.d administration
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:
- Use only one need analysis calculation for all Title

IV programs,

Make Stafford loans avaiable to middle income students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL programs to:
I) in-school; for full time students and degree seeking

students attending at least half time but less than
full time and making satisfactory progress0 unemployment

3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation, notification
and certification) for granting deferments. (e.g.,
Student Status Confirmation Reports, school letter.
loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the start of
a school term but not more than 180 days.

5. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Giiints: I am very concerned about the present due diligence
FRIVTF-e-Wents. Their prescriptive nature makes no use of the
experience end expertise of our staff in loan collections.
There is no incentive to concentrate on collections; only
a disincentive to stray from the prescribed guidelines. 1
suggest:
- Define new measures that allow use of our collections

expertise.
- Define new measures that are flexible.

Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Issue: Timely Regulations
tWints: 1 recomeend the following:
:----rgiuire regulations to be created through a negotiated

rulemaking procecs.
- Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner that

allows for proper syStem changes (including testing)
and staff training.

1 7 )
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I am sure understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct loan
program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have seen no
proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments and suggestions
I have made address many of the same issues direct loan program would
intend to address, such as reduced costs and program simplification.
Should a srcific proposal be put be put forth, I trust you will solicit
input and suggestions from the lending community. I commit to providing
input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
immortant piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

;

cc: Senator Paul Simon

1 S
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Northern Mist Bank/O'Hare
8.501 West Higgins Road. Chicago, Illinois tai -2=

1312)693-S555

June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the :ollowing comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Sebcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to myinstitution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue: 8t/10% Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
CommentsL The 8it110% rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 84/10% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an In floor and 12% cap, based on the saxe Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 8%/10% loans to fixed rate St
loans.

This would minimize goverment interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat St program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2 Issue: Risk Sharing
Comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

St,rihrrn itt,1 linnic (I 'fait, 4 ...a ,o+PA/Ii .41tratik.arv orf Nem-the-m.111.w 4.tiogat,n Chit au,
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderete to high default schools, directly
preportional to the stringency of the risk aharing
reel:mime-eats.

continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. Nigh cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Ismael Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Commenta; SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Iseue: Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments; The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recomnend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation tor all
Title Iv programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferaents for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total tempo sry disability
4) military: including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

5. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comments: 1 am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections: only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use et our
collections expertise.
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Ismael Timely Regulations
Ciumantal X recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely.

lei 4

Riquel Mora Les
Second Vice Prer,ident
Student Iman Of f Icer
t IL!)
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River }West Bank
fleaelesaLessifieweedasamgar

P.O. Bee MN
Chicago. IL aves4eas

posami
(800) 846-4811

June 27, 1991

The Rororable Willies D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorisation of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 1

1992 hearing on the stafford Student Loan Program held by tne
House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider
to be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern
to my institution. As You consider changes And improvements to
the Programs, please n..:(1 the concerns and suggestions I have
listed.

1. Issue; 8%/1041 Stafford interest rate and associated
windfall profit provision
Cammente: The 8%/10* rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to adainister and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:
* Eliminate the 8%/10% Stafford and windfall profits

provision.
* Replace it with a new variable rate subsidized

Stafford with an 8* floor and 12% cap, based on
the same Treasury Bill rate used currently for
SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 81/10% loans to fixed 8%

loans.
This would sinimize government interest and special
allowance payments, while maintaining the concept of the
borrower paying a larger portion of interest than under a
flat ei program. It would also minimize administrative
rrors by lenders since we, and most others, already have
variable rate programs we administer. (We do not have a
windfail profit program.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
geggsatel Risk sharing already exists for lenders in

Hives Pares! Brats Busk sad Trust Carupsary
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The Sorable William D. Ford
June 27, 1991
Page-2-

the due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection for student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:
* Limit student access as lenders will minimise

their high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.
Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

continue to be required to meet performance standards set
by my institution. High coot borrowers will be the first to
be excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costa so
require.

3. Issue; Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Commenta: SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
Chnngs the computation of SAP from a 360 day year
to a 365 day year. This would save the federal
Government money (on a one time basis) and make
SD Form 799 more consistent.

4. Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
CmBeental The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:
* Vs. only one need analysis calculation for all

Title IV prograns.
Make Stafford loans available to aiddle income
students.
Reduce the number of defer:lento for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

Leaking students attending at least half ties
but lees than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total tesporary disability
4) military - including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expend acceptable rearone (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
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Tbe Rorable William D. Ford
,June 27, 1991
Page-3-

Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

s. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comments:, I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature
makes no use of the experience and expertise of our
staff in loan collections. Their is no incentive to
concentrate on collections's only a disincentive to
stray from the prescribed guideline. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collection expertise.
Define new meacures that are flexible.
Allow cures for unimportant actions missed
inadvertently.

6. Isseues:. Timely Regulation
cmingal I recommend the following:
* Require regulations to be created through a

negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a tieely
manner that allows for proper system changes
(including testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a
direct loan program to replace the current Stafford program.
While I have seen no proposal to comment on specifically, 2 feel
the comments and suggestions I have made address many of the same
issues a direct loan program would intend to address, such as
reduced costs and program simplification. Should a specific
proposal be put forth, I trust you will solicit input and
suggestions from the lending community. I commit to providing
input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and tor your commitment to such
an important piece of legislation.

Sincerel ,

; /.//t
Peter ntero
Vice President
River Forest Bank

s ;;
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June 25. 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, 0. C. 2051S-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments. concerning
reauthorizatioo of the Higher Education Act of 1965, he accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address wtat I would currently consider
to be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern
to my institution. As you consider changes and improvements
to the Programs. Please note the concerns and suggestions I
Rave listed.

1. Issue: 8%/101. Stafford interest rate and associated
fall profit provision
Comments: The 8%/IU% rate and, especially, the
windfall profits provision, are both difficult to
administer and difficult for borrowers to understand.
1 suggest:
* Eliminate the 85/10% Stafford and windfall profits

provision.
* Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with an

81 floor and 121 caP, based on the same Treasury bill
rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.

* Convert all existing 8Z/10% loans to be fixed rate
4 loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the Concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of Interest than under a flat 8% program. It

would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we administer.
(We do net have any windfall profit programs.;

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
Comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:
* Limit student access as lenders will minimize their

high riskflow balance loan portfolio proportionately.
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Result in diminished support ot students attending
moderate to high default schools. directly proportional
to the stringency of the risk sharing requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by rY
institution. High cost borremers will be the first to be excluded
from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so require.

3. Issue: Special Allegiance Payments (SAP)

UMMents: SAP should remain unchanged.
4n1-reduction In SAP will decrease further the number
of participating lenders thus adversely affectine
access to student loans.
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments: The financial aid process and administration
61iTfroites to be very complex for students. parents.
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in
the following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV pregrams.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of detergents for all GU
programs to :
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and asking satisfactory
progress
uneeployment

3 total temporary disability
4 military; including acceptance of other

documentation ( e. 9., orders) as certification
* Exp.nd acceptable reasons (documentation, notification

and certification) for granting deferments. (e. 9.,
Student Status Confirmation Reports, school letter,
loan application. etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the start
of a school term but not more than 180 days.

5. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
1 an very concerned about the present due

all-VerTcge requirements. Their prescriptive mature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our stiff in
loan collections. There i no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray frt.. the

prescribed guidelines. I suggest:
* Define new measures that allow use of our collections

expertise.
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Issue: Timely Regulations
Omment?: I recommend the following:

Aequfre regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
* Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system cnanges ( including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a
dircLt Ivan program to replace the current Stafford program.
While I have seen no proposal to comment on specifically. I feel
the comments and suggestions I have made address many of the
same Issues a direct loan program would intend to address,
such as reduced costs and program simplification. Should a
specific proposal be put forth. I tryst you will solicit input
and suggestions from the lending community. I commit to
providing input on such a proposal.

Thank yuu for your consideration and for your commitment to
such an irTurtant piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

tit f
Carol Brown
Student Loan OffiLer
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South Shore Bank

71st end .killery Bouievavd
Cr le-ago Mayo 60649 2096

317 288 t000

June 26, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515-2215

Dear Congressman Ford;

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Art of 1965, to be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 2991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Pnetsecondary Education.

The comments that follow, address what 1 would currently consider
to be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to
my institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue: 8t/10% Stafford interest rate and associated windfall
profit provision
Comments:The 01/10% rate and, especially, the windfall profits
provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 111/10% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with an
B% floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury Bill
rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 01/10% loans to fixed rate St
loans.

This would minimize goverment interest and special allowance pay-
ments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying a
larger portion of interest than under a flat 0% program. It would
also minimize administrative error by lenders since we, and most
others, already have variable rate programs we administer. (We do
not have any windfall profit programa.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
Comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the due
diligence procedure. currently required for the collection of
student loans. Additional r4o^ sharing would;

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their high

kermorf &Ire EVTILM, rnS,Ance Cirnorgtor
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risk/low balance loan portfolio proportionately.
Result in diministed support to students attending modsr-
ate to high default schools, directly proportional to the
stringency of the risk sharing reqUirements.

I continue to be required to meat performance standards sot by my
institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to bo excluded
from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so require.

3. Issue: Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Comments: SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the number of
participating lenders thus adversely affecting access to
student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first quarter
of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis could save the
Federal Goverment money (on a one time basis).

4. issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
comments: The financial aid process and administration con-
tinues to be very complex for students, parents, schools and
lenders. I recommend simplification in the following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all Title IV
programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all CSI. programs to:
I) in-school; for full-time students and degree seek-

ing students attending at lease half-time, but less
than full-tims and making satisfactory progress.

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; inclucting acceptance of other documenta-

tion (e.g., orders) as certification

Expand acceptable reasons (documentation, notification
and certification) for granting deferments. (e.g.,
Student Status Confirmation Reports, school letter,
loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the start of
a school term but not more than 180 days.

5. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comments: I am very concerned about t.he present due diligence
requirements. Their prescriptive niture makes no Use of the
experience and expertise of our staff in loan collections.
There is no incentive to concentrate on collections; only a
disincentive to stray from the prescribed guidelines. I
suggent:

Define new measures that allow use of our collections
expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible

nil
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Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Issue Timely Regulations
Comments: I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a negotiated

rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner that

allows for proper system changes (including testing) and

staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct

loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have

seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth. I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community, I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your rrAmitment to such an
impartant piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

SOUTH SHORE RANA F CHICAGO

)41-
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June 27, 1991

The Ronorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congremoman Ford:

COLE TAYLOR SANK

I would like to request the following comments. concerning reauthorization
of the Higher Education Art of 1965, be accepted and entered as part of the
record aseociated with the June 19, 1991 hearing on the Stafford Student
Loan Program hrld by the House Subcommittee on Posteecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to be the
major Guaranteed Student Loan (CSL) issues of concern to my institution.
As you consider changes and improvements to the Programs, please note the
concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue: 8X/10% Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
Comments: The 8X/102 rats and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:
* Eliminate the OX/IOT Stafford and Windfall profits
provimion.

* Replace it with new variable rate Stafford with an
8* floor end 12X cap, based on the *me Treasury Bill
rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.

* Convert ell existing 81/10% loans to fixed rate 81
loans.

This would minimize government in-erest and special aliowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest then under a flat 8% program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders since ve,
end most others, already have variable rate programs re administer.
(Ws do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Issues Risk Shering
Comments: Risk sharing already exists for lender* in the
due diligence proceduree currently required for the collection
of student loans. Additional risk sharing would:
* Limit student acctes as lenders will minimixo their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio proportionately.

ONAr
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The Honorable Willi= D. Ford
June 27, leql
Page 2

* Result in diminished support to tudents attending
moderate to high default schools, directly proportional
to the stringency of the risk sharing requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costa so require.

3. Issue: Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Comments: SAP should remain unchanged.
* Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the number of

patticipating lenders thus adversely affecting access to
student loans

* A change in computing SAP, if applied the first quarter
of a calendar year. to a 365 d.,v basis could save thr
Federal Government money (on a one time basis).

Issue' Simplification nf Financial Aid
Comments: The financial aid pro,eas and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents, schools
and lenders. I recommend simplification in thy following
areas:

* Use only one need analysts calculation for all Title IV
Programs.

* Make Stafford loans available to middle income students.

* Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL programs to;
t) in-school; for full time atudents and degree seeking

students attending at least half time but less than
full tine and making satisfactory progress

:) unemployment
5) total temporary disability
43 military; including acceptance of other documentation

(e.g.. orders) as certification
* Expand acceptable reasons (documentation. notification and
certification) for granting deferments. (e.g., Student Status
Confirmation Reports, school letter, loan application. etc.)

A Allow backdating of in-school determents to the start of a
school term but not more than 180 days.
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The losorable William D. Ford
3nue 27, 1991
Fags 3

5. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comments: I as very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature
wakes no use of the experience and expertise of our
staff in loan collections. There le no incentive to
concentrate on collections; only a disincentive to
stray from the prescribed guidelines. I suggest:
* Define new measures that allow use of our collections
expertise.

* Define new measures that ars flexible.
* Allow cures for actions issed inadvertently.

6. Issue: Timely Regulations
Comments: I recommend the following:
* Require regulations to be created through a negotiated
rulemating process.

* Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including testing)
and staff training.

I am sure you understand y concern surrounding rumors of a direct loan program
to replete the current Stafford program. While 1 have seen no proposal to
comment on specifically. I feel the comments and suggestions I have mode address
many of the same issues a direct loan program would Intend to address, such
as reduced costs and program simplification. Should e specific proposal be
put forth. I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the lending
community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an teportant
piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

1

r

Regina Broadnax
Student Losn Department

cc: lionorable Paul Simon
D.S. Senate
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
ana esntured as part et floe 1E-cord associated wit:1 the J,Ine :9, 19 1
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. 'sem= 8%/10% Stafford interest rate and associate.1 wind-
fall profit provision
Comments: The 8%/10% rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 8%/10% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an 8% floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 84/10% loans to fixed rate 8%
3oans.

wuu14 miLiaize governA6nt inttsrent and cpecial allavancz
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat 8% program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rata programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
Comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by

my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Isamu Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
commanui SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Issue:, Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments' The financial aid process and adainistration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend sisplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and saking
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than ISO days.

5. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Commie" I am vary concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature sakes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collection.. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest;

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.

1 9 7
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. "Amu. Timely Regulations
clumantal I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
SOAM no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely.

K. A. Frank
Senior Vice President
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-221t

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1955, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GsL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Iaaeel 8%/10% Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
Comments: The 811/10% rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 8%/101 stafford and windfall profits
provision.

2. jssue: Risk Sharing _

Comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

1 9,3
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ReLailt in .upport to students attending
moderate t.- elan default schools, directly
proportiondi the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

1 continue to be required to meet performance standards set by

my institution. High eost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Isspel Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Compc=z SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in nAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting accuss to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the tirst
quarter of d calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (un a one
time banis).

4. 1.-J_Egel Simplification et financial Aid
comments_; The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,

schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make t;tafferd loan:. available to middle income
students.
Reduce the numbor of deferments for all GSL
programs toi
l) in-sehool; AOr lull tint? students and degree

spekino itudents attending at least half time
but le::s than lull tire and making
satisfactory progress
unemployment

3) total temporary disahility
4) milita;y: including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,

notification and certification) for granting

deferments. (e.g.. :7.tudent Status Confirmation
Reports, school /otter, loan application. etc.)
Allow bacf..dating of in.school deferments to the
sitart of a !.-tionl t,IN but not more than 180 days.

5. ..efion Lfforts
cummcnts: 1 :In cn r:wd about the present due
diligence reguirt.f,.st.

2
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Allow curet fur actions missed inadvertently.

6. IssueL Timely Regulationt
Comments; I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemakinq process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration ana for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

sincerely,

LAURIE SEVERS
STUDENT LOAN COORDINATOR
I.M. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY r.r.
17 AVE & KENNEDY OR.
EAST MOLINE, IL 61244
309-797-7210
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable Wiliam D. Ford
Vnited States he oz ReprPaentat,ives
Washington, C.C. 211515-2i15
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to Vie stringency of the xis)/ sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing Caste so
require.

3. Issuel Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
cammierital SAP shonld remain unchanged.

Any /eduction in sAP wil) derrease f..rther the
number of participating lenders thus adverse)y
affecting occess to etdart loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the
=arta: of 1 cl:anes. ro.7.3r

could 7a-e the 7elor;.l Cceernmont money OA) 4 one
tint baoic).

Lasuel Simplification cr 1,1nencial Aid
Comments: The financial ai-", ,,rocort nnfl
continues to ha very cesrpiek for students, pnrent,,
snhor4s and Imsders. I ic-.7=nond simplcntino 1)% ',Ilia

f,aluyinq areas:
Fe orly o,,er :t.;alysis

Moke t rc ;71.-744

r'2T4r:C. tne ../efeivelo.s

tc:
for Evil time studcnta an: denme

seeking students strendin.) at least half time
tut /ess the., full time .11.u. nokinz.
satisfaztcry prftnress

;7 unempinyment
2) total temporary disability
a, aii;tory; Snrlad.kng acceptar.cc of otr,c;

d,.)cumentation (e.g.. orders) Ai rer-4ri,7atiur.
txpard acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certifications for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than ISO days.

S. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Cjammantli 1 an very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is nc incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of onr
collections expertise.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. IARUR1 Timely Regulations
CmimmtaI I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford progran. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on cpecifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address maAAy of the same issues a
dirw!* loan nrlormm would intend tc addresn, suct as rocuced costz
and progrom simplificativn. Should a specific proposal be Fut
furth, 1 trust you will solicit input ano enggerrt3ons from the
lending community. I ,nsimit to providing input on such a proposr.l.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to suon pn
important piece ot legigtat:ton.

nincoM;y:

7horna. 4c,

V1.7e

n 11 t
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0Heritage Glenwood Bank
1E3ed A 61n1Mod Sheen Gtertwood ft 150425 91e1 Ave A 1591h Street Orland Hills, IL Wen

17081755-3800 1708) 403.0001

Jape 25. 1991

7be Honorable William D. Ford
United Stater Mouse of Representatives
lisabington, D.C. 20515-2215

Cony sssss n Fords

I would like to request the following consents, concerning
reauthorization of Ole Risher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered an part of the record associated with the
Jane 19, 1991 beariug on the Stafford Student loan Program held
be the goose Subcomalitte on Postsecondary Education.

The consents that follow address whet I would currently consider
to be :he wejor Guaraoteed Student Loan (GS0 issues of concern
to sy institution. As you consider changes and isprovesents to
the Progress, please note the concerns and suggestioos I haws
noted.

I. IS01001 8/102 Stafford interest rate and associated
MIMI profit provision
Comments, The 8/102 rate and the windfell profit
provision are both difficult to administer and difficult
for borrowers to understand. I sugaastt

Ellsinate the 8/102 Stafford end windfall profits
provision.
Replace It with $ new variable rate Stafford with
en 82 floor and 122 cap, based on the nine
Treasury Dill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS
loony,
Convert all existing 8/101 losne to fixed rate 81
loann.
If opt elisinating 8/102. allow deferseots to bump
the 82 rats for the ease length of the deferment.

This would sioisille government interest and special
allowance paysente, while aintaining tha concept of the
borrower paying lesser portion of interest than under s
flat St ptogres. It would ale° ioisize adminietretive
error by leaders ince ws, and moat other., already have
variable r.-te programs we administer (ile do not have any
windfall profit programa.)

2- Risk Sharing
Congests: Rich sharing already xist& for lenders io
TINTWarifiligenct procedures currently required for the
collection of stodeot loans, Additional risk sharing
would:

Member FDIC Equal 090coluraty Employer

0
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Limit. student access as lenders will minimize

their high risk/low balance loan portfolio

proportionately.
Result In diminished support to students attending

moderate to high default schoola, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing

requirements.
I continue to be required to meet performance standards set

by my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to

be excluded from our portfolio If new risk sharing Costs so

require.

3. Issue% Special Allowance Payments (sAr)

Compel:11a: SAP should remain unchanged.
Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the

number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans.
A change in computing SAP. it applied the first

quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis

could save the Federal Government money (on a one

t(me basis).

4. Issue: Simplification nf Financial Aid

Zooments: The financial aid process and administration

continues CO be very complex for atuaents, parents,

schools, and lenders. I recommend simplification In the

following areas:
VRIP Only one need analysis calculation for all

Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income

students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all CAL

prnermsts to:
)) In-school: for full time studentr and degree

seeking students attending at least half-time

but less than full-time and making
satisfactory progress

2) Unemployment
3) Total temporary disability
4) Militarv; including acceotance of other

documentation (e.g. orders) as certification
Al Internship/Residency; however. if keeping,

extend time limitation to longer than 2 years.

as most internship residencies exceed this
Lime.

Fxpand acceptable reasnns (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments (e.g. Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)

Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the

start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

it;

BEST C1*i AWAKE
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5. Issue: "lexibility in Collection Efforts
1 as very concerned about the present due

Mimics requirements. Their prescriptive nature akes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There 'le no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggests

Define new measures that allow use of our
collection* expertise.
Define new easure* that axe flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

h. Issue: Timely Regulations
Comments: I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulstions to be issued in a timely
manner that allows for proper system changes
including testing/ and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rusors of a
direct loan program to replace the current Stafford program.
While I have seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel
the cossents and suggestions I have made address many of the same
issues a direct loan program would intend to addresa, such as
reduced coats and program simplifications. Should a apecifir
proposal be put forth, I trust you will solicit input and
suggestions from the lending cossunity. I commit to providing
input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your cosmitment to such
an important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

Nry#tou Rut:
Student Loan manager

KLR/dts
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GREAT LAKES CREDIT UNION
GREAT LAir.rs, IL 60088-8290
1-800-323-3160
(708)689-1510

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following coaments, concerning

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 2965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991

hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to

be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my

institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue: 88/108 Stafford interesbrate and associated wind-

fall profit provision
Comments: The 8%/104 rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and

difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:
Eliminate the 81/10% Stafford and windfall profits

provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with

an 8% floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 88/108 loans to fixed rate

loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maiotaining the concept of the borrower paying

a larger portion of interest than under a flat et program. It

would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,

and most others, already have variable rate programs we

administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the

due diligence procedures currently required for the

collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing

would:
114mit student access as lenders will minimize their

high risk/low balance loan portfolio

proportionately.
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

1. Ismael Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
=ma= SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
tine basis).

4. Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
COMMADLAI The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans availoble to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all G5I,

programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for grenting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confireation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not =ore than 100 days.

5. Ism= Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comments: I as very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Inemel Timely Regulations
CORRMani I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a

negotiated rulemeking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including

tasting) and staff training.

I as sure you understand sy concern surrounding rumors of a direct

loan yrs:waste replace the current Stafford program. While I have

seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs

and program sisplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the

landing community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an

important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

GRENT"LAKES CREDIT UNION

re" <

tihriCY storm
wAN OFFICM

C4: Paul Simon
United States Senate
Washdngton, D.C. 20510-1302
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MARQUETTE NATIONAL BANK

June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcosmittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Immo= 84/104 Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
Comment= The 84/104 rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliainate the 84/104 Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an 84 floor and 124 cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 84/104 loans to fixed rate St
loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat 84 program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. ,Issuez Risk Sharing
Coement= Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will miniaize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

WILIM *UMW AVM* 111101130 LIMOS MS MOM %II 411 MO
FACILITY Ails suurn rua will EGAD CNIC 400 ILLWOU WM, 11 0 WEIS IVO
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Result in diminished support to students attending

moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing

requirements.
I continua to be required to meet performance standards set by

my institution. Migh cost borrowers will be the first to be

excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so

require.

3. immi Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Commute; SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Govrnment money (an a one

time basis).

4. Immo; Simplification at Financial Aid
Comment"; The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only cps need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loens available to middle income

students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL

programs to:
1) in-school; for full tine students and degree

seeking students attending at least half tine
but less than full time and melting

satisfactory progress
2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expend acceptable reasons (documentation,

notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g. Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school leiter loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of A-school deferments to the
start of a sohool tors but not more than 180 days.

5. Mime; Flexibility in Collection Efforts
cammantal I am very concerned about the present due
diliganoe requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggests

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Imam Timely Regulations
ciammaxal I recommend the followings

Roquire regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sipoerely,

4eal
Carol Majdecki
Student Loan Re entative

cc Mr. Paul Simon

213
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215
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Dear Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 2965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 29, 2991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Immix 84/104 Stafford interest rate and associated windfall
profit provision.

Comment*: The 8%110% rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 86/106 Stafford and windfall profits

Provision.

Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with an Si
floor and 126 cap, based on the same Treasury Bill rate
used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.

Convert all existing 86110% loans to fixed rate 8% loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat 8% program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rats programa we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

1
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The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
June 25, 1991
Page Two

2. Issue: Risk Sharing.

gm:mints: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the due
diligence procedures currently required for the collection of
student loans. Additional risk sharing would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their high
risk/1cm balance loan portfolio propertionately.

Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly proportional
to the stringency of the risk sharing requirements.

continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. pow Special Allowance Payments (SAP).

ongimuls SAP would remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the affecting
access to student loans.

A change in computing SAP, if applied the first quarter
of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis could save the
Federal Government money (on a one time basis).

4. Issues Simplification of Financial Aid,

02ZILO111/2 The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents, schools
and lenders, I recommend simplification in the following
areas;

Use only one need analysis calculation for all Title IV
programs.

Make Stafford loans available to middle income students.

2 1 5
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Tim Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
June 2$, 2951
Fags Three

Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL programs tos

1) in-school; for full time students and degree
seeking students attending at least half time but

less than full time and making satisfactory

progress.

2) unemployment.

3) total temporary disability.

4) military; including acceptance of other
documentation (e.g., orders) as certification.

Expand acceptable reasons (documentation, notification

and certification) for granting deferments. (e.g.,
Student Status Confirmation Reports, school letter, loan

application, etc.).

Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the start of

a school term but not more than 180 days.

S. Imes Flexibility in Collection Efforts.

Cpmaentas I am very concerned about the present due diligence

requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes no use of the
experience and expertise of our staff in loan collections.

There is no incentive to concentrate on collections; only a

disincentive to stray from the prescribed guideline. I

suggest:

Define new measures
expertise.

that allow use of our collections

Define new measures that are flexible.

Allow cures for actions misse,1 inadvertently.

S. Issues Timely Regulations.

Sgaisplas I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a negotiated

rulemaking process.

A. A 0
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rho Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Juno 25, 1991
Pogo Four

Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner that
allows for proper system changes (including testing) and
staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current stafford program. while I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically. I feel the comments
and Suggestions I have made address many of the same issue a direct
loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs and
program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put forth.
I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the lending
community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

/44-447(s'
Alvin G. Becker
President 4 CEO

AGS:mas

H2-15
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(IMMUNITY BANK
OFGREATERPEORIA

Sccmc at Sterling Trona, H. 0624 3092.61i6-6140 Fat 309.686-71

June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-221b

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization ot the Higher Education Act of 1965o be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991

hoaxing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the mouse
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to

be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GsL) issues of concern to my

institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Ulm*: S4/10% Stafford interest rate and associated wind-

fall profit provision
Coseautal The 84/10% rate and, especially. the windfal)
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 0%/104 Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with

an 0% floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.

Convert all existing 8t/10% loans to fixed rate St

loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowanc
payments, while saintaining the concept of the borrower paying

a larger portion of interest than under a flat ill program. It

would 418,0 minisize administrative error by lenders since we,

and most others, already have variable rate programs we

administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Usual Risk Sharing
GAMMA= Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the

due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing

would:
Limit student access as lenders will sinisize their

high risk/1o.. balance loan portfolio

proportionately.

BEST DRY AVAILABLE
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Issue; Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
comet= SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A Lhange in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 3t/b day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Lesue1 Simplification of Financial Aid
COMDentRI The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use cnly one need analysis calculation for all
Title Iv programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military: including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

S. Issue; Flexibility in Collection Efforts
=menu; I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no tuir* of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections: only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.

211
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Define new measures that are flexible.

Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Issue: Timely Regulations
Comments:. I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a

negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner

that allows for proper system changes (including

testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct

loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have

seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments

and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a

direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs

and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put

forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the

lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an

isportant piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

Jill A. Callow
Loan Officor
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford

United States House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford,

I would like to request the following comments, concerning reauthoriza-

tion of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted and entered as

part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991 hearing on the

Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House Subcommittee on

Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to be

the major Guaranteed Student Loan (G814 issues of concern to my institu-
tion. An you coneider changes and improvements to the Programs, please

note the concerns and suggestions listed.

1. _Imes 8%/10% Stafford interest rate and associated windfall profit

provision

COMMIS The 8%/10% rate and, especially, the windfall profits

provision, are both difficult to administer and difficult for bor-

rowers to understand. I suggest,

" Eliminate the 81/10% Stafford and windfall profits provision.

Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with an 8% floor and

12% cep, based on the mese Treasury Bill rate used currently for

SLS and PLUS loans.

Convert all existing 8%/101 loans to fixed rate 8% loans.

This would min1mize govermsent interest and special allowance payments,

while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying a larger portion of

interest than under a flat 8% program. It would also minimize ad-

ministivtive error by lenders since we, and most others, already have

variable rate pnwrams we administer. (We do not have any windfall

profit programs.)
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2. Usges Sisk Sharing
cggagags Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the due dili-

gence procedures currently required for the collection of student

loam. Additional risk sharing would,

Limit student access am lenders will minikise their high riskilow

balance leen portfolio proportionately.

Result in diminished eupPort to students attending moderate to

high default schools, directly proportional to the stringency of

the risk sharing requirements.

1 continue to ba required to meet perforators standards set by my in-

stitutioc. High cost borrowers will be the first to be excluded from

our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so require.

3. Images Special Allowance Payments (SAP)

Negolgs SAP should remain umchenged.

Any redUction in XAP sill decrease further the number of partici-

psting lenders thus adversely affecting access to student loans.

* A change in computing SAP, if applied the first quarter of a

calendar year, to a 365 day basis could save the Tederal Govern-

ment mewl' (on a one time basis).

4. Issues Simplification of financial Aid

comments; The financial aid process and administration continues to to

vary complex for students, parents, ochools and lenders. I recommend

simplification in the following areas,

Use only one need analysis calculation for Title IV programs.

* Make Stafford loans available to aiddle incose students.

Reduce the number of deferments for all GISL programs tos

I) in-school; for full-time students and degree seeking students

attending at least half-time but less than full-time and making

satisfactory progress

2) unemployment

3) total temporary disability

4) military; including acceptance of other documentation (e.g.,

orders) as certification

Expand acceptable reasons (Documentation, notification and

certification) for granting deferments. (e.g., Student Status

Confisiation Reports, school letter, loan WpOlication, etc.)

Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the start of a school

tars but not more than 1130 days.

)
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5. Imes flexibility in Collection Efforts

Cougegges I en very concerned about the present due diligence

requirements. Their prescriptive nature sakes no use of the ex-

perience and expertise of our staff in loan collections. Theme is no
incentive to concentzate on collections; only a disincentive to astray
from the prescribed guidelines. I soggeats

Define new measures that allow use of our collections expertise.

Define new measures that are flexible.

Allow cures for actions oilseed inadvertently.

6. Issues Timely Regulations

Comentes I recommend the followings

Require regulations to be created through a negotiated rulesaking
process.

llegMire regulations to be issued in a timely manner that allow*

for proper system changes {including testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumorm of direct loan
program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have seen no
proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments and suggestions

I have made address many of the same issues a direct loan program would
intamd to address, such as reduced costs and program simplification.

Should a specific proposal be put forth, I trust you will solicit input
and suggeetione from the lending community. I commit to providing input
on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an im-
portant piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

d jdZialtit-

Patricia A. Schuster

Student Icon Administrator

ccs The Honorable Paul Simon

The Honorable Jerry Costello

2 .3 3
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MD Desk Presece, N.A.
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Smemos. 68206-0552

neer M4924008

June 25, 1992

The Honorable William D. Pord
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressaan Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered es part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Ilium 88/10% statford interost rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
Cosmental The 8%1101 rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to adsinister and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 88/10* Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an 8% floor and 12* cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rats used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert ell existing 88/10* loans to fixed rate 8%
loans.

This would minimise government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under flat 8% program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders eines we,
and most others, already hav variable rats programs we
*dein/star. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. LULL Risk Sharing
csomintal Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will einimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

Subsithry d NW &amp. Inc.
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Issue:. Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Cgmagmlfil SAP should renain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Issuel Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments; The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
I) in-school: for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployeent
3) total temporary disability
4) military: including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
rxpand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) tor granting
deferments. (0.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

5. Ismael Flexibility in Collection Efforts
comments:I I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.

0
.)
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Issue: Timely Regulations
Comma= I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the salve issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

Aitw

Carolyn Hsu
Student Loan Counselor
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20525-2215

Congressman Fula:

I would like to request the following comments. concerning reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act ot 1965, be accepted and entered as part of the record associated with the
June 19, 1991 hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education,

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to be the ma -W
Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my insatution. As you consir
thar. s and improvements to the programs, please note Me concerns and suggestions I
have Wed.

1, Issue; 8%110% Staford interest rate and associated windfall profit
provision
Commits; The 8%/10% rate and, especially, the windfall prints

g=ttn, are both difficult to administer and difficult for
rs to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 8%/10% Stafford and windfall profits

M=flit with a new variable rate Stafford with an 8%
floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS bans. Convert
all existing 8%/10% loans to fixed rate 8% bans.

This would minimize overnrnent interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaming the concept of the borrower paying a
larger portion of Interest than under a fiat 0% program. It would also
minimize administrative error by lenders since we. and most others,
already have variable rate programs we administer. (We do not have
any windfall profit programs.)

2. Mae; Risk Sharing
Comments; Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the due
diligence procedures currently required for the collection of
student loans. Additional risk sharing would:

Limit student access as lenders wilt minimize their high
risk/low balance loan portfolio proportionately.

227
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Result in diminished support to students attending moderate to high
default schools, directly proportional to the stringency ol the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by my institution. High
cosi borrowers will be the first to be excluck3d from our poritollo If new risk sharing
costs so require.

3. Issue; Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Comments; SAP should remain unchanged.

My reduction in SAP WO decrease further the number of participating
lenders thus adversely affecting access to student loans
A rhartze U ..omputing SAP, if applied the first quarter of a calendar
year, to a 3135 day basis could save the Federal Governmeni mo /ay ton
a one time basis).

4. Issue; Simplication of Financial Aid
Comments; The financial aid process and administration continues to be very
complex for students, parents, schools and lenders I recommend
simplilication in the following woes:

Use m* one need analysts calculation for all Tile IV programs.
Make ..ftfford loans available to middle income students.
Reduce the number of determents for all GSL programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and

students attending at least half time bduitiC thseZdfnuill
time and making satisfactory progress
unemployment

3 total terriporary disability
4 military; including acceptance of other documentation

( e.g orders) as codification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation, noWlcation
and certification) for granting deferments. (e.g., Student
Status ConflrmaIon Reports, school letter, loan application,
etc.)
Allow backdating of In-school deferments to the start of a
school term but not more than 180 days.

5. Mire; Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Connate; I am very concerned abut the present due diligence
requtremenb. Their prescriptive nature makes no use ot the
experience and expertise of our staff in loan collections. There is
no incentive to concentrate on collections; only a disincentive to
stray from the prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our collections
expellee.
Define new measures that are flexble.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

.2.,;
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6. issue; Timely Regulations
Comments: I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a negotiated rulemaking= regulations to be Issued In a timely manner that allows for
proper system changes (including testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct loan program to
replace the current Stafford program. While I have seen no proposal to comment on
specifically. I feel the comments and suggestions I have made address many of the same
issues a &act ban program would intend to address. such as reduced costs and program
rfr7!;:!Pft3Y-' 5hrid TIP= Formai be put forth, I trust you wig solicit Input and
suggestions from the lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank ma for your consideration and for your commitment to such an important piece of
1602~-
Sincere] y .

0414A_
Sonia I Colon
Student Loan Representative
Harris Trust and Savings Bank

2 2 9
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W. Craig Addison
Mtn 011,COt

June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

FirStNatiOnal
Bark and Tani Company

509 South UnAindly Avenue
Post Mae BM 2227

Carbondato. IL esownn
Phone 0114574351

FAX 512429414

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education,

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue; 81/10% Stafford interest rate and associatedwind-
fall profit provision
comments: The 8%/10# rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:
- Eliminate the 84/10% Stafford and windfall profits

provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an 8% floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 84/10% loans to fixed sate 8%
loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat 84 program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. issue: Risk Sharing
=man= Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low batance loan portfolio
proportionately.

2 3
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency Of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by

my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3., Issuel Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
=mental SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
=manta' The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school: for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including ac.leptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,

notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 180 days.

5 Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
cmmantni I am very concerned about the present due
diligence reqeirements. Their prescriptive nature mikes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in

loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections: only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our

collections expertise.
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Issue: Timely Regulations
Comments: I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

sincerely,

SIRS? NATIONAL RANK AND TRUST COXPANT

W. C. Addison
Loan Officer

WCA: jw

cc: The Honorable Paul Simon, United States Senate
The Honorable Glenn Posher& United States House of
Representatives

'Of
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MARINI MARINE BANK

June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515-2215

Congressmen Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concernirg

reauthoi ization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record Associated wl,..11 the June 19, 19S1

hearing on the Stafford student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address What 1 would currently consider to

be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my

institution. As you Lonsider changes and improvements to the

Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Lasuez 81/104 Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
Ceneentaz The 81/10% rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 81/108 Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an 88 floor and 128 cap, based on the same Treasury
Sill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 81/10% loans to fixed rate 8%
loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept ot the borrower paying a
larger portion of interest than under a flat 13% program. It would

also minimize administrative error by lenders since we, and most
others, already have variable rate programs we administer. (We do

not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. losse: Risk Sharing
comenIc Risk sharing already exists far lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

,l+, .L1 11) 11 114 t 1 %IV 14 11^.1 41, Ih2

1,041 .11 %Slit 1 ,f 4 N1 ,' I ' t' tk,04
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MARINE BANK

Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Issue; Special Allowance Payments (ba.P;
Cvmments: SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affection access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis :mad
save the Federal Government mooey (on a one time
basis).

4. issue; Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments; The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full. time ana making satistactory
progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than 280 days.

I t \ I I.,' V,1'..t I I' I fil ( 11A1WNII II FIN fls e,)h
INN/ `.1/ %/Wiz t tft t At, t tom*
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5. ,issue; Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comments; I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescri).*ive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. ISsUe; Timely Regulations
Comments: I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs
and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

(
Ronald Suits
Senior Vice President

RS/sam
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BOADON'S
NATIONAL BANK
OF CHARLESTON

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House Of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

Suit, Monroo
Owls, Mon. gime 01920
517 345-2101

June 26. 1991

I would like to request the following comments, concerning reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted and entered as part of the
record associated with the June 19, 1991 hearing on the Stafford Student Loan
Program held by the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what 1 would currently consider to be the major
Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my institution. As you
consider changes and improvements to the Programs, please note the concerns and
suggestions I have listed.

I Issue; 82110% Stafford interest rate and associated windfall
profit provision.
Comments: The 8%/102 rate and, especially, the windfall profits
provision, are both difficult to administer and difficult for
borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 82/102 Stafford and windfall profits
provision.

Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with an
82 floor and 122 cap. based on the same Treasury Bill
rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 82/10% loans to fixed rate 82 loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance payme.lts.
while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying a larger portion
of interest than under a flat 82 program. It would also minimize
administrative error by lenders since we, and most others, already
have variable rate programs we administer. (We do not hove any windfall
profit programa.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
Comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the due
diligence procedures currently required for the collection of
student loans. Additional risk sharing would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their h;gb
risk/low balance loan portfolio proportionately.

11.4.,,,,,Klksh of Boatmen's Barkcrharers Int
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Page 2 June 26, 1991

Result in diminished support to students attending moderate
to high default schools, directly proportional to the
stringency of the risk sharing requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by my institution.
High cost borrowers will be the first to be excluded from out portfolio if
new risk sharing costs so require.

3. Issue: Special Allowance Payments (SAY)
Comments: SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the number of
participating lenders thus adversely affecting access to
student loans

A change in computing SAP, if applied the first quarter
of a calendar year. to a 365 day basis could save the
Federal Government money (on a one time basis).

4. Issue: Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments: The financial aid procese and administration continues
to be very complex for students, parents, schools and lenders.

I

recommend simplification in the following areas:
Vse only one need analysis calculation for all Title le
programs.

Make Stafford loans available to middle income students.
Reduce the number of deferments tor all GSL programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree seeking

students attending at least half time but less than
full time and making satisfactory progress.

2) unemployment
1) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other documentation

(e.g., orders) as certification.
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation, notification and
certification) for granting deferments. (e.g., Student Status
Confirmation Reports, school letter, loan application. etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the start of a t;chool
tern but not more than 180 days.

5, Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Comments: 1 am very concerned about the present due diligence requirements.
Their prescriptive nature makes no use of the experience and expertise of
our staff in loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate on
collections; only a disincentive to stray from the prescrib,A guidelines.
I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our collections expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

23 7
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Page 3

June 2b, 1991

b. issue: Timely Regulations

Comments. I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a negotiated rulemaking

process.
.

Require regulations to
be issued in a timely manner that allows

for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you
understand my concern

surrounding rumors of a direct loan program

to replace the current Staffotd program.
While I have seen no proposal to comment

on specifically, I feel the comments and suggestions I have made address many of

the same issues a direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced

costs and program simplification.
Should a specific

proposal be put forth, I

trust you will solicit input and suggestions from che lending community. I

commit to providing input on much a proposal.

Thank you for your
consideration and for your

commitment to such and important

piece of legislation.

SJF:me

23

Sincerely.

BOATMEN'S NATIONAL RANX OF CHARLESTON

.44 A 4
(Mrs.) Sara Jane Preston

President
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W. Craig Addison
LoanOtrfcto.

June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Frst National
BankandTanitCamemy

504Sou1tt italvarsity Aglow
Poet Office Box 2227

CatboAttals, tL 829022227
Mono 618.457.2331

FAX 511-520-1145

"

congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford student Loan Program held by the HOUSG
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and ieprovements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue; 91/10% Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
falimanilt The 8*/10% rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the Ot/10% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an SS floor and 121 cap, based on the same Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 01)/101 loans to fixed rate 114%
loans.

This would :minimize government interest and special allowance
payments,while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat OS program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
COMIantal Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loam. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

2 3
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Result in diminished support to students attending

moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing

requirements.
I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by

my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be

excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so

require.

3. Ism= Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
minsaal SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loana
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Issue: Sisiplification of Financial Aid

COMManES1 The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,

schools and lianders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all

Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL

programs to:
1) in-school: for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time

but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military: including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,

notification and certification) for granting

deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than ISO days.

5. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
=mental I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive natunisakes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in

loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections: only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new aeasures that allow use of our
collections expertise.
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Iesuel Timely Regulations
=mental I recommemi the following:

Require regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct
loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have
seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced coats
and program simplification. Should a specific propoeal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an
important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

MST MATIONAL HAMM AND TRUST COMPANY

W. C. Addison
Loan Officer

WCA:jw

cc: The Honorable Paul Simon, United States Senate
The Honorable Glenn Poshard, United Statee House of
Representatives
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HMEINATIONAL

BANK OF

MIND
13057 S Western Ave Blue Island, Inas 60406 (708) 365 220o

June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
nd entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issued of concern to my

institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the

Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. Issue: 8t/10* Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
Somments: The 8%/1011 rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 53/10% Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rats Stafford with
an 81 floor and 12% cap, based on the saae Treasury
Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert ell existing 83/104 loans to fixed rate St
loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat ek program. It

would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,

and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Issue; Risk Sharing
Comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio it new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Liana' Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
CeMmentaz ShP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could says the Federal Government money (on a one
tine basis).

4. LIRUOI Simplification of Financial Aid
Commentst The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification 2n the
following areas:

Dee only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half tine
but less than full time and making
satislacuory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g Student Status Confirsation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school tern but not more than 160 days.

5. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Cosmantel I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.

4 r)
L
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. IfimusI Timely Regulations
commentel I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a

negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct

loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have

seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions 1 have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs

and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the
lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an

important piece of legislation.

Sincerely,

0, .1

Sheila A. Berens
Student Loan Representative. FRB31

SAC/sc

CC: Senator Paul Simon
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The Old Second
NALONAL RANK td AURORA

The Honorable William D. Ford
(hilted States House cf Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-7215

Congressman Simon:

I would like to request the following commenta, concerning
reauthorization oi the Higher Education Act of 1965, be acceptedand entered as part of the record associated with the June 19,1991 hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by theHouse Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently considerto be MR]or Cuaranteed Student Loan (CSL) Issues of concern to myinstitution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. IR:lust 89/10* Stafford interest rate and associated
windfall profit provision
Comments: The 611/10% rate and, especially, !hr .
windfall profits provision, are both difficult to
administer and difficult for borrowers to understand.
I suggest;

Eliminate the 8%/1011 Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an 8% floor and 126 cap, based on the same
Treasury Dill rate used currently for SIS anti PLUS
loans.
Convert all existing B%/1011 loans to fixed rate 68
loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance
imyments, while maihtaining the concept of the borrower paying a
larger portion of interest than under a flat et program. It would
also minimize administrative error by lenders since we, and mostothers, already have variable rate programs we administer. (Wedo not have any windfall profit programs.)

Row: Strvrt kuriaa, 1.1)>417 84/1121,2 'MORK------------

2 .1 ri
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The Old Second
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2. Islue; Risk Sharing
comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders
in th-e-due diligence procedures Currently required
tor the collection of student loans. Additional
risk sharing would:

lamit student access as lenders will minimize
their high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.
Result in diminished support to students
attending moderate to high default schools,
directly proportional to the strinaency of
the risk sharine requirements.

eontinue to be required to meet performance standards set
hy my institution. High cost borrowers will he the first to
be excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs sn
requite.

3. Isspr; Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
eoMmente: eAP should remain unchanaed.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further
the number of participati:g lenders thus
adversely affecting access to student loans
A ,:hange in computing retd,, if applicd the
first quarter of a calender year, to a 16',
day basis could save the Federal Government
money ion A One time basis).

4. issue:. Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments:. The financial aid txecess and
administration eontinues to he very complex for
students, parents, schools and lenders.
recommend simplifivation in the followina areas:

one only one need analysis calculation tot
all Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans ayailat,le to middle
income students.
eeduce the number of deferments tor all CFI.
proarams to:
1/ in school; for fell time studentr and

degree seeking students ,Ittending at

/east half time but less than full time
and making satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; includina acceptance of othcr

documentation fe.0., orderi0 as cert-
ification

4.7 44 rut h Rain tfrpet un tm 1 t,( r 84: t12.t.L'

4
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Expand acceptable reasons tdocumentation,
notification and cerification) for granting
deferments. (v.u., Student CAatus Confir-
mation Reports, school letter, loan appli-
cation, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to
the start of a school term hut not eore than
itin days.

lssuej Flexibility in Collection Lfforte
Comments: I am very concerned about the present
doe diligence requirements. Their prescriptive
nature makes no use of the experienc- and
expertise of our staff in 1L.an collections,
There is no incentive to concentrate on
collectiors; only a disincentive to stray from
ttle prescribed guidelines. I sugdest:

Define new measures thmt allow use of our
collections expertise.
Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions miesied inadvertently.

Issue: Timely Regulations
CommetAll 1 recommend the following:

7iegeire regulations to be created through a
negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely
manner that allows for proper system changes
{including testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a
direct loan program to replace the current Stafford program.
while I have aeen no proposal to comment on specifically. I
feel the memento and suggestions I have made address manyof the same issues a direct loan program would intend to
address, such as reduced costs and program simplificattion.Should a specific proposal be put forth, I trust you will
solicit input and suggestions from the lending community. I
commit to providing input on nuch a proposal,

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to
such an important piece of leeislation.

Si ely.

R rt G. Camp
Vice President

r South Rowe irer otwarra 60',07 /1424LIO2
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Alpine Bank
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June 25, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, b.c. 2r,15-2:15

Congressman Ford:

1 would like to request the following comments, concerning

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted

and entered as part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991

hearing on the Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to

be the maior Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my

institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the

Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I have listed.

1. lasue: 8%/10% Stafford interest rate and associated wind-

fall profit provision
commital The 81/10% rate and, especially, the windfall

profits provision, are both difficult to administer and

difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliminate the 8%110% Stafford and windfall profits

provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with

an 8% floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury

Bill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.

Convert all existing 8%/111% loans to fixed rate 8%

loans.

This would minimize government interest and special allowance

payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying

a larger portion of interest than under a flat 8% program. It

would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,

and most others, already have variable rate programs we

administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

Igsug_; Risk sharing
copments; Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the

due diligence procedures currently required for the

collection of student loans. Additional risk Sharing

would:
Limit student access as lenders will minimize their

high risk/low balance loan portfolio

proportionately.
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by
my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Imue: Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Comments: SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Islam: Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments: The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title IV programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
I) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Statue Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than ISO days.

5. Issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Csmagaill I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections: only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define now measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.

21:1

47-282 0 - 91 - 9
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Defina new measures that are flexible.

Alloit cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Isque; Timely Regulations
ommaatml I recommend the following:

Revire regulations to be created through a

negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner

that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct

loan program to replace the current Stafford program. While I have

seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments

and suggestions I have nade address many of the same issues a

direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs

and program simplification. Should a specific proposal be put

forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestiona from the

lending community. 1 commit to providing input on such a proposal.

Thank you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an

important piece of legislation.

Sandra 1-Mar.hic.--,v,
Assistant Vit-f, PretIldent
Student Loan Off i er
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MSTiii SUBURBAN
=== NATIONAL

BANK

The Honorable William D. Ford
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-2215

Congressman Ford:

I would like to request the following comments, concerning
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, be accepted
and entereJ ;;.- part of the record associated with the June 19, 1991
hearing tt:e Stafford Student Loan Program held by the House
Subcommii.a on Postsecondary Education.

The comments that follow address what I would currently consider to
be the major Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) issues of concern to my
institution. As you consider changes and improvements to the
Programs, please note the concerns and suggestions I hove listed.

1. Issue: 8t/10% Stafford interest rate and associated wind-
fall profit provision
=mental The St/lOt rate and, especially, the windfall
profits provision, are both difficult to administer and
difficult for borrowers to understand. I suggest:

Eliainate the 8t/101 Stafford and windfall profits
provision.
Replace it with a new variable rate Stafford with
an St floor and 12% cap, based on the same Treasury
Sill rate used currently for SLS and PLUS loans.
Convert all existing 8t/10% loans to fixed rate St
loans.

This would minimize government interest end special allowance
payments, while maintaining the concept of the borrower paying
a larger portion of interest than under a flat St program. It
would also minimize administrative error by lenders since we,
and most others, already have variable rate programs we
administer. (We do not have any windfall profit programs.)

2. Issue: Risk Sharing
comments: Risk sharing already exists for lenders in the
due diligence procedures currently required for the
collection of student loans. Additional risk sharing
would:

Limit student access as lenders will minimize their
high risk/low balance loan portfolio
proportionately.

12250 S. 004,0 Avant*. Atato, It. 60658-2948, (708) 255.6900
21C0 W. Floosamit Road, Broadinaw. IL 50153-3888. (708) 45(-120T

150 S, Fifth Ammo, P.O. Box 459, Maywood. IL 501531380 (TDB) 450-4100
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Result in diminished support to students attending
moderate to high default schools, directly
proportional to the stringency of the risk sharing
requirements.

I continue to be required to meet performance standards set by

my institution. High cost borrowers will be the first to be
excluded from our portfolio if new risk sharing costs so
require.

3. Issue: Special Allowance Payments (SAP)
Comments: SAP should remain unchanged.

Any reduction in SAP will decrease further the
number of participating lenders thus adversely
affecting access to student loans
A change in computing SAP, if applied the first
quarter of a calendar year, to a 365 day basis
could save the Federal Government money (on a one
time basis).

4. Issue:, Simplification of Financial Aid
Comments: The financial aid process and administration
continues to be very complex for students, parents,
schools and lenders. I recommend simplification in the
following areas:

Use only one need analysis calculation for all
Title Iv programs.
Make Stafford loans available to middle income
students.
Reduce the number of deferments for all GSL
programs to:
1) in-school; for full time students and degree

seeking students attending at least half time
but less than full time and making
satisfactory progress

2) unemployment
3) total temporary disability
4) military; including acceptance of other

documentation (e.g., orders) as certification
Expand acceptable reasons (documentation,
notification and certification) for granting
deferments. (e.g., Student Status Confirmation
Reports, school letter, loan application, etc.)
Allow backdating of in-school deferments to the
start of a school term but not more than ISO days.

5. issue: Flexibility in Collection Efforts
Commentsz I am very concerned about the present due
diligence requirements. Their prescriptive nature makes
no use of the experience and expertise of our staff in
loan collections. There is no incentive to concentrate
on collections; only a disincentive to stray from the
prescribed guidelines. I suggest:

Define new measures that allow use of our
collections expertise.

)
I)
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Define new measures that are flexible.
Allow cures for actions missed inadvertently.

6. Isamu Timely Regulations
comantal I recommend the following:

Require regulations to be created through a

negotiated rulemaking process.
Require regulations to be issued in a timely manner
that allows for proper system changes (including
testing) and staff training.

I am sure you understand my concern surrounding rumors of a direct

loan program to replace tha current Stafford program. While I have

seen no proposal to comment on specifically, I feel the comments
and suggestions I have made address many of the same issues a
direct loan program would intend to address, such as reduced costs

and program simplification. Should a specific proposal he put
forth, I trust you will solicit input and suggestions from the

lending community. I commit to providing input on such a proposal.

ThanX you for your consideration and for your commitment to such an

important piece of legislation.

Sincerely, ,

-

Ro pt P. 'French
president

Or. r's4. )
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'United *taus *nate
Commons ow Slim& Susmess

svoamettivors DC 2 05 10-4350

June 18, 1991
The Honorable William D. Ford
Chairman, Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
2451 Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Sill:

I request that the Subcommittee print the enclosed materials
in its hearing record for its hearings on the Higher Education Act
Reauthorization.

I regret I was not able to appear at the June 19 hearing.

If you have any questions about my legislation or about my
testimony, please have your stff contact Chuck Ludlam at x4-3095.
Thank you very much for your assistance.

DB/cl
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LEMILIABZUMTMLICILSCIMMIX
TESTIMONY OF SENATOR DALE BUMPERS

BEFORE TEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

JUNE 19, 1991

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am

delighted to appear here today to outline my proposal to

partially cancel the Federal student loans of young persona vim

perform full-time service in their community upon graduation.

I will keep my statement mercifully short. I will make

four points about my proposal:

1. Malor Sacrificqs In order to qualify for partial

cancellation of his or her loans, my proposal requires the young

person to make a major sacrifice.

2. Simple Bauity: My proposal extends the Peace Corps and

vISTA model of full-time service into the private sector. we

should provide the same incentives for comparable full-time

service in the public and private sectors.

3. DcouLages_Service: My proposal encourages young persons

to devote a year or more to full-time community service. It is

not desilned to change the career plans of young persons

graduating from college.

4. Cost-Effective: My proposal is an extremely cost-

effective way to encourage full-time community service.

lialor Sacrifice

Yirst, there is no loan cancellation proposal pending

before the Subcommittee that requires more sacrifice on the part

of the young person..
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In order to qualify for loan cancellation under my proposal

the young person --

-- must serve full time;

-- must serve with a non-profit community service

organization;

-- must serve for at least one year; and

-- must not be paid more than the Federal minimum wage.

This is not a Yuppie program.

If the young person does perform this service, his or her

Federal loans -- both Stafford and Perkins loans -- are cancelled

according to the following schedules

-- First year of Service -- 10% cancelled;

-- Second year of Service -- 15% cancelled;

-- Third year of Service -- 20% cancelled; and

-- Fourth year of Service -- 25% cancelled.

So, for four years of service, the young person would qualify for

70% cancellation of his or her loans.

Let me emphasize, my proposal is income-contingent.

The young person is not permitted to earn a market salary.

The minimum wage for one year -- 40 hours a week, 52 weeks

a year -- is only $8,800. This is the maximum salary the young

person can earn.

I am convinced that many young persons would be willing to

perform full-time service if my proposal is adopted.

Young persons who make this commitment and perform this

service deserve a break on their student loans.

Cancelling their loans is justified given the hardship the

young persons have endured in serving their community.
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§econg, my proposal extends the Peace Corps and VISTA model

of service into the private sector.

We should provide the same incentives for comparable full-

time service in the public and private sectors.

Peace Corps and VISTA volunteers have received deferments

on the repayment of their loans since the 1960's.

In 1980 Mr. Chairman you were responsible for extending

this same deferment to young persons who performed service in the

private sector that is comparable to the service of Peace Corps

and VISTA volunteers.

Comparable service in this case is full-time, low-paid

service in the private sector with a with a non-profit community

service organization, like the Red Cross or the Jesuit Volunteer

Corps.

You recognized then that it doesn't make any difference to

the Congress if the young person performs full-time, low-paid

service with'the Peace Corps or VISTA gs with a comparable

private sector community service organization.

This is a matter of simple equity.

In 1986 the Congress enacted a law providing for partial

cancellation of the Perkins loans of Peace Corps and VISTA

volunteers, but it did not provide this same benefit for those

who perform compa..-able service in the private sector.

In 1987 I first introduced my proposal to partially cancel

the Perkins loans of young persons who perform comparable

service.

)
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The purpose of my proposal is to equalize the treatment of

Peace Corps and VISTA volunteers end of volunteers performing

comparable service with a private sector community service

organization.

When I reintroduced my proposal in 1989 and 1991 1 provided

for partial cancellation of Asallepd lomat' Aa perkIns

12MaLl.

The partial cancellation of perkine end. Staffor4 loans

would be available for beth Peace Corps, And yIETA voluqI9emi ADA

those who ReEfum comparable service.

I am proposing to cover Stafford loans because they are

extended to many more young persons than are Perkins loans, so we

have a more powerful incentive for community service if we cover

both Stafford and Perkins loans.

Last year as part of the National Service legislation my

proposals for partial cancellation of Perkins loans was adopted

in both the House and Senate. My proposal for partial

cancellation of glpfford loans was only adopted in the Senate.

As you know, all of the provisions of the National Service

bill amending the Higher Education Act were taken out of the bill

in the conference so they could be considered in this

reauthorization bill.

IngmAgeL_Csmaaity_liarakm

Third, the purpose of the loan cancellation I am proposing

is simply to encourage young persons to devote a year or more of

their lives to full-time service in their community.

r
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I am not attempting to change their career plans.

Once these young persons have performed this service, their

career plans might change, but that is not the purpose of the

proposal.

Student loan debt is a major barrier to full-time community

service.

Partial cancellation of a student's loans will tell

students not to worry about their loan debt when they consider

full-time service.

Coot -Rifectivil

Finally, my proposals are extremely cost-effective.

The Congressional Budget Office has found that my proposal

for partial cancellation of Perkins loans would cost less than

$500,000 per year.

C.B.O. has found that my proposal for partial cancellation

of Atafford loans would cost $2-4 million per year when it's

fully implemented.

C.B.O. estimates that approximately 2,000 full-time

volunteers would qualify for the partial loan cancellation

program I am proposing.

The Peace Corps budget for Fiscal 1991 was about $185

millioh and this funded about 5,000 volunteers.

The students who would tend to have the largest loan

balances are those with graduate degrees, like doctors and

lawyers. My partial loan cancellation is an incredibly cheap way

2 5 ri
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to encourage these professionals to perform full-time service in

the community.

cOIRLION

So, let me conclude by saying that my proposal

-- requires a major sacrifice;

it extends the Peace Corps and VISTA model of service

into the private sector and equalizes the incentives for

comparable full-time service in the public and private sectors;

- - it is not designed to change the career plans of those

who serve;

-- and it's incredibly cost-effective.

I would be happy to answer your questions about my

proposal.

r i
14 I)
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N. A. S.F. A. A
1 E115 as .er or

April 3, 1991

The Honorable Dale Bumpers
229 Senate Miami Office Building
Wallington. DC zosiaoun

Dear Sassier Bumpers;

Thank you for providing us with the informed= concerning S. 527. which you huroduced
on March 4. We cenairdy agree with ru thou increased reliance upon studem loans to help
youne people pay for postsecondary education has resulted in indebtedness levels that
discourage many of these people fan]) selecting lower paybot Jobs, or working flu some
non-profit community service programs upon completing their degrees. Your idea of
;weirdos loan forgiveneu to both Stafford and Perkins bonowers is, therefore, worthy of
consideration

As 1 walerstand your bill, a fanner student loan borrower who becomes a NU-time
emptoyee of a non-profit tax exempt community seMize cog yilzstion would be corded to
10% centellation of their Perkins andior Slattern loan for the But year of such service.
TV borrower would be entitled to in. 20%, and 25% cancellation for subsequent
emplornem in their second, third, and fourth year of employment for a potential maximum
loan cancellation of 70%. Further. in order to be eligible to qualify for such cancellation
the employee could not receive compensation witch is greater than minimum wage rate,
currently $4,25 per hour, or an amount nor to exceed 100% of the poverty line for a family
of two as defined in Section 073(2) of the Community Services Block Orem Am.

Wror our Associatum nes preposed thai Congress consider reducing and consolidating loan
dere mum and cancellation provisions under both the Stafford and Perkins student loan
programs. we concur that if cancellation is to be available, that the kind of service you
have Identified is as deserving as some others which art authorized. I ithould also note that
unhke other service cancellation options. your proposal would restrict the amount of
compensation Inn a person could ram and still qualify for cancelleilon. 71Us income
restriction, m my opinion, is overly fraictive, and will greatly Binh the number of people
ho will qualify for the cancellation.

While 1 maitre that most non-profit community service entities have lower rises of
compensation Oran do other profit making flans, I still think your proposed compensation
levels am overly restrictive, and will actually discourage yourtg people from pursuing the
linch of work Oar you am encouraging Most non-profits pay az least Federal minimum
*Age noes for beginning employees. And annual increases above that for satisfactory service.
Under your proposid. however, such a person might not be eligOble for annual increases
above the minimum wage rare increase. unless they were willing to give up tirir loan
cancellation bereflts in subsequem years. The problem is even further compounded if a
non-profit agency hued two recent coltege graduates and one of Mem had a high Wel of
student ban indebtedness. and the other only a small amount. Assume both were paid the
current federal mimmum wage rue of $4.25 per hour for their first year of service, and

41 Io% , Vv.". :1,1, 0%. ,p NV? 111%1.4 IAI ADIGNIkT5AIt4Fo.
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National Headquarters
Washington, DC 20006

Elizabeth Dole
Pmident

April 19, 1991

Thank you for your letter addressed to my predecessor. Mr. Richard F. Schuhert. Mr.
Schubert has left the presidency of the American Red Cross and is currently serving as
President and CEO of the newly otablished Thousand Points of Light Foundation.

am taking the liberty of answering in his place, since your letter asks the American Red
Cross to comment on the National and Community Service Inventive Act of 1991 (S.527)
This bill would rrn, ate incentives in the form of partial cancellation of Perkins and Stafford
college loans for recent college graduates to work for at least a year in low-paid community
service jobs, I am very pleased that you have asked the Red Cross to comment on your pro-
posal. Any initiative that promotes the fuller participation of young people in community
service is of interest to us.

We share your iaincern that many young college graduates are prevented from accepting low-
salaried eommunity serviee jobs, including reaching jobs in primary and secondary schools.
because of the need to repay their college loans. We also share your objective of making
community service more attractive and more affordable for young people starting out on their
first job. As was brought out in the debate on the National and Community Service Act of
1490, early exposure to such work helps form important 'habits of the heart'. Finally, we
agree fully that existing non-profit community service agencies are in the best position to
organiie service opportunities for interested young adults.

Therebire. the American Red Cross supports 5.527 as a useful tool for encouraging young
people to enter careers in community service. However, it is important to place the concept ot
community service in a broader context. In addition to encouraging community service
employment for recent college graduates, we need also to encourage community serviee
through volunteerism for people of all ages, education levels, and financial resources.

Recently. the American Rod Cross completed a major study of volunteerism known as
Volunteer 2000. One of the recommendations of the study was to encourage full-time vol-
unteer commitments through the use of subsistence level stipends, much like VISTA, the Pe4:C
Corps, and various state and municipal conservation corps. Unfortunately, private non-profit
organizations are virtually prevented from operating such programs because present federal
law treats such stipends (except in government-run programs) as wages subject to income tax,
social security, and minimum wage requirements. The same logic that excludes from usation
the stipends of VISTA, the Peace Corps, and the civilian conservation corps volunteers, should
be applied to similar programs developed by non-profit organizations,
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Let me give yen intexample of bow the American Rai Cross would use alpended volunteers
if legislation were enacted to make it feasible. We awash provide a variety of support
services to manben of the armed forces and their families on military bases in the United
States, Europe, ism, Korea, Okinawa and, owe recently, the Persian Gulf. There are, how-
ever, many small military Installations which we 01331101 afford to staff. By remitting and
training volunteers, paying their expenses and a subsistence level stipend, we would be able to
staff such installatiom. We have in the past staffed the naval insalladon on Diego Garcia in
the Indian Ocean with two stipended volunteers, a retired couple. If legislation were enacted
to relieve subsistence level stipends for non-profit volunteers from tax, social security, and
minimum wage considerations, we could expand our effort and extend it to young adults.
Other non-pofit orpnizations would be able to develop programs that fit their mission and
special concerns.

As indicated above. the American Red Cross supports S.527. However, we would prefer
legislation broad enough to encourage vohouser community service efforts. I have asked
Maria Smith, a volumeer with considerable knowledge of community service legislation. to
contact your office so that we can continue our discussion.

Thank you for your interest in an issue of great interest and concern to all of us at the
American Red Cross .

Sincerely,

The Honorable Dale Bumpers
United States Senate
Committee on Small Business
Washington, D.C. 205I04350

t P
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May 6, 1991

Honore& Dale Bumpas
United States Senate
229 Dirksen Senate Office Builtrrng
Washingtoo, DC 20510-0401

Dear Sensor Bumpers:

Thank yai for sharing with us a copy of S.527, the National and Commit-
nky Service Incentive Act of 1991. As I am sure you arc swam, the social
work profeelioo prizes community service aud would be happy to go oo
leeetd in summit of your initiative.

At the same time, however, we hive some more compellas caverns that
$527 does not address. That an pmlicrdar human services fields cur-
rently in the grip of aisis because of a drastic shortage of qualified staff.
Child welfare is one such field, where the paucity of staff hes led to case-
loads as high as 250 children_ Lgiqr, This kind of untenable =span-
eibilitY bone bY_ -*WadW protection and foster cue workers
endangers our children and familia.

Salaries for family service workers in the Arkansas Depastment of Human
Services, for example, start at only $13,832. Ow esperience casein=
your contention, Senator, the many yams people feel they must forego

service amen because of pressure to repay student loans.
Wrielacrild welfare salaries typically art low enough to steer new gradu-
ates with student loan debts away from these eruci4 positions, they ise not
low geNgb to be covered by S327.

We believe that deferment and cancellation of student loans should be
judicially used to help move motivated students into specific areas of dire
need, like child welfare.

S.527 clearly deserves NASWe support. We hope we can likewise count
on your suppart for the use of loan forgiveness in enhance staffing in child
welfare and other critical fields.

Sincere ,

G. Bade, ALSW
Executive Director

MGB:bks

tot ! ,11 ocial t1orkrn. Ina 7,481 I asiern Avrnur Silt et 4rnng Man, land 20410
Tutrrh4,nr .74,; (fl11 f.r, c1411) ;K.- 1321
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April 8, 1490

Mr. Dale Bumpers, Chair
United States Senate
Committee on Small Business
Washington, D.C. 20510-6350

Dear Mr. Bumpers:

This is in response to your request for written comments regarding
legislation 5. 521 which you introduced last month. Please note that

my comments are based primarily upon my role as a citizen concerned
with issues surroundig education and community service. MCCJ

colleagues in our 70 apters across the country may not necessarily

sharp the views expressed here.

The spirit of S. 527 is commendable -- a provision which wruld
encourage college graduates to work in the community service arena by

partially cancelling student loans. There are several issues which

immediately come to mind in trying to understand the effects of the

legislation:

1. Does the total debt accumulate interest while the person is
engaged in community service or is the rate of cancellation
based on actual dollars owed on the student loan?

If the rate of interest on the loan counters a significant propor-
tion of the rate of cancellation, enthusiasm to do community
service would diminish accordingly. If so, the legislation would

be of little or no value to college graduates who are caught in
the dilemma that you are concerned about.

2. How well do we balance the "prestige of service" between Peace
Corps/VISTA and community service in the private, non-profit

seLtor?

Serving in the Peace Corps and VISTA carries a prestige which is
associated with honorable and philantropic (self) giving. S. 527

seems to undermine the historical prestige of volunteerism by
focusing on community service as a way for graduates to defer and

reduce payment of loans.

Peace Corps and VISTA volunteers go through orientation ard
training before "immersing" themselves in countries and/or commu-

nities which would benefit from their services. In most cases,

volunteers go to their host communities knowing that they have
something to give and sogething to learn. S. 527 does not pro.ide

for any preparation of graduates for community service. It

assumes tnat participants are ready, intellectually and pragmatic-

r1or4-i/0
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Page 2

ally, to ge a part of organizations which serve commaities in myriad ways.
The legislation further assumes that non-profit groups are prepared to include
college graduates in carrying out their missions. Some organizations may be
ready and willing to be part of this endeavor as a Kay to obtain cheap labor
force or personnel. On the other hand, other organizations may have good
intentions of providing apprenticeship or internship training but may not know
how to go about launching activities that 'mould mutually benefit the graduates
and sponsoring groups.

I wonder, therefore. if non-profits should go through parallel orientation and
training (as college graduates should go through) to clarify goals which extend
beyond student loan obligations.

I would be willing to assist in assessing andtor outlining the orientation and
training agendas for the college graduates and non-profit sector. In the
long run, American society should benefit from the entire process.

3. Who will determine which nonOprofit organizations qualify for participation?

It seems that in plotting initiatives such as this, specific entities have
cornered the attention of and benefits from the legislation. Many organiza-
tions seem left out deliberately and/or are not given the opportunity to
express their needs or to showcase their service capabilities,

4. What steps are to be taken to ensure inclusiveness, innovative approaches and
effective ways in promoting community service while alleviating the pressure
of meeting student loan obligations?

Volunteerism in our country is alive and well. There is sufficient evidence that
our citizens, young and old, are willing and able to serve at no or little cost.
Powever, there is a need to cultivate future volunteer professionals and to
invite college graduates to consider careers in community service jobs. This
legislation has the potential of meeting these multilevel concerns.

In its present state, I am not able to recommend to MCCJ President Gillian M.
Sorensen to support legislation S. 527. There are several questions (including
those I raised above) which need clarification particularly in defining the role
of organizations such as NCCJ.

Thank you for your interest in my comments. Please keep me inforred about the
Progress of this important piece of legislation. If I could be of further
assistance, feel free to call or write me again.

Sincerely,

ANa.:17.c

tional Coordinator
se Marie Del Rosario-0

:4 _e

Youth and Education PrOgrams

cc: G. Sorensen, NCEJ President
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Dear Senator Bumpers:
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THIE FORD IrOUNDATION
320 CAST 43D STREET

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017

16 April 1991

Thank you for writing us about your introduction of S. 527. I share the

view that it is in the nation's interest to make voluntary service a serious option
for college graduates. As you point out, as long as so many young graduates

must immediately begin repaying their education debts, they cannot afford to

serve others. As a result, the enormous potential of that kind of experience -
for the individual, community and nation - is lost.

You might know that the Ford Foundation continues to support Youth

Service America, which I think it is fair to say is now among the principal

organizations in the nation working to promote voluntary service. I am sure

Roger Landrum and the leadership of Youth Service America would be eager to

assist you in any way possible.

The HonPrable Dale Bumpers
Chairman
Committee on Small Business
United States Senate
Washington D.C. 20510-6350
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March 72, 1991

The Honorable Dale Bumpers
Committee on Small Business
Washington, DC 20510-6350

NVak.
AM 'V A

Dear Senator Bumpers:

Thank you for your letter of March IS, 1991 which outlines S. 547, the
National and Community Service Incentive Act. This is an important piece
of legislation that will give young people who are graduating from college the
option to serve their communities and nation by working in the independent
sector.

I will bring your bill to the attention of Youth Service America's Working
Group on Youth Service Policy for further comment

Thank you for giving young people the opportunity to serve others.

Nicer*? fi
Frank Slobig
Director
Pohcy and Programs

1319 F loW NW SA* 900, *unman DC 20001
202011341155 FAX 202f3474903

2 S
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an. AMEN,

THE UNVERSITY OF MARYLAND

BALTIMORE COUNTY CAMPUS
.P-44 Pn%

Hon. Dale Bumpers
Committee on Small Business
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 205 10-6350

Dear Dale,

i7, 1991

Thank you for your letter of March le asking for written
comments on S. 527 which you introduced. I am happy to attach
memorandum comments from slartello, the director of our office

of Professional Practice, gives him good reasons why the Bill
should be supported, and a :ouple of specific comments. If there
is some way we can help in securing its enactment, please let me

know. I would be glad to testify, or perhaps better, to arrange
for one of my colleagues with more direct experience to testify
before the House Sub-Committee on Post-Secondary Education and
describe how our programs cou3,41 enefit specifically.

Sincerely,
--7")

4

Encl.

Y*Fmo/itiky
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THE UN1VERS1Y OF MARNIAND

SAllrM0fif COUNTY CAMPUS
ot Nc.wwonCY P,actc

Caoppa lho fi*c~ Comnswiy Swim eiro Lawn%
IMMO* Pi Schoen
fikelele Coopwasho Eaucato, The Chaim %way,

111,1c3rAteN MUM

TO: Adam Versolineky. Provost

MON; John S. Nartello, Director
Office of Professional Practice

OATN: April 1, 1991

Re: Cossents on S.327, National and Community Service
Incentive Act of 1991

Thank you for providing se with an opportunity to comment on
Senator litiapers' bill.

Your request is especially timely since I hove just returned from
a visit (3/19 - 1/22) to Boston where Nark and I recruited students
for caseworker positions in The Choice Program. The positions for
which we recruited are the type S.S27 addresses. The students with
whon we spoke (from Boston College, Holy Cross, Providence College,
and Harvard) have given ma a unique perspective from which tc
express an opinion.

In short, I support the bi11. The idea of supporting community
service through partikl loan forgiveness is a good one. I believe
that this is especially true for public college, and universities
in which the tradition of service is not well established; and
because public colleges serve a sogisnt of students who are
unlikely to have the resources to afford a pot* of low paid
cosmunity service.

I do have two specific consents, however: 1) The amount of
allowable pay should be increased (beyond the annualised minimum
wage total or the poverty level for a fully of two), and, 2) We
should think about other positive incentives, ouches scholarships,
stipends, etc. we could provide to students in college in exchange
for eervics, rather than creating incentives (via debt reduction)
after college. I.

eovnan MONCra 24225 3Yrt

41 45.5 IIAS !XII 465 JO

1301 obb 3,2NI fverea
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Regarding materials that would be of interest in support of this
bill. 1 would call your attention to the following:

A study by Gansnader and Kingston (1984) which documented the
positive correlation between undergraduate service and post
graduate employment in service careers;

A study by Hamilton and Fenzel (1988) which showed adolescents
developed pro-social attitudes es a result of service;

Janet Hansen's survey, titled "Student Loans: Ara They
Overburdening a Generation? (Report to the Joint Economic
Committee of the U.S. Congress, 12/86) which cite* studies on
both sides of the debate as to whether college debt is a
disincentive to service careers.

Although I would support thiq bill, I do not believe it is the
ultimate answer. Specifically,

1. The wsy to instill an ethic of service oolong college students
is to make service part of the educational mainstream (e.g.,
our efforts to link service to Learning).

2. Positive reinforcement (the application of something
rewarding) is far more effective than negative reinforcement
(removal of an aversive stimulus) or punishment. Thus,
creating positive incentives for service (money, credit) will
work better than removing aversive boneequences (loans, debt)
as a lasting strategy for encouraging civic responsibility.

3. Student deLt Is probably one of a number of variables which
influences college students' career choice. Obviously, our
career decisions are based on many Variables, including
expected income after college.

JSM:kma

2 7 .1
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INDEPENDENT
SKTOR

April 11, 1991

Senator Dale Bumpers
United States Senate
Committee on Small Business
Washington, DC 20510-6350

Dear Dale:

Thank you for your March le letter regarding S.
527 which provides incentives for young people to
participete in voluntary community service upon
graduation from =ollege. It im very important
legislation and it was unfortunate that it was dropped
in conference along with provisions that would have
amended the higher education act.

Your loan cancellation proposals would provide an
important incentive for young people to become involved
in a wide variety of voluntary community services and
we support that initiative.

We aro grateful for the leadership you have given
to this proposal end we support its nactment.

Sincerely,

L

Brian O'Connell

cc: Adam Yarmolinsky
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National Urban League, Inc.
The Neal Owe-Away Ikelebes

SOO fee tandSew, New AwA, NY taut
Veep/we UM 3104000

April S, 1991

The Honorable Dale Bumpers
united States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Bumpers:

On behalf of the National Urban League,
commend you for introducing the 'National and
Community Service Incentiv Act of 1991' (S.527).
The concept of promoting post-graduate voluntary
community service through partial cancellation of
college loans is a positive one.

Riddle and upper incomm students who can
afford to make a financial sacrifice and delay
their labor sark..' entry for one or more years will
find this prop 2 helpful in fulfilling their
desire to do inanity service While receiving
partial loan can nation as a special bonus.

However, low income students who have had to
make substantial financial sacrifices just to get
through college cannot afford to delay their entry
into the labor market upon graduation. These young
adults recollnlse the nacasaity of immediately
beginning to build financial stability through
full-time employment at above poverty wages, not
only for loan repayment, but for a solid foundation
for their employsent and marital futures.

"`f
4 't
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Honoroble Dale Bumpers
April S, 2991
Page 2

For certain African American students, delay
of labor market entry at the critical point of
transition from college to full-tine employment can
create an added barrier to simply getting into the
Job market, and once in, moving up career ladders.
Such students hail from a national situation where
the absolute and relative economic status of
African Americans is characterised by high
unemployment, inferior occupational distributions,
low wages, low incomes and high poverty rates.
Further, such disparities have persisted at roughly
the same level for the last two decades.

In the end, 8.527 will be welcomed by those
individuals who can afford to take advantage of its
provisions. However, for lov income black and
sinority students, the delay of job entry at an
important crossroad in their life, coupled with
now-paid* community service work does not
represent sound planning for their economic future.
It is our hope that this legislation can be mAde
more responsive to these needs so that it can be
accessible to all graduates. For example, the wage
levels would have to be increased to at least 150%
of the poverty line for a family of two.

Thank you for inviting the National Urban
League to review 5.527 and offer connent.

Sincerely,

John E. Jacob
President and
Chief Executive Officer

270
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Georgetown University
New South, Box 3304
Washington, DC 20057

April 12. 1991

The Honorable Dale L Bumpers
229 Senate Dirkson Office Building
Washington. DC 20510-0401

Dear Senator Bumpers:

RD2, Box 3481)
Sunbury, PA 17801

In todox's edition of the Georgetown Hoya, our newspaper of record, it was
reported that you are sponsoring a bill in Congress that would "reduce individual
students loans up to 70 percent if they worked for up to four years at a low rate cif

pay for a community service organiution in the prirate sector". I am writing to voice
my support for such a proposal.

As I am sure you know, private college costs have skyrocketed over the past

decade. Even with substantial financial aid, I will have at least fifteen thousand
llars ($15,000) in oans to repay at the end of my undergraduate years alone.

Ohs iously, with this amount of debt, taking a low or minimum wage job would hurt
my financial stability in the short-run.

I num a.,sure you that your proposal makes me reconsider the possibility of

uorking at something I truly enjoy, I already volunteer my time freely in many
ditterent campus activities, ineituh:Ig the Knights of Columbus. the Georgetown

College Democrats Club, and the Georgetown Admissions Ambassadors Program.
inch serves to help inform prospective Georgetown students. I also teach Sunday

school at 1-1Ay Trmity Parish and occasionally volunt i at the S.O.M.E. (So Others

\light tat) shelter, both in the Northwest. While I plan to continue such activities

after grathlation, 1 feel that the experience of a fulltime volunteer position would he

inestimable.

h.o hut one suggestion that the bill he amended so include public volunteer

acusities. too, It seems to me that limiting the extent of the hill to only private

set-tor at to ;tics limits the possible benefits of the hill as well

A*9 :
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I would have hked to have sent a copy of this letter to both theSenators from
Pennsylvania, however, because of Sen. Heinz unfortunate death, I will only be
sending a chiplicate to Sen. Arlen Specter. Please keep me informed on the progress
of this legislation. Feel free to contact me if you feel that I could be of any help in
gaining student support of this proposal.

Sincerely,

John Gotaskie, Jr.

cc: The Honorable Arlen Specter

277
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March 21, 1991

The Honorable Dale Bumpers
United States Senator
Committee on Small Business
Washington, D. C. 20510-635D

Dear i;enator Bumpers:

1,{Eaga 7.1, 771...11.5
'h*. Nvws moSt

ems, /NA msv.tro.

Thank you for your letter of March 18 regarding your bill.

S. 527, on community service. You have requested my comments and
they are as follows:

1. My colleagues at CDM and I have long feIt that too lit-

tle is asked of our young people and that, in the absence of a
syfitem of universal military service, some form of community
service would be highly desirable. We supported Congressman
McCurdy's bill in the past.

2. I think the basic idea of rewarding students for their
community service in the manner proposed is sound. I have not
computed the combined value of the minimum wage base and partial
loan forgiveness as against other opportunities which might be
available to college graduates, but agree with the bill's clear
assumption that the young people to whom this appeal is directed
aro not 1ik41y to be motivated primarily by a desire for gain, so
long as they are enabled to meet their obligations.

3. I wnnier whe her you have, however, considered the
possible impact of this program upon potential community service
volunteers from older age groups. To the extent that that is

important, the bill clearly discriminates in favor of younger
people with student loan obligations. Older potential volunteers
are likely to have greater resources, but also far greater family

and other obligations.

With best wishes,

PRS:vw

l "41

A; I ,)

S /
. 2.

Pter R. 'Rose 15.1.atI-
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COAUTION FOR NATIONAL SERVICE

54.10 5HERIEN PLACE P4 V.

wmelweium, nc caic

P :Arum

March 20, 1991

Mon. Dale Bumpers, Chairman
Committee on Small Business
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-6350

Dear Senator Bumpers:

Many thanks for your letter and enclosure of
Earch 16. We have been corresponding about your
proposal for a National and Community Service
Incentive for several years and 1 am optimistic about
IT.91 being the year it finally passes.

Tour proposal is a natural oomplenant to tte
t;ationsl and Community Service Aet of 1990 and
Ceserves to be enacted.

Ey coincidence, I just had a visit from a
speechwriter for Peace Corps Director Paul Coverdell,
%.:ale will be speaking to student volunteers at Emory
University this weekend. I gave him a copy of your
bill end recommended he say sometting about it as it
will be germane to his audience.

Eber

'r,,,. t 4. Art, , ria. in , 1.

BEST COPY AVAILABLe
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)311 I.o.t 32nd iirrcl. %rt. %int,. 1r," Inrk 100.:2
i212t 223- 1030

Charie- A. Dana
foundation
Incorporated

April 18, 1991

Senator Dale Bumpers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6350

Dear Senator Bumpers:

Thank yo'l for your March 18 letter requesting support for
your proposec. legislation, S. 527. I have reviewed your
proposal and believe that it contains many worthy elements.

I have long been a proponent of national service, and I
believe that your proposal that full-time, low-paid community
service be recompensed by partial cancellation of student loan
debts (to the same extent as is now available in the Peace
Corps and VISTA programs) appears to provide a useful
incentive for such service.

I applaud your efforts to address this national concern
and wish you good luck in your attempts to encourage recent
college graduates to perform voluntary community service.

RNK:am

Sincerely yours,

R-J:ert r. Yreidler
President

cc: Congressman William D. Ford
Senator Claiborne Pell
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INTERNATIONAL LIAISON OF

LAY VOLUNTEERS IN MISSION

April 14, 1991

US. CATHOLIC NETWORK OF LAY MISSION PROGRAMS

MOST REV. JOSEPH A. FRANCIS. S.VD.. D.P.
trameriu. Amason

JOHN R. GEIGER
ROAM) CHAISPERSON

.-; SR ELLEN CAVANAUGH
Eacyrivt DISECTOS

Senator Dale Bumpers
UNITED STATES SENATE
Committee on Small Business
Washington D.C. 20520-6350

Dear Senator Bumper;

First of all, I apologize for my lateness in responding to your letter
of March 18, 1991, concerning your newest legislation addressing loan
deferment and partial oanoallatio.. We are deeply interested in this
bill, S.t27, for ve see herein the actual means for allowing oux young
people to consider a time of service.

TWice a month we issue a listing of names of persons interested in
service. We attain these names through visits to college campuses.
addressing youth groups and, in general, sharing our message with all
whom we meet.

Senator, if your bill becomes the law we can promise our figures,
already on the increase, will at least double. Our young people
want to give service but in most instances, because of loans, this
service is not possible. PEACE CORPS and VISTA have seen a rise in
their serving population. Our private organizations can experience
the same growth.

We see in your legislation a means of motivating a next generation.
For the good of our nation we must put your challenge before our
youth.

Wo have asked to testify in defense of the legislation and we will
continue to use every opportunity to support the legislation.

all HARE WOOD ROAD N,E, WASHINGTON. D.C. MIT CHM EIV-1100 I1005051146 FAX (TOT) STION

2 S I

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Senator Sumpers
Page 2.

Our people have been supported considerably by Chuck Ludlam who ham

been responsive to every inquiry. Chuck, through edvice, has sent

many a person to a successful *giving time of servicso.

It is our prayer that with the successful passage of 8.527 nation

will experience a continued escalation of giving Americans. aux

reward will be great as aux future holds Seamicass who know their

birthrights are complete whoa one reaches out in service to another.

Thank you for all your efforts!

Sincerely yours,

Sister Ellen Cavanaugh, Executive Director

2 2 "
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FACT SHEET

PURPOSE

international Lisbon of Lay Volunteers in Mission (WN) le a nomproat network of
lay mission programs supported by the U.S. Catink Whom. Ow swat purpose is
to coordnate and imitate the done of awr 150 lay %volunteer programs bend in the
United States ttith *awned ki the U.S. and other countries. This Is aocarnpkhed by
conanunicodng to the laity the wpm" of their role in the Minion of the Church ILLVIM
also assist, dowses and religious communities in satletykig their need for fay =penis*
and docketed collaboration in mission woes all over the world.

HISTORY

In 1963, the membership assodation was founded In the Archdiocese of Newark by
Father George Mader Wien the need tow Identified for a network of volunteer
programs, The success of the program is reflected in the number of inquiring
kmcUvlthmIL Recent krterest km volunteerto has mulled in the placement of
approdmately 4.450 volunteers in 1090, as compared with 1,050 in 1985-85, in member
organizations.

OFFICE

'The National Moe, located In Washington, DC has eve MO members. The Executive
Director is the only salaried employee. She bdngs many yews of expertise to the office

administration, mission, and networking within the Church. The remaining staff are full
tkne lay volunteers from various backgrounds wng to do service for the Church.
The Board of Directors consists of ffiteen-member, lay volunteer program directors
who we elected to two consecutive tviv-yew terms.
The ConsultAtive Committee, who assists the Board of Directors, we four
professionals with backgrounds in finance, government, and business.
The Episcopal Advisor is Most Reverend Joseph A. Francis, Awdliwy Bishop of
Newark, New Jersey.

SERVICES

Services of the ILLVIM office are currently supported through ILLVIM member dues.
grants and donations. These swviceslacthrities have Increased fivefold since 1988.
Foremost services consist of:

ME RESPONSE - catalog listing Mi$510r1 opponues available
HOW CAN 1 HELP? - 131-weeidy listing of potential volunteers
Conferences, workshops, other informative toots for volunteer programs
Networking and recndtment of vokintsers with 1400 telephone number

INTERNATIONAL LLAISON OF LAY IAGLLINTESIS AllSSION
4121 HARWOOD RD., NE WASHINGTON, CC 20017 202412111.1100 140034241041

23
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EVANGELICAL LUMERAN
IR) CHURCH IN AMERICA

March 26, 1991

Mr. Dale Bumpers
Committee on Small Business
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Bumpers:

Your letter of March 18, directed to Mis. Susan Brook, Evangelical

Lutheran Church in America, 8765 West Higgins Road, Chicago, Illinois

00631, hes been forwarded to me. I have replaced Mis. Brook as the
Director for Lutheran World Mission Volunteers.

Meese substitute my name, Dr. Jack V. Remits, for Wise Susan Brook on
your mailing list. Thank you very much for your cooperation in this
matter.

I read with interest your proposed bill for making it easier for people
who go into volunteer service to postpone the repayment of their student
bans. With my past experience with volunteers, this is a key issue for
them in being able to lake a volunteer or stipended position.

Sincerely yoirs-;\

Dr. jack F. Reents
Director
Lutheran World Mission Volunteers

JFRIkr
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APR 9 1991

ea of national service \
means repaying a debt

National service recently got an endorse-
ment from some important people.

Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf, our leader in
the Persian Gulf, told
Barbara Walters on na-
tional TV that he sup-
ported the idea, Then
last week. William F.
Buckley, the conserva-
tive writer and televi.
sion commentator.
praised it _glowingly in
Searcy at Harding Uni-
versity's final lecture in
the 1990-91 American
Studies series.

These men represent
groups that usually find fault with compul-
sory national service.

The military's objection is that today's
weapon; are too complicated to be oper-
ated by people dragged in off the streets.
Besides, the one year of service that is
usually talked about is too short a time to
teach someone how to be a soldier. Conser-
vatives usually reject national service as a
restriction of freedom iconscription) and
an enlargement of government.

But Schwarzkopf is so popular at the
moment and Buc!..ie: such a recognized
conservative intentaal that their en-
dorsements could have an effect. But prob-
ably not much until there is a Democrat in
the White House.

It's true that the first national service
pilot programs were passed last October
with the help of Republican President
George Bush. He talks a good game ot
voluntarism and has set up a Office of
National Service in the White House and
caused his friends to start the Points of
Light Foundation in Washington to en-
courage Americans to become volunteers
and help in all kinds of worthy causes.

But the national service of Bush and
most Republicans is highly gentrified.
They think of it being performed only by
those who could work at a nursing home
for free instead of getting a summer job. or
whose families would sustain them for
year between high school and college while
they taught illiterates.

Republicans almost beat the pilot pro.
grams in Congress because the Democrats
in,isted that the volunteers at least had to
be given living expenses. Finally they were
passed after Democrats insisted that most
Americans could never afford to sign up
without money to live on.

Eight pilot programs will be created, and
it would be great if Arkansas were selected
for one of them. Even though President
Bush has not even named the 21 commis.

Robert
.1kGord

Some leaders among
conservatives and the
military now support it.

e

I A

sioners who will sun these programs, the
governor's office and our Congressional
delegation ought to be getting ready to.
apply. Sen. Dale Bumpers, DArk., sup.._
porta national service and is expected to
try to get Arkansas involved.

Who' kind of national service would be
best for the country? Well, pretty much
what Buckley explained to a couple of
thousand people in Searcy.

He called it "paying the debt we owe to -
our patrimony." How do we repay the
founding fathers for the Bill of Rights, the'
debt we owe our parents and teachers?

His answer is that at age 18 young men -
and women would be required to spend a
year doing non-professional work with the_
aged, in education, the envirownent, law
and order. etc- Buckley has a 8004 loggrs::
Lion for getting it started: 40 of the :fading .
colleges could require all freshmen in the
class of 1993 to have completed one year of
public service.

The Democratic Leadership Council's-7
approach, which is the hest one, in my
opinion, also would include the mibtary as
an avenue of service and provide a stipend
for all volunteers that could be used for'
college. down-payment on a home or start:
ing a business.

Buckley didn't mention the military or a
post-service reward. What he stressed was
the value of the young helping the old. _

"For the aged it would mean continuing
contact with young spirited people in their
most effusive years. It would remind young
people at their most impressionable age of..
the nature of genuine humanitarian ser-
vice, which is the disinterested personal
act of kindness administered by one indi-
vidual directly to another individual.

"The experience would touch the young
with, the reality of old age, the capacity to
give pleasure to others without the stimn
lus of drugs or sex ... and reinforce the best .

instincts of American youth, instincts that _
go unstimulated at our peril."

Thus, young people would learn how to
acknowledge a "a debt they cannot repay."
to a nation that must be preserved and
nourished as it has nourished them, Buck-
ley said.

-We need to guard against any possibil-
ity that forgetful generations will fail to
serve it.-
Senior Eddor Rubirt McCord's Columns spposr
on Tondo'', Thursday and Sunday.

2 S 5
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NISBCO
National interreligious Service Bcard tor Conscientious Objectors

28 Mauch 1991

Senstor Dale Bumpers
Atm: Chuck Ludlam
Committee on Small Business
Washington. DC 20510-6350

Dear Senator Bumpers:

I was gratified to see you introduce S. 527. As you know, NISBCO supported the similar

legislation you proposed Ian year. We will do what we can to help seam passage for & W.

Perhaps the most compelling aspect of your proposal is that it builds on existing
community Sr7Vitt structures. It will give needed support to small commtutity service groups, and

to service-minded students, by simply allowing communhy service to be an affordable option.

This legislition does away with the myth that the only way we eau reniedy ow social ills,

and give eubstance to our benevolent hnpulses, is through an extensive, intrusive, and (if sone

national service proponents hsve their way) coacive governnsent program. Instead of contributing

to a large, expensive. and inefficient mailmen: bureaucracy, this bill supports the already

ongoing efforts of aiming service programs. Instead of undermining private initiative service

programs. it enhances them.

have two questions: what if a person sandwiches two terms of service around a period

of norpservice7 For example, a person completes a two-year service program. After working

ehewhere for a year, he or she returns for another twoyear service program. Would the loan

forgiveness program begin again at the first-year forgiveness rate (10%). or would it fen= at
the thirdyear forgiveness rate (20%)?

Secondly, why does this bill not pertain to loans already made? If I understand correctly,

3 loan made this Year bY a college freshman would not be eligible for forgiveness under this Act.

We would like to see the bill support students with educational loans who would De to serve,
regardless of whether they graduated in 3989 or graduate in 1994.

Sincerely,

L z/ .

Anyn Matt
Legislative Liaison

Suite 750, MI Commaiciot Om, NW, Vesohlrolcit, DC 2ocest., ins pop 413451D
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MENDS COMPATTEE ON NATIOW. LEGISLATION

Senator Dale Bumpers
U.S. Senate
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Dumpers

283

20 Sewed IC 1%., Washiness DC' 3001:4 3193

ag2947-41000 Offige
I2011147-4145 VON* Mewls.
0024474.019 141

March 21, 1991

Ur ate very interested in your commueity service bill. S 527 We agree
that the repayment of student loone is a significant barrier to community
aerviee especially (ironically) tor low-income students who might want to
give of their time and skills to help improve their communities a hit

The wage rate that establishes eligibility for the program, however.
seems too low to he of much help especially (again) to the lower-income
students who have no family resources to support them during their year of
service Depending on the expense of the area in which they work, the minimum
wage rate may not provide adequate support to keep body and soul together
For example. we provide approx(mately $1000 a month for our interns here in
D.C., thy ones who are able to get by on that live very frugally in group
homes Others have told us that they just wouldn't be able to afford to live
in t C. on our stipend.

Two possibilities ocur
1. 1 recall tfrom my own days in VISTA) that the ACTION agency provides

a housing and food allowance in addition to a stipend Could agencies provide
the same for their volunteers

. leaving the volunteors cash income below the
guidelines?

2 Ft-shays the minimum wage rate could remain as the eligibility
stwndard fot partial cancellation nf the loan, and a somewhat higher rate
could qualify an individual tor an additional period of deferment

The conceyt of the legislation is positive, and we hope to be able to
s,,ppolt it Oui ,:oncern is that, by setting the eligibility standard too low,
the bill aiFtT artuallY benefit vcluqteers who are a little better off
financially. and t7e of little assist:In e to those who actually have to "make
it" on the stiiend they receive durint their volunteer year

I'll v411 of Stop by to speak with Chuck Ludlum, as you suggest, in the
Or : week or SO

Sincerely,

Ruth Flower

ifg,e-.4 ,,,

2S"

..u.1 . .

4,c.a,,<Sr. or, J r ,
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Bumpers Community Service Incentives
Principal Advantages

Encourages FullTime, LongTrm Community Service

Extends Peace Corps & Vista Model of Service into Private Sector

Reduces Major Barrier to Community Service Student Loan Debt

Promotes Service that is Entirely Voluntary

Requires Fhiancial Sacrifice to Oualify for incentive

Based on Financial Need of Volunteer

Very Low Cost to Government

No New Government Btweaucracy required to Administer



Bumpers Community Service Incentives
Oualifving Service

* Service as a Peace Corps or Vista volunteer, or
* Comparable service, meaning

Full Time service; For at least a year;
With taxexempt community service organization;

And paid no more than the federal minimum wage.

Incentive
* Receive partal Cancellation of Perkins/Stafford loans

10% Cancelled (1st year of service)
15% Cancelled (2nd year of service)
20% Cancelled (3rd year of service)
25% Cancelled (4th year of service)

Wel: 70% Cancelled with 4 years of service

291



Existing Community Service Incentives

Type of Deferment on Partial Partial
Service Repayment as Cancel Cancel

Serve Perkins Stafford

Puss Corps/Vista YES, slice YES, slow NO
Vs Wars 11160's 11141

Cemparable links YES, sines NO NO
with ter-ssanipt IMO
Coma Ily sinks
(WOO IlkilliON

1
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Bumpers Community Service Incentives

Type of Deferment on Partial Partial
Service Repayment as Cancel Cancel

Serve Perkins Stafford

Peace Corps/Vista
*Mims

Comparable Service
with taxezempt
Community service
organisations

YES

YES

YES

2
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